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ABSTRACT

Animate Impossibilities: On Asian Americanist Critique, Racialization, and the Humanities
by
Frances H. Tran
Advisor: Kandice Chuh
This dissertation works from and through the field of Asian American studies, drawing
on Asian Americanist cultural critique and minority discourse, to investigate the relationship
among race, the politics of knowledge, and the epistemic function of the humanities.
Proliferating discourses on “post-race” and “colorblindness” characterizing the present moment
posit a progressive movement beyond racial division, towards recognizing and incorporating
minority difference into the academy. However, even as issues like “diversity” have gained
visibility as institutional objectives, I contend that this heightened visibility occludes the
structural conditions that allow racialization to persist. In this project, I follow the work of
thinkers such as Michel Foucault, Lisa Lowe, and Stuart Hall to illuminate the ongoing violence
of institutionalized racism that manifests through the disciplining of certain kinds of bodies and
modes of thought in the humanities.
The three main chapters examine the “interdiscipline,” the “archive,” and the “digital,”
respectively, as potent sites of humanistic knowledge production that determine specific
configurations and hierarchies of difference, value, and legitimacy. In particular, I elucidate how
these hegemonic knowledge formations constrain, at times even counter-intuitively, the dynamic
energies of a field like Asian American studies. By demonstrating how this field operates in
relation to the ways in which minority difference has been and continues to be regulated and
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compartmentalized, I aim to shed light on contemporary practices of racialization in the
academy. Moreover, recognizing the double-bind Asian American studies occupies by inhabiting
the very institutional structure it aims to critique, this project explores how we might facilitate
the undisciplining of the field to invigorate the critique of racialized power that has historically
organized its practices. Undisciplining figures in this dissertation as a conceptual process, an
invitation to contemplate ways of structuring and producing knowledge in difference from our
received arrangements of knowledge. Undisciplining also gestures toward the rebellious acts of
students who organized protests during the late twentieth century that resulted in the
establishment of Asian American studies and related interdisciplines. This project invokes such
histories of undisciplined activity to reflect on and continue the radical thinking they enacted.
Central to this process of undisciplining Asian American studies, I argue, is a serious
engagement with aesthetic and cultural productions that are not immediately or only legible as
“Asian American.” For this reason, I turn to the science and speculative fictions of Karen Tei
Yamashita, Charles Yu, Patricia Powell, Nicci Yin, Yong Ho Ji, and Mary Ann Mohanraj,
among others. I demonstrate how these authors and artists create affective imaginaries that depict
material conditions of racialized inequality in different dimensions, landscapes, and historical
contexts that enable readers to reflect on present injustices. As such, I illustrate how they
participate in “world-making,” both constitutive of the worlds we live in and capable of
generating alternative worlds; these texts create conditions of possibility not only for
illuminating processes of racialization, but also make perceptible new ways of thinking and
forms of embodiment, relationality, and solidarity. Therefore, in contrast to a genre study of
science and speculative fiction, this project mobilizes the speculative acts these authors and
artists perform as themselves methodologies for re-imagining how Asian American studies can
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inhabit the academy differently. My dissertation, in short, aims to create space for realizing
“animate impossibilities,” alternative arrangements of knowledge that can attune us to how the
humanities can be restructured to attend to social and material inequality.
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To my twin—this could not have been written without you.
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PROLOGUE

AN ORIGIN STORY OF SORTS
on the Feeling of being Minor

I do not want to be an Asian Americanist. That was the thought that began this project.
The feeling a thought like this contains is perhaps familiar to those of us minoritized persons
who decide eventually to study what might be framed as our “own kind.” I am speaking here of
the icky feeling that comes when you utter a phrase like “I study Asian American literature” and
are met with a knowing look or nod that just means of course- you are Asian American and that’s
exactly what you should be studying, no surprise there. This is the feeling of being minor. More
than just a sense of smallness, it refers to the easy dismissal that comes with being labeled and
compartmentalized, filed away as what is proper, natural and known. It is this feeling that I was
running away from when I took a detour into the African diaspora, tried to imagine myself as an
early Americanist, and toyed with the idea of working on something like a global aesthetic form.
And yet, in this effort to think bigger, broader, and different from the expectations that
would constrain me to a category or to specific objects of study, I began to see too how this
movement away from the disconcerting label Asian Americanist also makes me complicit in a
violent erasure of the social protests of the 1960s and 70s that struggled to make Asian American
histories and cultures visible in the academy and Asian Americanist scholarship possible. And
so, from this unwilling position I began to contemplate how to approach Asian Americanist not
as a label that restricts, contains, and limits, but as a positionality that has been gifted from the
blood, sweat and labor of the movements that came before, and which I need to take ownership
of and make anew through my research.
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The project that follows, then, can be read as an effort to contest the constraints of the
identity category “Asian American” and the boundaries of “Asian America.” By inviting us to
rethink Asian American studies, its proper scope and scale, I demonstrate how this knowledge
formation necessarily bumps up and against, and collides with, other fields of knowledge in the
humanities, including African American and African diasporic studies, Chicana/o studies,
Disability studies, Indigenous studies, Women’s studies, and so on. By exploring how we might
rethink this specific site, I suggest, it becomes possible to unsettle the humanities as well, to
reflect on and critique the practices and principles that sustain the hierarchies and processes of
exclusion and racialization on which it was founded and which it still perpetuates.
In this process, I found myself turning toward aesthetic and cultural productions to probe
the affective imaginaries that works by Nicci Yin, Karen Tei Yamashita, Charles Yu, Patricia
Powell, Yong Ho Ji, and Mary Ann Mohanraj, create, looking for those worlds that might
instantiate a humanities and academy that does not yet exist. And along the way, I made a
startling discovery as well, realizing belatedly that many of the texts that have spoken longest
and loudest to me could be classified as science and speculative fictions. And so, the speculative
plays a central role in what follows, providing something like a thread to trace the leaps this
project takes between disparate timespaces, histories, and alternate realities. And yet, as I also
show, the idea of the speculative that I and these texts mobilize is not otherworldly, immaterial
or fanciful; it represents instead the difficulty of working from persisting conditions of social and
material inequality, racism, hate, and injustice, to animate an elsewhere and elsewhen that is not
an escape from, but an effort to recognize the pleasures and possibilities that come from living in
and making life out of even inhospitable and impossible circumstances.
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Rather than reversing the feeling of being minor, I am trying here to recognize the
frustration, anger, and jealousy it fosters alongside the potential it holds for something other, for
the unruliness it also kindles—desires to act dissidently and in difference from the structures and
practices of knowing “others” that we have inherited. It is from and through this feeling of being
minor, then, that I am an Asian Americanist and embark in this project to articulate practices and
pedagogies that might illuminate an undisciplined, undisciplining Asian American studies.

3

The here and now is a prison house. We must strive, in the face of the here and
now’s totalizing rendering of reality, to think and feel a then and there. Some will
say that all we have are the pleasures of this moment, but we must never settle for
that minimal transport; we must dream and enact new and better pleasures, other
ways of being in the world, and ultimately new worlds.
- Josė Muñoz, Cruising Utopia (2009)

Whenever we try to envision a world without war, without violence, without
prisons, without capitalism, we are engaging in speculative fiction. All organizing
is science fiction. … That is the premise behind the book you hold in your hands.
-Walidah Imarisha, Introduction to Octavia’s Brood (2015)

“Everything possible has been tried and nothing has changed. What we need is the
Impossible.” The music we make must embrace the Impossible in the arduous
journey to make the music a true force for social revolution. Everything musically
possible has been done. The world hasn’t changed. What we need is some
Impossible music along with some Impossible thinking and activity.
-Fred Ho quoting Sun Ra, “Imagine the Impossible!” (2007)

And what I want to do is say, against the grain of Fanon but in a way that he
allows and requires me to say, no, let’s look at this shit from our perspective, from
the perspective of the ones who are relegated to the zone of the crazy or, to be
more precise, I hope, from the absent perspective, or absence of perspectives, of
the delirious, the more and less than crazy. And what we’re saying is we claim
this, not just because it’s against the grain of the normative, not just because it
allows us to call for something in the future; we claim this because this is who we
are and what we do right now.
-Fred Moten, The Undercommons (2013)

4

INTRODUCTION
PARALLEL UNIVERSES
Impossibility, Animacy, and Aesthetics

Nicci Yin’s 2013 installation “Impossible Spaces” invites us to take part in re-making the
academy and inhabiting it with a difference. In this project Yin revises floor plans for The Diana
Center, the “main student and activity hub at Barnard College” to make visible the ways in
which existing institutional spaces foreclose opportunities for meaningful encounter and
engagement.1 She writes, “One of the main design features of the building are airy, light-filled
corridors that exist somewhat like an external shell to the building. These spaces are often dead
space, simply existing for passage but otherwise go un(der)utilized by students.”2 Drawing our
attention to the “dead space” of corners and corridors, Yin pushes us to imagine the possibilities
that these in-between spaces contain. Rather than simple passageways to and from class, she asks
us to contemplate what happens if we pause and inhabit these spaces that were not designed to be
lingered in and collected around.
The alternative floor plans Yin creates as part of her installation rely on, manipulate, and
transform original blueprints of the building: “The visual cues—doors, walls, stairs—are
reassembled” to highlight how “the spaces … [they] represent could not exist in reality.”3
Working with graphite on vellum sheets, she draws hundreds upon hundreds of small, imperfect
circles to animate impossible spaces that open up and break out of the original design; they clash
with and threaten to overtake the angular lines on what remains only the skeletons of a blueprint.
1

Nicci Yin, “Impossible Spaces,” cargocollective.com/nicci, accessed February 2, 2016,
http://cargocollective.com/nicci/impossible-spaces/solo.
2
Ibid.
3
Ibid.
5

The irregular pattern and uneven distribution of circles suggest an energy and affect that exceeds
the limits of the building’s architecture. Moreover, by inserting these “sculpture-drawing
hybrids” back into the very spaces they critique, Yin encourages us to pause and re-conceive
them; looking at these revised floor plans confronts us with the startling challenge of connecting
the hallway or stairwell we are standing in with the unformed, borderless spaces gestured toward
in the overflow of circles in her drawings.4 Imbuing negligible, in-between spaces with a sense
of (im)possibility, she thus re-makes them into places where we might begin to imagine and
access something like a parallel universe, a timescape where unrealized actions, potentialities,
and collectivities become perceptible.
Yin’s timely installation signals at once a provocation to chart modes of knowing and
being that have been rendered impossible and illegitimate by existing material conditions and
institutional structures, and an invitation to search for and animate those parallel universes that
can be glimpsed even in the most unexpected and inhospitable spaces. In this way, her project
resonates with the central question that drives my dissertation. I ask: How can we, as politically
engaged scholar-teachers, work in and through the academy to discern universes that illuminate
other ways of organizing space, bodies, and knowledges? The need for this kind of re-visioning,
I argue, is especially urgent at a moment when minoritized difference is simultaneously
embraced and neglected, coopted and abandoned by the academy. In a sense, minoritized
difference is the light-filled corridors of The Diana Center, the passageways used to get from
point A to point B that allow “diversity” to be identified as an institutional objective, without
asking us to dwell in the challenges, difficulty, and (im)possibility of that space. This
dissertation, then, might be read as a call to linger in that space, to explore how we might grapple
with minoritized subjects and knowledges and learn how to inhabit the academy differently.
4

Ibid.
6

A Rough Sketch of a Difficult Space
The establishment of Asian American studies and related fields in race, ethnic, and
sexuality studies following the student protests and social movements of the 1960s and 70s can
be understood in relation to Yin’s alternative floor plans. These interdisciplines were the
“impossible spaces” that had to be imagined and fought for to transform the academy’s literal
and figurative architecture. It took the longest student strikes in U.S. history, mobilized by the
Third World Liberation Front at San Francisco State University in 1968 and at the University of
California Berkeley in 1969, and violent encounters with state police and security forces, to lead
to the institution of the first School of Ethnic Studies and Department of Ethnic Studies at these
respective universities. This moment is pivotal, Mark Chiang asserts, because “[f]or the first time
in the history of American higher education, students sought to intervene in the processes of
university governance that had previously been closed off to them, and in doing so, they came to
challenge the foundations of the university itself.”5 We might understand these struggles, then, as
an effort to realize parallel universes that existed quite literally alongside and within the
academy, through the local communities where these universities were situated and the diverse
populations that comprise their student body.6

5

Mark Chiang, The Cultural Capital of Asian American Studies: Autonomy and Representation
in the University (New York: NYU Press, 2009), 3. For a concise history of the Asian American
Movement, see: Glenn Omatsu, “The ‘Four Prisons’ and the Movements of Liberation: Asian
American Activism from the 1960s to the 1990s,” in The State of Asian America: Activism and
Resistance in the 1990s, ed. Karin Aguilar-San Juan (Boston: South End Press, 1994), 19-37.
6
Because of this dissertation’s specific interests and limited scope, and despite its inadequacy in
accounting for the heterogeneity of higher educational institutions, I rely interchangeably on the
phrases “the university” and “the academy” to refer to historically white, liberal arts and research
institutions in which pressures to defend the legitimacy of Ethnic studies programs and courses
remain a constant concern, including those spaces where such programs and courses do not yet
exist.
7

The fields of knowledge that grew out of these movements, including Asian American
studies, African American studies, Chicana/o studies, Women’s studies, and so on, have played a
crucial role in challenging conditions of knowledge production that neglect the impact of
sociopolitical identity categories like race, gender, and sexuality, on the (re)production of
material inequalities both within and beyond the academy. Recent work by scholars such as
Roderick Ferguson and Jodi Melamed has shown, however, that despite an explicit commitment
to transformative antiracist politics, such interdisciplines participate in forms of racialization that
persist in this putatively “post-race” era.7 In The Reorder of Things (2012) Ferguson reads the
apparent victories of the student struggles and social protests during the Civil Rights Movement,
from the establishment of interdisciplines organized around identity groups to the creation of
affirmative action programs and new admissions criteria, as institutionally-conditioned
mechanisms of racialization. He demonstrates how the integration of “minority difference” into
the academy’s administrative agenda was used to appease unruly scholar-activists while also
instituting new methods for quantifying and managing race, gender and sexuality in ways that
contain the dynamism of antiracist sociopolitical projects.8
In Represent and Destroy (2011) Melamed further contextualizes the shift in the
organizing dynamics of the university that Ferguson describes as a function of what she terms
7

Critical legal scholar Sumi Cho describes “post-racialism in its current iteration” as a “twentyfirst century ideology,” precipitated by a “racially transcendent event that authorizes the retreat
from race” (1594, 1597). Obama’s presidency has been invoked in this capacity, Cho argues, to
spur and sustain a “post-racial logic” characterized by beliefs that “the state need not engage in
race-based decision-making or adopt race-based remedies, and that civil society should eschew
race as a central organizing principle of social action” (1594). See “Post-Racialism,” Iowa Law
Review 94 (2009): 1589-1649. In addition to the legal definition Cho offers, however, I
understand “post-race” and “post-racialism” in this dissertation as marking a broader socialhistorical turn that suggests the successful overcoming of racism and racial division as a result of
the purported victories of the civil rights struggles of the late-twentieth century.
8
Roderick Ferguson, The Reorder of Things: The University and its Pedagogies of Minority
Difference (Minneapolis: U of Minnesota P, 2012), 7.
8

“official antiracisms.”9 These power regimes which emerged and evolved in the aftermath of
World War II, Melamed argues, make antiracism legible as an official or state priority and thus
participate in the expansion of institutional power to determine “what counts as a race matter, an
antiracist goal, or a truism about racial difference,” thereby, foreclosing and de-legitimizing
other narratives of minority difference.10 Popular discourses on Asian/Americans as “model
minorities,” for instance, exemplify how the rhetoric of hard work and dedication attached to
Asian-raced bodies is used to justify claims that immigrants and people of color do not need
subsidies from the government to attain socio-economic success.11 These narratives reinforce
ideas that Blacks and Latina/os are lazy and incompetent while simultaneously rendering
invisible the varied ways in which Asian/Americans do not conform to the rubric of the model
minority.
Ferguson and Melamed’s research, therefore, demonstrates how the racialization of
minoritized subjects and knowledges continues even as the language of antiracism, “post-race,”
and diversity has been used to suggest a progressive movement beyond racial division, towards
recognizing and incorporating minority difference into the academy. My dissertation extends this
work by identifying Asian American studies as a critical site for exploring how institutional
racism persists today vis-à-vis the practices and principles that underwrite “the humanities.” I
suggest that working in and through this field, which has not only been founded on efforts to
attain social justice for culturally and politically marginalized subjects, but whose
9

Jodi Melamed, Represent and Destroy: Rationalizing Violence in the New Racial Capitalism
(Minneapolis: U of Minnesota P, 2011), xvii.
10
Ibid., 11.
11
Following David Palumbo-Liu, I use the term “Asian/American” here to highlight how
“Asian” is not simply a modifier for “American,” but rather a term that underscores the historical
and transnational interpenetration of “Asia” and “America” in the constitution of what we come
to know as Asian American identities. See Asian/American: Historical Crossings of a Racial
Frontier (Stanford: Stanford University Press, 1999).
9

institutionalization can arguably be seen as a product of efforts to compartmentalize and manage
difference, creates space for attending to how the university itself contributes to the ongoing
meaningfulness of race as an index of social and material inequality. The double-bind Asian
American studies occupies by inhabiting the very institutional structure it aims to critique
represents the difficult, contradictory space from which we have to begin to imagine and realize
new parallel universes.
If the student struggles and social movements of the 1960s and 70s contested the relative
absence of minoritized subjects, histories, and texts from course curricula and classroom
discussions, how do we grapple with a contemporary moment in which multicultural texts and
“diverse” bodies are seemingly welcomed into the academy? In other words, how do we reckon
with the kind of disciplining that the inclusion of minority difference masks and perpetuates? To
approach these questions, my dissertation takes as its point of departure an understanding of
disciplinarity as a racializing mechanism that confers value on certain forms and embodiments of
knowledge while subjugating others. It understands the humanities and its constitutive
disciplines as epistemic formations that remain, as Foucault among others have established,
historically embedded in and structured by the exclusionary category of the human.12 The
institutionalization of interdisciplines such as Asian American studies can be read in this context
as part of endeavors to unsettle prevailing figurations of the human subject as white, male, and
heterosexual by introducing race, gender, and sexuality as important categories of analysis.
However, the successful establishment of these interdisciplines also confers on them the burden
of representing and attending to minority difference in ways that absolve hegemonic disciplines
like History and English of the same responsibility, leaving them, as Kandice Chuh asserts, “at
12

See Michel Foucault, Discipline and Punish: The Birth of the Prisons, translated by Alan
Sheridan (New York: Vintage: 1995) and The Order of Things: An Archeology of the Human
Sciences (New York: Vintage, 1995).
10

least at a radical level, relatively untouched by difference.”13 Chuh’s argument underscores the
need to critique institutional rubrics that seek to compartmentalize and constrain minoritized
subjects and knowledges, inviting us to recognize that an attention to race, gender, and sexuality
should not only be addressed in the fields committed to these questions, but also in those where
they do not emerge as immediate concerns.
This brief sketch depicts the historical and material conditions through which my
dissertation moves. In this project I investigate the processes that contribute to the disciplining of
Asian American studies and Asian Americanist practices and pedagogies to elucidate the
contemporary forms that institutional racism take in the present. As such, my work extends the
long-lived and ongoing interest in Asian American studies to illustrate the critical role that
Asiatic racialization (the processes by which certain bodies are made into, e.g, orientals and
aliens, coolies and model minorities) has played and continues to play in the ways of being and
knowing advanced by the university. By examining the material conditions of knowledge
production through this specific field, I hope, moreover, to move toward realizing
methodologies, critical practices, and pedagogies that can challenge the violence of racialization
and illuminate alternative arrangements of knowledge. In short, this project also explores how
we might begin to facilitate the undisciplining of Asian American studies to invigorate the
critique of racialized power that has historically organized its practices.
Undisciplining figures in my dissertation as a conceptual process, an invitation to
contemplate ways of structuring and producing knowledge in and through the academy in
difference from our received arrangements of knowledge. Here, undisciplining takes inspiration
from Jack Halberstam’s appeal in The Queer Art of Failure (2011) to refuse demands for
13

Kandice Chuh, “The Difference Aesthetics Makes” (book manuscript, The Graduate Center,
CUNY, 2015), vi, emphasis original.
11

“disciplinary correctness” that “signal a form of training and learning that confirms what is
already known according to approved methods of knowing”; instead, it figures as an open call to
engage in play and pleasure, to lose ourselves in the “visionary insights or flights of fancy” that
might allow us to approach what Foucault has described as “subjugated knowledges,” those
modes of knowing and being that have been marked as irrational, inferior, illegitimate.14
Undisciplining also gestures toward the rebellious and unruly acts of students who organized
protests during the late-twentieth century that resulted in the establishment of Asian American
studies and related interdisciplines. This project invokes such histories of undisciplined activity
to reflect on and continue the radical re-visioning of the academy they enacted. Thinking through
how we might undiscipline Asian American studies, I suggest, can create the conditions of
possibility for unsettling those hegemonic disciplines that have not been radically touched by
difference. In this sense, undisciplining is an appeal to reach for and bring into existence those
parallel universes where minoritized difference is more than a hallway or stairwell, an item on an
administrative agenda or diversity statement, where it is instead something like the imperfect
circles in Yin’s drawings that overflow, unconstrained by the lines and limits of an architectural
blueprint or existing designs of the academy.

Undisciplined Imaginaries
Karen Tei Yamashita’s I Hotel (2010) offers insight into the kind of undisciplining work
my dissertation aspires to; this novel, which is in fact a collection of ten novellas, each set in a
single year, spanning the years 1968 to 1977, provides a rich, multifaceted re-imagining of the
Asian American or “Yellow Power” Movement of the 1960s and 70s. The project took
Yamashita over ten years to complete, during which she spent countless hours conducting
14
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interviews, visiting local sites, and scouring archives. Her product is a fascinating mixture of
fiction and history, realism and fantasy, that traverses numerous subjectivities and spaces,
recapturing not only the events, but also the feelings of loss, disappointment, possibility, and
hope that animated the activities of students, teachers, community leaders, factory workers,
immigrants and itinerant laborers. It is a text that brings together poetry and prose, myth and
folklore, dramatic playwriting and graphic images, official documents and dance, in Yamashita’s
distinctive jazz-like style of narration. Her writing attunes us to how the revolutionary struggles
and histories the book grapples with cannot be understood as separate from the messiness of the
ordinary—the lived experiences of love and heartbreak, work and play, triumph and failure, life
and death.
In the novel the International or I-Hotel figures as both a battlefront for the Asian
American Movement and a symbol of larger struggles for justice and equality during the Civil
Rights Era. The novellas that structure the text invite us to recognize the hotel as a palimpsest, a
space produced and reproduced by the different kinds of bodies that moved in and out of its
walls and the overlapping histories in which it is entangled. Constructed in 1907 in Manilatown,
a year after the devastating San Francisco earthquake, the I-Hotel functioned as a low-cost
residential hotel for largely male Chinese and Filipino workers. Relying extensively on oral
histories, Yamashita immerses us into the light banter and petty rivalries, the hopes and dreams,
of this group of migrant laborers who were unable to establish stable families in the U.S. because
of their itinerant lives and laws barring miscegenation and Asian immigration. During the 1960s
and 70s, Yamashita further elucidates how the space of the hotel was transformed as a result of
civil rights protests. It became a home not only for aging Chinese and Filipino bachelors, but also
for the artists who founded the Kearney Street workshop and student-activists who used its
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rooms to plot strategies to gain greater political representation, to achieve better working
conditions for immigrants and minorities, and to save the hotel’s tenants (unsuccessfully) from
eviction. And yet, while the hotel serves as the epicenter of this work, Yamashita’s writing
illuminates how the lives and struggles that were lived and organized within and through this
space links up with movements that extend far beyond its walls. Her text makes visible the
entanglements between the student strikes at San Francisco State and UC Berkeley and protests
against the Vietnam War, intellectual debates over Karl Marx and Mao Tse-tung, Frank Chin and
Maxine Hong Kingston, and Ferdinand Marcos’s declaration of martial law in the Philippines,
efforts to achieve higher wages for farm workers and garment workers, and the occupation of
Aclatraz Island by the Indians of All Tribes.
The palimpsestic mode of seeing Yamashita enables through I Hotel points to a way of
understanding the Asian American Movement, not as a struggle on behalf of a singular racial or
identity group, but as a series of parallel struggles, happening discordantly all at once, mobilized
by actors who were more often than not unaware of the connections and startling overlaps
between their activities and aspirations. I have described Yamashita’s work at length in an
attempt to capture the breadth of this project. I Hotel invites us to re-imagine the architecture of
the Asian American Movement; the ten novellas that comprise it represent ten different “hotels”
she constructs as points of entry into this complicated revolutionary history.15 For Yamashita,
writing this text entailed quite literally building these hotels; images of a deconstructed cube
appear above the table of contents for each novella, containing in its six sides a name, location,
date, or phrase that gestures toward the various bodies, spaces, and ideas she attempts to bring
together. In this way, the ten different cubes Yamashita uses as a blueprint for the structure of the
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novel speaks, like Yin’s “Impossible Spaces,” to the necessity of re-making space to make
perceptible alternative modes of seeing and knowing.
As my discussion of I Hotel suggests, it is a work that refuses to be categorized; even the
terms book, novel, and novellas, which both Yamashita and I employ, fail to capture the range of
narrative styles, genres, artifacts and histories it animates. In this sense, I argue, we might read I
Hotel as an undisciplined and undisciplining text. Literary and cultural productions associated
with fields in race and ethnic studies have often been invoked to signal the successful
incorporation of minority difference into the academy. Asian American literatures have arguably
been used in this regard to facilitate practices of racialization—to compartmentalize, regulate,
and quantify difference—under the rubric of diversity and alongside efforts to “globalize” higher
education. Given that this appropriation and depoliticization of “minority,” “ethnic” and
“multicultural” literatures occurs, as Melamed and others have shown, I suggest that following a
text like I Hotel allows us to explore the kinds of undisciplining practices and pedagogies that
can challenge how minoritized subjects and knowledges have been and continue to be contained,
according to different historical periods, geographic spaces, and identity groups. I begin with I
Hotel here because it pushes us to remember that the energies and activities that resulted in the
establishment of Asian American studies and related interdisciplines has always been an extrainstitutional and anti-disciplinary project, one founded on cross-racial, -gender, -generational,
and -class alliances, spanning multiple spaces, including campus grounds, sidewalks, streets,
community centers, courtrooms, cramped hotel rooms, cafes, libraries, and prisons.
Following Yamashita’s text, I approach Asian American studies in this project as a field
that cannot be discussed in isolation, understood apart from the development of African
American studies, Chicana/o studies, Disability studies, Indigenous studies, Queer studies,
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Women’s studies, and so on. Just as I Hotel recounts the history of the Asian American
Movement and so much more, my dissertation takes up this “and” as a way of contemplating the
possibilities of and for the field in the present, that is, how our understanding of Asian American
studies might shift if we do not operate within the confines of institutional rubrics of identity and
nationality, but instead take as our point of departure the field’s dizzying, chaotic, promiscuous
beginnings. Put differently, to begin the kind of undisciplining work my dissertation gestures
towards, requires a willingness to assume an imaginary where Asian American studies is not a
coherent, singular field, but one that has been simultaneously constituted and unraveled by its
complex entanglements with other fields of knowledge, with subjects and histories that have
never and can never be properly contained.

Speculative Acts
Perhaps by now it has become clear why I have chosen Yin’s “Impossible Spaces” and
Yamashita’s I Hotel to frame this dissertation. Both projects encourage us to transform our
understanding of space, history, and relationality, reworking and revisioning existing
infrastructure in ways that exceed the boundaries of walls, categories, and disciplines. They
demonstrate a willingness to engage with what is there to reach for what is not there and still has
to be imagined. For this reason, I argue, it is important to recognize the centrality of the
speculative and science fictional to their work. The unruly circles in Yin’s alternative blueprints
and the collisions we witness between historical and fictional characters, official transcripts and
imaginary dialogues and dances, in Yamashita’s text arise from an effort to illuminate and bring
into existence other realities, what I have been calling parallel universes.
And yet, even as Yin and Yamsahita’s work presses us to contemplate the possibilities
for other worlds, new ways of inhabiting space and negotiating intertwined and overlapping
16

histories, the parallel universes they invite us to enter remain inextricably connected to and
grounded within the “real” and material. “Impossible Spaces” and I Hotel would, in fact, not be
read (at least, not conventionally) as science or speculative texts. I call attention to these qualities
in them, however, to highlight the tremendous imaginative labor that not only went into their
creation, but also that which they engage us in as readers and participants. My approach to Yin
and Yamashita’s pieces is thus informed by Seo-Young Chu’s argument in Do Metaphors
Dream of Literal Sleep? (2010) that “all representation is to some degree science-fictional
because all reality is to some degree cognitively estranging.”16 For Chu, realist and sciencefictional aesthetic works are not opposites, but instead exist along a continuum; she asserts:
What most people call ‘realism’ … is actually a ‘weak’ or low-intensity variety of
science fiction, one that requires relatively little energy to accomplish its
representational task insofar as its referents (e.g., softballs) are readily susceptible
to representation. Conversely, what most people call ‘science fiction’ is actually a
high-intensity variety of realism, one that requires astronomical levels of energy
to accomplish its representational task insofar as its referents (e.g., cyberspace)
elaborately defy straightforward representation.17
Following Chu, I want to underscore the “astronomical levels of energy” it takes to shift our
understanding of the architecture of The Diana Center to really see and inhabit the impossible
spaces in Yin’s installation and to follow the meandering perspectives, entangled storylines, and
experiments Yamashita employs in her sprawling 605-page reenactment of the Asian American
Movement. In and through the dissonances and disorientation these works engender and the
difficulty of making sense of them, I suggest, comes the potential for a different sense of the
16
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present and the very sense-making practices that shape how we come to know certain subjects,
cultures, histories, and geographies. Rather than an escape into the realm of the imaginary or
fanciful, in my dissertation I recognize science and speculative fictions as aesthetic works that
engage us in long detours, where getting lost, tripping up, and failing is part of the process (and
purpose) that allows us to re-approach our worlds and questions about minoritized difference and
the violence of racialization with renewed energies and insights.
To think through how we might undiscipline Asian American studies in particular, I draw
on aesthetic and cultural productions that contest the constraints of the identity category “Asian
American” and the borders of “Asian America,” including the science and speculative fictions of
Charles Yu, M. NourbeSe Philip, Patricia Powell, Yong Ho Ji, Mary Ann Mohanraj, among
others. I explore how the affective imaginaries they create depict material conditions of
racialized inequality in alternate dimensions, geographies, and contexts that enable readers to
reflect on and critique present injustices. As my engagement with Yin and Yamashita’s projects
also demonstrates, many of the texts I turn to in this dissertation would not normally be classified
as science and speculative fiction. Instead, what interests me is the kind of dialogue and dissent
that can open up from recognizing the proximity of the parallel universes or “timescapes” they
produce to our own lived realities. Therefore, in contrast to a genre study of science and
speculative fiction, this project mobilizes the speculative acts these authors and artists perform,
as themselves methodologies and pedagogies for reconceiving the place of Asian American
studies in the academy. By thinking through the tropes they set forth, like time travel, alternate
dimensionality, and interspecies relations, I suggest, we can illuminate ways of conceptualizing
social, political, and epistemic formations to contest the disciplining of minoritized subjects and
knowledges.
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To capture the work of these texts, my dissertation draws on affect and aesthetic theory in
the vein of Sara Ahmed, Lauren Berlant, Mel Chen, José Muñoz, and Raymond Williams.
Following the ways in which these critics invite us to recognize how feeling and art—that which
is often perceived as immaterial, irrational, and removed from politics—in fact, exerts a material
impact on the world and shapes how we encounter other bodies, I treat aesthetic and cultural
productions as sources of theoretical insight. I illustrate how they are actively involved in
“world-making,” both constitutive of the worlds we live in and capable of generating alternative
worlds. These texts affectively produce conditions of possibility not only for critiquing processes
of racialization, but also make perceptible new modes of thinking and forms of embodiment,
relationality and solidarity. As such, they create space for realizing “animate impossibilities,”
structures of knowledge that can attune us to how the humanities might be refunctioned to attend
to social and material inequality.

Of Other Worlds
Animate impossibilities figures in my project as a key term through which we can
understand the critical potentialities that come from following and taking seriously the
speculative acts that aesthetic and cultural productions invite us to participate in. It refers to the
parallel universes or other worlds that I have been suggesting are not otherworldly, but rather
percolating in the present, existing in proximate relation to our real, material worlds. And yet, as
Yin and Yamashita’s projects also show, recognizing this nearness is not an easy or necessarily
cathartic act. We only have to think of the demands of course schedules, class meeting times and
dates, and the absence of chairs or other comfortable resting spots, that make it simpler to walk
by and ignore Yin’s installation. Similarly, we can think of the numerous readers who have
picked up Yamashita’s novel only to put it down again, decrying its unwieldy length and
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confusing narrative structure for trying to do too much all at once. It is with this recognition of
the energy it takes to engage Yin and Yamashita’s work, that I present animate impossibilities
here as a term that signals simultaneously the context, contradictions, and core hope that drives
this dissertation.
On one hand, animate impossibilities calls attention to discourses that have perpetuated
the representation of certain subjects as impossible or incapable of being perceived as animate,
lively or human. Aesthetic and cultural productions, including everyday language and ordinary
affects, have participated in circulating and amplifying these historical-material conditions of
racialization.18 Mel Chen, for example, engages “animacy” as a linguistic term that measures
“the sentience or liveness of nouns,” or the ways in which certain nouns have been accepted as
more fitting to occupy subject positions than others.”19 By calling attention to “animacy
hierarchies” in language, such as those between man and dog, slavemaster and slave, organic
body and rock, she pushes us to consider not only the linguistic, but larger socio-political
implications of these divisions, which become embedded in discourses on racialization,
sexuality, ability and disability, and so on.20 In her seminal work Ugly Feelings (2005), Sianne
Ngai discusses animatedness as a racialized affect with ambiguous political potential, troubling
the term’s positive connotations with vitality and life. Her work draws on historical
18
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“specific and distinctly potent form of racialization in colonial modernity” (2). She writes,
“Aestheticization is a process of value-making that unfolds in articulated concert with and
through political, social, economic, and cultural institutions, to proliferate and naturalize the
sensibilities of hegemonic social formation. Or, in other words, the naturalization of racial
difference into common sense depends on aestheticization: it is the process by which material
histories and corollary relations of power are effaced, leaving behind racial difference as a
transparent and ‘sensible truth. Race, in brief, functions as an aesthetic category, produced,
circulated and consumed according to the logics of bourgeois liberal modernity” (2-3).
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representations of racial difference that confer an “emotional excess” or animatedness on Black
bodies in particular, marking them as animal-like and thus less-than-human.21 Despite the
differences between Chen and Ngai’s respective theorizations of animacy and animatedness, that
is, how they push us to contend with subjects that have been historically represented as
possessing both a dearth and excess of life, I perceive their work as contributing to a shared
antiracist project. By fostering an understanding of how certain bodies and objects have been
portrayed as incapable of attaining “full” humanity, they illuminate the conditions through which
animate impossibilities comes to matter as a shorthand for the value hierarchies and practices of
racialization that we need to dismantle. In this way, animate impossibilities gestures toward the
enormity of the structures of power that this project attempts to write through and against, which
exceed even Asian American studies, the humanities, and the academy.
On the other hand, animate impossibilities alludes to the emancipatory potential of
speculative acts, following the work of critics such as José Muñoz and Gayatri Gopinath who
have shown how aesthetic and cultural productions provide insight into utopian and impossible
imaginaries.22 In this regard, animate impossibilities suggests critical and pedagogical practices
that underscore how science and speculative fictions enable perception of the impossible as
animate, providing access to landscapes and dimensions in which normative racial and identity
signifiers no longer operate in familiar ways while making visible other modes of conceiving
temporality, embodiment, and collectivity. In addition to exploring the worlds these texts open
up, in this project I consider what happens when we allow the speculative to animate our
research practices and methodologies, to probe for those subjects, histories, intimacies, and
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geographies that have been rendered unthinkable, invisible, impossible. In this sense, animate
impossibilities points to the challenge of envisioning those alternative forms of inhabiting the
academy and knowing the history of something like the Asian American Movement that
aesthetics make perceptible.
This dissertation, therefore, draws on animate impossibilities as a term that encapsulates
both long histories of racialization that have structured our received arrangements of knowledge
and the multiple “elsewheres” and “else-whens” that have the potential to disrupt and unsettle
them. Recognizing this “doubleness,” I argue, also cautions us from uttering animate
impossibilities as simply an appeal to imagine other worlds; it is instead an articulation
embedded in and always tethered to the violences of empire, coloniality, racism, inequality and
unfreedom. Animate impossibilities, consequently, points to the exclusionary conditions of
racialization that have shaped the historic development of the humanities, conditions in which a
field like Asian American studies remains immersed. At the same time, animate impossibilities
underscores the unequal and compromised grounds on and from which any undisciplining
project, that is, any effort to realize parallel universes or other worlds, needs to begin.

An Opening Out
Each chapter of my dissertation grapples with questions about what constitutes the proper
objects, methods, and limits of Asian American studies by inviting deeper reflection on a
particular formation of knowledge in the humanities, focusing, in turn, on the constructs of the
“interdiscipline,” the “archive” and the “digital.” Engaging in this critical negotiation, I argue,
allows us to recognize Asian American studies and Asian Americanist practices and pedagogies
as existing in dynamic relation with other disciplines and interdisciplines in the humanities. It
presses us to consider Asian American studies as a minor or marginal field with the ability to
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touch and even transform existing arrangements of knowledge; by working in and through,
between and alongside, this field, I hope to create openings out of which we might not only
speculate other futures, geographies and possibilities for Asian American studies, but also for the
humanities.
Chapter one identifies the material challenges that impact Asian American studies and the
livelihoods of the scholar-teachers who dedicate themselves to advancing its antiracist
commitments in order to explore how the field might be re-imagined to account for new
mechanisms of racialization in the academy. I draw on Karen Tei Yamashita’s Tropic of Orange
(1997) and Charles Yu’s How to Live Safely in a Science Fictional Universe (2010), two
speculative fictions that portray visions of deeply compromised futures. I argue that attending to
the simultaneously familiarizing and defamiliarizing worlds these novels construct illuminates
different timespaces, sociopolitical contexts, and scales for addressing questions about the
current state and stakes of the field. Further, I show how their affective imaginaries attune us to
other ways of understanding the temporalities of resistance and political action by putting
forward “living unsafely” and “failing purposefully” as undisciplining practices that can animate
Asian American studies in the present.
Chapter two engages the figure of the Asian coolie and the history of the coolie trade by
thinking through time travel as a speculative act that unsettles how certain subjects have been
consigned to “the past.” I argue that time travel points to another way of relating to archives and
archival materials, to a mode of knowing that is not “about” a research object, but comes from
what José Muñoz describes as a radical “being-with.” This chapter draws on texts that would
normally fall outside the purview of science and speculative fiction as part of its undisciplining
methodology, including plantation records and documents I encountered through archival
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research, Gaiutra Bahadur’s attempts to unearth her great-grandmother’s story in Coolie Woman
(2014), and Patricia Powell’s The Pagoda (1998), a novel about a female coolie’s struggles with
a racist colonial system in nineteenth century Jamaica. Working with these eclectic texts, I
present and attempt to perform time travel as collage and décollage, a disorganizing aesthetic
that makes perceptible a different sense of “the archive” and its political possibilities for
rethinking the archives of Asian American studies and the “archival economy” of the academy
more broadly.23
Chapter three explores the futures of the university by attending to the figuration and
technologies of mapping and robotics. I identify Disney’s 2014 animated film Big Hero 6 as a
cultural production that exemplifies the entanglement of Asiatic racialization and digital
technologies in efforts to re-imagine the contours of higher education. The movie plays out
against the backdrop of San Fransokyo, a futuristic landscape that blends the urban spaces of San
Francisco and Tokyo. It features Hiro Hamada, a Japanese American robotics prodigy, Baymax,
a robotic healthcare companion, and a group of diverse students from the San Fransokyo Institute
of Technology, who are forced to assume the role of superheroes. I contend that the film’s
invitation to rethink techno-orientalism—a mode of racialization that paints Asian bodies as
drones whose advanced technological capabilities and lack of emotion mark them as
nonhumans—opens up avenues for contemplating the function and possibilities attached to the
“digital humanities.” Analyzing the visual medium of animation alongside the emphasis in
digital humanities on data visualization technologies, I explore what happens when we approach
the film as dissident viewers, animating instead those subjectivities, histories, and geographies
that are rendered invisible by Disney’s appealing landscape and loveable characters.
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This project closes by offering a critical reflection on recent efforts in Asian American
studies to contemplate Asian/America as a “multispecies formation.”24 Discourses on new
materialism, object-oriented ontologies, posthumanism, and the anthropocene raise questions
about what it means to de-center the “human” in the humanities, namely, the shifts it enables in
our thinking, research practices, and understanding of sociality, community, and ecology. Here, I
consider what this “de-centering” means for a field like Asian American studies that has
historically been organized around an attention to the histories and struggles of minoritized
human subjects. Put differently, what does it mean to de-center the human in interdisciplines
whose energies and activities have been animated by conceptions of the human that have never
been center? In this closing chapter, I turn to Yong Ho Ji’s recycled menagerie, “Mutant
Mythos” (2008) and Mary Ann Mohanraj’s novella, The Stars Change (2013) as two speculative
aesthetic works that offer points of departure for negotiating the complicated ways in which
racialization manifests in and matters to endeavors to rethink Asian/America as a “multispecies”
knowledge formation.
As this glimpse into my chapters suggests, the sense of Asian American studies that I
sketch in this project is both familiar and de-familiarizing; inasmuch as it remains grounded in
the social movements of the 1960s and 70s, it also invites us to consider the new movements that
have and continue to transform the grounds of “Asian America” and Asian Americanist critique.
The flights this project offers into histories that stretch between the African slave trade and
coolie trade, September 11th, the Transpacific Agreement, and the indeterminate future, between
spaces as disparate as Jamaica, Los Angeles, Mexico, Japan and extraterrestrial landscapes are
necessarily brief and unfinished. These chapters, then, should be approached as an opening out
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that is also an invitation to enter, to take up, and continue because the astronomical levels of
energy it takes to realize parallel universes requires many bodies, many dissenting voices,
dissident imaginaries and undisciplined acts.

We
As a way of closing here and opening up this project, I return to Yamashita’s I Hotel and
its final novella in particular. Titled “1977: I-Hotel,” it depicts the culmination of the protests
and activities organized around this edifice that represents one vital center of the Asian American
Movement; in it, we see student-activists, tenants, immigrants, workers, and neighbors gather
around this building in a massive display of collective resistance against the interests of global
capitalism aiming to raze this hotel to the ground, in a movement that is ultimately, heartwrenchingly unsuccessful. Like the other novellas that comprise I Hotel, this last “hotel” is
structured by a narrative experiment that Yamashita mobilizes through the collective subject
“we.” Although the first person plural often evokes feelings of unity, togetherness, and
solidarity, what makes this last novella striking is how each chapter captures the idiosyncrasies
of a different “we.”
Yamashita presents us with a cacophony of voices and perspectives, including the “we’s”
of student-activists deeply embroiled in the struggle: “We were... full-time revolutionaries, and
we only thought about the revolution we were building, fierce resistance to a system that served
the few and propertied and wealthy…” (599); the “we’s” of their parents who recognized their
“own stories of struggle and sacrifice” while witnessing the hotel’s elderly tenants thrown out
onto the streets: “we saw ourselves … and we knew that whatever our kids had been trying to do,
we could agree on this one thing—the honor due to those who’ve gone before (595)”; the “we’s”
of the underrepresented minorities and working class peoples who gathered to defend the I26

Hotel: “we the disabled and disavowed vets, we the gay and leathered, we the garment workers,
restaurant workers, postal and clerical workers … we of the unions, tired and poor, we the
people” (588-589); and even the “we’s” of bystanders, new immigrants unfamiliar with and too
afraid to take part in this particular battle: “We weren’t strangers to protests and certainly not to
injustice, but the problems of these old men in that hotel seemed distant from our problems. …
We had come too far and sacrificed too much to risk such involvement” (603).
I have quoted at length from this novella to capture, if only partially, the effect of
Yamashita’s writing. Rather than presenting a uniform, cohesive group, she highlights the
distinct values and goals that animate as well as divide these different “we’s,” from the working
class and immigrant communities who rallied together in front of the hotel’s doors to the old and
new immigrants who identified with the struggles they witnessed, but distanced themselves from
actual political engagement. In this way, Yamashita portrays both unity and dissensus, the clash
of interests and objectives, longing and fear, that prevent us from reading I Hotel as a nostalgic
text.
This final novella dispels fantasies of unity and harmony, forcing us instead to confront
the reality of internal disputes, competing interests, and the difficulty of admitting defeat. After
the police evict the tenants, we see the remaining student-activists attempt to persist in their
protest, taking up their signs and returning to the hotel only to fall apart through petty arguments
with each other:
An alphabet soup of punching youth, kicking and pushing, beating out the long
years, months, and days of our frustrations, strangling the deep disappointment of
our failure, finally spilling the blood we could not in nonviolent civil
disobedience. The police across the street who now guarded our four doors
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pointed at our stupid battle and laughed. But we continued to fight, our
humiliation pounding away, erasing our young years, our awakening minds, our
innocent smiles.25
This vivid, heartbreaking scene confronts us with the fragile and temporary nature of coalitions.
It attunes us to the sacrifices, loss, and blood that resistance demands and the ways in which
failure weighs down and “pound[s] away” the innocence, optimism, and energy that made this
movement possible. The fracture, futile fighting, and humiliation this scene depicts represent the
difficult, unheroic dimensions of revolutionary struggle that we would like to forget, that allow
us to read this scene and feel relief because we are no longer there. By pressing us to consider
these ordinary acts of anger, frustration, and disillusionment, Yamashita suggests that these are
the conditions from which we need to learn to move and work and press on, because we are still
in it, in the long, thick histories of which the I-Hotel and Asian American Movement are only a
small part. By ending her novel in this way instead of transporting us to a contemporary moment
that has seen the fruition of years of struggle in the construction of a new I-Hotel in San
Francisco, serving both its original purpose as housing for elderly immigrants and as a museum
commemorating the earlier hotel and its history, Yamashita reminds us of the unfinished and
always incomplete project of revolution.
I begin here, then, with the “Sweet. Sour. Salty. Bitter” aftertastes Yamashita leaves us,
with the failure of this movement and a recognition of the homes, lives, livelihoods, and years
that were lost in the struggle and cannot be recovered, to invite us—a “we” that is multiple,
discordant, and heterogeneous—not to strive for success, but rather for something like a parallel
universe that animates those impossibilities that could have been and could still be (605). And
yet, even as I close here with I Hotel’s final novella, we should remember too that this book is
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not a linear text; Yamashita, in fact, encourages us to start elsewhere than the beginning, to end
elsewhere than the end, and in doing so, engages us in a process of continually assembling and
dissembling, telling and untelling, the histories and knowledges that we purport to know, to press
us to stay in that difficult speculative space of uncertainty and potentiality.
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CHAPTER ONE
HOW TO LIVE UNSAFELY
Towards a Better Good Life for Asian American Studies
Postscript: Note to Self
Step back. Distance yourself from what you know about Asian American studies, the
university and knowledge politics. Step back, and in stepping back, take a step forward. Time
travel to the year 2036. Ask yourself the same questions about disciplinarity, politics,
temporality, and justice that seemed so incredibly present in 2016. Realize that they still matter,
but not in the same way because
Asian American studies is dead.
Pause. Let that thought sink in.
Take comfort in the realization that Asian American studies might be dead, but it lives on; its
traces still exist. Recognize that the term Asian American no longer means what you thought it
meant, that it has become both particular and universal, interchangeable with other terms that
were once familiar: Black, Chicana, disabled, queer, animal…
Allow yourself to be angry, to criticize this violent conflation.
Then take a deep breath. And breathe.
Open yourself to this new way of apprehending the world. Allow yourself to be apprehensive, but
not paralyzed. Continue taking those steps both backward and forward in time. Realize that the
interchangeability of those terms does not entail the evacuation of particularity, but points
instead to a knowledge of constellations, a deep understanding of the intimacies between
disparate lives, cultures, and histories.
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Take pleasure in the pain of your expanding,
near-exploding mind…
I begin with this thought experiment to open up a way of engaging questions about the
futures of intellectual-political projects like Asian American studies that have been established
on and driven by ongoing commitments to social justice and antiracism. This “Note to Self”
postscript performs an imagined time travel that allows entry into an alternate timespace where it
becomes possible to encounter a different structure of knowledge. The temporal distance of 2036
creates space for detachment and defamiliarization. In this other dimension, Asian American
studies no longer figures as an institutionally-recognized field with its own critical
methodologies, specialists, academic programs, and professional organizations. It exists instead
as traces in the dynamic contact between Asian American and such constructs as Black, Chicana,
disabled, queer, animal, and so forth. Rather than prescribing a future for Asian American
studies, this postscript suggests one vision of what the field might look like if its objectives for
social justice are delinked from institutionalization. It proposes a provisional understanding of
social justice as attached less to a particular knowledge formation, than to the knowledge
practices that enable the recognition of intimacies between disparate lives, cultures, and histories,
existing in constellation. By opening with this “Note to Self” postscript, which posits the death
of a particular way of conceiving and relating to Asian American studies, I invite us to imagine
alternative means through which the field can live.
The institutionalization of Asian American studies and related fields following the social
movements and student protests of the 1960s and 70s was intimately connected to a particular
conception of justice. These interdisciplines were established in hopes that attending to neglected
questions of race, gender, class, and sexuality would spur changes in social relations and political
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policy that ramify beyond the academy.26 Claiming institutional space was, moreover, a way of
making and securing room for students and scholars of color in the university. Social justice in
Asian American studies has therefore been intimately linked to institutionalization as itself a tool
for attaining minority representation and waging antiracist political struggle. Asian Americanist
critique has drawn attention to culturally and politically marginalized subjects, to ongoing
histories of violence, oppression, and racism as well as the creative strategies and enactments of
solidarity devised to challenge them. As Roderick Ferguson demonstrates in The Reorder of
Things, however, the acquisition of institutional space as a form of university recognition and
legitimacy also works to accommodate minority difference while obscuring practices of
racialization that threaten to dislodge and depoliticize fields like Asian American studies. He
argues that the formation of interdisciplines organized around specific identity groups and the
establishment of affirmative action programs restrain the dynamism of antiracist sociopolitical
projects by quantifying and managing race, gender, and sexuality. In this way, Ferguson invites
us to reexamine the apparent victories of late-twentieth-century social movements to recognize
how they also created the conditions of possibility for the emergence of new mechanisms of
racialization in the U.S. academy.
In “Expansion and its Discontents” Mitchell J. Chang offers insight into some of these
contemporary manifestations of institutional racism by investigating how administrative
strategies constrain the critical practices of Asian Americanists and other scholars of color
through unmanageable institutional demands, superficial hiring policies, and the absence of
necessary structures of support.27 His article offers a material analysis of the obstacles that
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prevented the establishment of an enduring Asian American studies program at an unnamed
private university on the West coast. Chang asserts that while “college administrators are now
apparently more willing to embrace Asian American studies” due to a number of social changes,
such as the increased enrollment of Asian Pacific American students in institutions of higher
education, the overall success of Ethnic studies programs, and a “greater acceptance of
‘diversity’ and ‘multiculturalism’ in the academy,” these shifts have not facilitated efforts to
address the violence of structural injustice.28 We learn from the Asian Pacific American Studies
(APAM) program he investigates that the academy only sought “to demonstrate ‘multicultural
credibility’” and “neither understood nor supported the transformative goals of Asian American
studies, and … never seriously intended to establish a permanent or meaningful AAS unit.”29
Although Chang’s research focuses on a single program, it nevertheless illuminates the kinds of
material struggles scholar-activists confront even after programs, centers, and courses around the
study of Asian American culture and history have been established, not to mention in places
where they still do not yet exist.
Asian American studies and other Ethnic studies programs consequently figure as sites of
contradiction in the academy. On one hand, they are used to identify the university’s
commitments to diversity and multicultural education. On the other, they have become, as Minhha Pham notes, “targets of austerity measures” that leave them chronically “underfunded,
understaffed, and underequipped.”30 Mobilizing Kathleen Fitzpatrick’s conception of “planned
obsolescence” to describe this predicament of Ethnic Studies, Cathy Schlund-Vials further
argues that the “sunsetting” or eradication of Asian American, African American, Latina/o, and
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Native studies programs at the turn-of-the -twenty-first century was “planned from the outset.”31
This “planning,” she claims, manifests through various institutional practices, including
restructuring initiatives, “soft” funding sources, and joint appointments that create additional
burdens for scholars of color whose careers become tied to the existence (and thus elimination)
of interdisciplines that were intended to make room for minoritized bodies and knowledges in the
academy.
Such shifting circumstances around the study of race and racism under the rubric of a
corporatizing neoliberal university and in a purportedly “post-racial” era have stimulated recent
dialogues in Asian American studies that assume the language of “crisis” and “failure.” Timothy
Yu’s December 2011 blog entry, “Has Asian American Studies Failed?” sparked important
conversations regarding the current state of the field that led to the publication of an editor’s
forum on this question in the October 2012 volume of The Journal of Asian American Studies.32
Reflecting on his original entry, Yu asserts, “I found myself asking … why, after more than four
decades of Asian American studies, wasn’t there a wider public understanding of the most
elementary lessons of our field? Had we fallen short in our goal of shifting the racial discourse
around Asians in the United States?”33 For him, the failure of Asian American studies thus stems
from ongoing difficulties scholar-activists face in gaining political traction for the field in a
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“more public role,” despite its “remarkable successes as an academic institution.”34 While Yu’s
concerns do not attend to the precarity of Asian American studies programs, his preoccupation
with failure enables the recognition of a growing sense of disillusionment over the field’s
transformative potential, its capacity to enact meaningful social and political change. His timely
blog entry has also created space for critics to intervene, to question the reductiveness of a
success/failure binary, to identify how Asian American studies and its knowledges have
flourished in institutional and non-institutional spaces, and to propose strategies for shifting the
grammar and politics of the field to reanimate its critical edge.
Such material concerns about Asian American studies, its legacy of antiracist activity and
continuing impact both within and beyond the academy, the contested existence of programs and
centers dedicated to such aims, and the burdens Asian Americanists bear as scholars, teachers,
and community leaders, provide the context and impetus for this chapter and indeed the
dissertation as a whole. In what follows, I explore how the field of Asian American studies might
be re-imagined and our critical and pedagogical practices reoriented to grapple with the complex
questions and challenges of a “post-racial” present. Given the precarious conditions Asian
Americanists and scholar-activists in related fields confront today, I argue that it is important to
attend to the limits of institutionalization to explore other means of conceiving and enacting
social justice. In this chapter I turn to Karen Tei Yamashita’s Tropic of Orange (1997) and
Charles Yu’s How to Live Safely in a Science Fictional Universe (2010), two speculative fictions
that portray visions of deeply compromised futures to explore how the affective imaginaries
these texts create can suggest different points of entry for negotiating discourses about the
failures and futures of Asian American studies.
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In Tropic of Orange Yamashita invests the familiar landscapes of Los Angeles and
Mexico with fantastical, apocalyptic disasters. Bizarre incidents disrupt the characters’ ordinary
lives, including a mysterious orange epidemic that causes countless deaths and imaginary
borders that materialize, curving time and space. Catastrophic collisions along the Harbor
Freeway in L.A. compel hordes of homeless people to occupy abandoned cars while a mass of
Mexican laborers trek cross-country to witness a wrestling match between their local champion,
El Gran Mojado, and his arch nemesis, SUPERNAFTA. These chaotic events unravel across the
span of a single week over which the lives of seven individuals intersect and overlap as the world
speeds toward impending apocalyptic destruction, inviting readers to contemplate what happens
when the future becomes an inaccessible temporality.
By contrast, in How to Live Safely Yu transports readers to Minor Universe 31 (MU31), a
futuristic world where time travel figures as a part of mundane reality. Although individuals now
possess the ability to move between different temporal dimensions, they remain stuck in time,
using technology that can literally take them anywhere to travel through the same temporal
loops. As a time machine repairman, Charles Yu, the novel’s protagonist (who shares the
author’s name), encounters individuals who must be constantly reminded that they cannot
change the past: “I see a lot of regular offenders. People who can’t stop trying to hurt
themselves… I’ve watched people fall apart, marriages break up in slow motion, over and over
and over again.”35 This drive to revisit past instances of trauma, heartbreak, and loss causes time
machines to breakdown and perversely provides Charles with a persistent form of job security.
By constructing a futuristic landscape where people are perpetually driven towards traumatic
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memories, Yu dramatizes crises in futurity that contest the future as the time-space for
meaningful social and political change.
These brief portraits of the complex and disorienting worlds Yu and Yamashita create
suggest shared concerns about how futurity and the potential for having a life are overshadowed
by threats of both literal and social death. The future is often envisaged as a time-space of
possibility and promise for realizing personal aspirations as well as larger political goals,
including equality and social justice. Yu and Yamashita’s texts, however, engage readers in
processes of worldmaking that challenge this faith in futurity. As we struggle to understand the
unique physics, geographies, and inhabitants that populate the dystopian landscapes in How to
Live Safely and Tropic of Orange, we are forced to reevaluate the future-oriented temporalities
that animate concepts like progress, possibility, and justice and, in doing so, consider other ways
of understanding the temporalities of resistance and political action.
As critics such as Seo-young Chu and Stephen Hong Sohn have discussed, science and
speculative fictions transport readers to different universes and future landscapes that allow us to
re-negotiate the present, “real” worlds we inhabit in unexpected ways. The literal distance
fashioned by such texts as other dimensions creates space for reflection and critique. This
chapter therefore brings Yamashita’s Tropic of Orange and Yu’s How to Live Safely into a
dialogue about the material conditions afflicting Asian American studies and Asian Americanists
not to establish a simplistic parallel, but to open up a space for difficult questions about our
attachments and continuing stakes in the field to be posed, and for other methods, orientations,
and pedagogies to be articulated.36
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Making and Unmaking Worlds
In Ways of Worldmaking (1978) Nelson Goodman argues that attending to how different
worlds are constructed and represented engenders new perspectives for negotiating questions
about the presence of multiple worlds and the relationship between “worldmaking” and
“knowing.”37 Drawing from a range of scientific and cultural discourses, Goodman catalogs the
different processes by which worlds can be made and emphasizes that new worlds are created
from existing ones. Yu and Yamashita’s novels are similarly concerned with this relationality
between worlds, that is, between the textual worlds their works animate and the “real,” historical,
and embodied worlds they and their readers inhabit. These concerns become evident in how both
authors reappropriate existing cultural and political signifiers to fashion the landscapes in their
texts to speak directly to the social and historical contexts of their publication.
In Tropic of Orange Yamashita employs magical realism, elements of science fiction, and
popular culture to depict the complex border relations between the United States and Mexico
during the 1990s, highlighting the vulnerability and territorial dispossession of two groups in
particular: the homeless population in L.A. and migrant laborers from the global South. Early in
the novel a chain of fires and traffic collisions along the Harbor Freeway results in the
destruction of the makeshift camps occupied by the homeless, leading them to fashion new
dwellings out of the cars that middle- and upper-class L.A. residents abandoned in their hasty
efforts to escape the disaster. Yamashita’s comic representation of the events that ensue, where
the homeless who are so often neglected in current news become the center of national media
fascination, even hosting their own television show, is nevertheless overshadowed by the fragile
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nature of the community they have created out of private property that remains under threat of
seizure.
As traffic stays at a standstill in L.A., Yamashita depicts the northward march of migrant
laborers towards the Pacific Rim Auditorium. At the center of this spectacle are El Gran Mojado
and SUPERNAFTA, two figures that literally embody the geopolitical relationship between the
U.S. and Mexico. El Gran Mojado is one of the many personas of Arcangel, a performance artist
who has lived for centuries and possesses magical abilities and superhuman insight. Numerous
holes, stains, and scars score his flesh, a corporeal violence that represents the physical
inscription of histories of suffering, inequality, and colonial conquest that the peoples of Latin
America have had and continue to endure. By contrast, SUPERNAFTA, with his “flaming
head,” “titanium body suit,” and holographic capabilities represents the embodiment of U.S.
neocolonial power.38 Through this caricature of a wrestling match, where SUPERNAFTA and El
Gran Mojado (“The Great Wetback”) engage in a battle to the death, Yamashita accentuates the
contradictions between contemporaneous discourses on the opening of “free” trade through the
institution of NAFTA and the increasing militarization of the U.S-Mexico border that restricts
the mobility of (illegal) immigrants from the south. In this way, the bizarre and exaggerated
nature of the events and characters Yamashita describes draw heightened attention to how two
seemingly disparate itinerant populations experience social injustices that are nonequivalent, but
inextricably intertwined. Tropic of Orange thus constructs an affective imaginary that allows
readers to perceive the links between the policing of L.A. streets in the 1990s, as more stringent
urban planning strategies were adopted to “clean up” the city and its growing homeless
population, and the policing of the U.S.-Mexico border and the violent treatment of immigrant
38
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bodies.39 Further, rather than viewing the struggles faced by the homeless and migrant worker
populations as merely localized phenomena, the complex landscape of Yamashita’s text, which
shifts continuously between L.A. and Mexico, compels readers to recognize how these struggles
are embedded in overlapping conditions of precariousness shaped by transnational and global
processes.
Although Yu’s How to Live Safely does not reference explicit social and political
developments in the same way Tropic of Orange does, it is still recognizably a product of the
twenty-first century’s fascination with increasingly advanced technologies as well as the social
alienation such technologies can cause. The novel also reflects and accentuates processes
associated with globalization, specifically, discourses around the waning power of the nationstate by constructing a world, or rather, universe, dominated not by the interplay of national
governments, but profit-driven corporate interests that facilitate mass exploitation and inequality.
Yu describes Minor Universe 31 (MU31), with its “regions of exposed wireframe structure, lack
of complexity in terms of storyline geometrics, and dearth of heroes,” as an experimental test site
for Time Warner Time, a division of Google that operates multiple alternate universes for
profit.40 With their attention focused on running major universes, Time Warner Time perceives
MU31 as an “ideal environment for corporate operators to test out new ideas, allowing them to
proliferate without worry of what will happen to the generally expendable, low-self-esteem
human population.”41 Such divisions between major and minor universes echo colonialist
discourses that continue to organize geopolitics and critical practice. Time Warner Time, for
instance, can be read as a transnational, or more specifically, trans-dimensional corporation in
39
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neocolonial conquest of the “third” or “minor” world. By employing the term “minor,” however,
Yu not only invites readers to draw familiar parallels between the landscape of his text and a
contemporary globalized world, but also to de-familiarize the term’s historical associations with
racial minorities to recast how we might understand and grapple with questions of minority
difference.
In How to Live Safely “minor” emerges not as a signifier of a particular racial or ethnic
group, but as the designation for an entire universe. Instead of marking distinctions by ethnicity
or skin color, Yu shows how the inhabitants of this minor universe share important
commonalities. They are unheroic, lack self-esteem, and most importantly, for them, this
futuristic world exists not as a site of possibility and progress, but as a space of temporal
entrapment. In this science fictional landscape, time has literally become a commodity and time
loops are manufactured, sold, and voraciously consumed by MU31’s inhabitants. By
demonstrating how temporal entrapment thrives as a business that provides “living solutions” to
a vulnerable, low-self-esteem public, Yu opens up the category of the “minor,” unsettling its
connotations with specific racial, ethnic, and sexual identity groups, representing it instead as a
racializing mechanism that organizes a complex constellation of universes.42 In this way, How to
Live Safely constructs an affective imaginary that demands a recognition of how the
socioeconomic exploitation perpetrated by trans-dimensional corporations and sustained by
commodity culture afflict not a single minority group, but an entire universe, thus creating a
different scale and constituency for contemplating questions of social justice.
I have discussed the respective worlds Yu and Yamashita fashion in How to Live Safely
and Tropic of Orange at length to highlight how an encounter with these texts necessitates
entering and navigating multiple worlds. Not only do we negotiate the textual landscapes they
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construct, but we also participate in re-visioning the material conditions that structure our
historical present. Engaging the affective imaginaries of these works therefore entails
recognizing how they are not constrained by the limits of textuality, but instead bleed out and, in
Sara Ahmed’s terms, “stick” to and with us in ways that invite a reevaluation of existing social,
political, and epistemic formations.43 The simultaneously familiarizing and de-familiarizing
qualities of science and speculative fiction encourage us to search for continuities and
discontinuities between textual and extra-textual worlds to enable the apprehension of material
conditions of inequality as well as the imagination of alternatives, other forms of embodiment
and relationality. The rich, multivalent worlds Yu and Yamashita construct create space for
rethinking the formation of Asian American studies by inviting us to attend to the material
conditions of life and death and the purported promises of the future.

Compromised Futures, Fragile Fantasies
Despite their differences, the dystopian landscapes in How to Live Safely and Tropic of
Orange highlight conditions of social and environmental injustice exacerbated by a future that is
already compromised or threatened by apocalypse. In these worlds the capacity to live a “full”
life remains overdetermined by Achille Mbembe’s “necropolitics,” the active production of
certain groups and populations as inferior and thus expendable. Yu’s novel depicts how an entire
universe serves as a testing site for corporate fantasies and experiments, effectively, a “death
world” populated by minor characters whose lives remain negligible to the broader interests of
Time Warner Time and Google.44 Further, while the threat of apocalypse in Tropic of Orange
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appears to afflict everyone equally, Yamashita highlights how the homeless and migrant worker
populations are the most vulnerable to the chaos and disorder that ensue; they are among the first
to be displaced and dispossessed, put into situations that demand resourcefulness and tenacity to
survive. By constructing worlds in which living continues to be overshadowed by the proximity
of literal and social death, I argue that Yu and Yamashita’s novels push us to interrogate our
attachments to the future through a critique of the “good life” fantasy.
The idea of the good life, which has often been framed in the U.S.-context as the
“American Dream,” refers to personal ambitions for social and material stability through the
acquisition of property, a secure job, heterosexual marriage, children, and so on. It is sustained in
the United States through liberal discourses about freedom and democracy, which purport to
offer fairness and equal opportunity for all. The good life narrative consequently operates
according to a temporal structure in which hard work and dedication in the present promises to
secure future success. Yu and Yamashita’s novels, however, immerse readers into worlds where
the possibility of living, not to mention, living a “good life” is impossible for the majority of
inhabitants. In doing so, they remind us, as Ahmed does in The Promise of Happiness (2010),
“that the model of the good life within classical Greek philosophy was based on an exclusive
concept of life: only some had the life that enabled one to achieve a good life, a life that involved
self-ownership, material security, and leisure time.”45 By creating affective imaginaries that
accentuate the inequalities embedded in the good life fantasy, Yu and Yamashita’s texts invite us
to reconceive the concept of the good life to account for justice. In short, given existing material
conditions of injustice and the limitations of appealing to the future, how might we arrive at a
“better” good life?
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This question, I argue, resonates with the challenges that Asian American studies and
related interdisciplines confront today. In the late twentieth century, when scholar-activists were
struggling to institutionalize programs, centers, and courses in Asian American studies, a “good
life” for the field was intertwined for many with the acquisition of disciplinary status. At the
fifth national meeting of the Association for Asian American Studies in 1988, John M. Liu and
S. Frank Miyamoto presented papers detailing the reasons why Ethnic studies and Asian
American studies are not disciplines and why they urgently needed to be considered as such.46
Both Liu and Miyamoto assert that disciplinarity would not only grant the field greater
coherence, but also respect, legitimacy and desperately needed institutional funding and support.
Despite the expansion of Asian American studies programs and centers since the time of their
writing, the continuing material struggles Asian Americanists face in the academy expose the
flaws, or, rather failings, of this vision of the good life as tied to institutionality. As Chang and
Ferguson’s research illustrates, racialized hierarchies of value in the academy continue to
preclude fields like Asian American studies from attaining the status and security of hegemonic
disciplines. Scholar-teachers in such interdisciplines are compelled to respond to what Ferguson
describes as a “will to institutionality,” an assumption that “minority difference can achieve
effectiveness and agency by investing in dominant institutions.”47 This “will to institutionality,”
which I am framing here as the “good life” fantasy, depends on a future-oriented practice that
pushes Asian Americanists to constantly find new methods of legitimation and strategies of
survival that can reproduce the field and make it legible in and for the academy. Moreover, such
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struggles often pit interdisciplines and scholar-teachers committed broadly to the aims of social
justice and antiracism against one another in competition for scarce resources, faculty positions,
and space.
Because this institutionalized conception of the “good life” functions through exclusion,
competition, and the deferral of the future, I want to consider what a “better” good life for Asian
American studies might look like. How else can the field inhabit the academy? And, as Asian
Americanists, how might we negotiate our critical research and pedagogies to advance the aims
of social justice? Yu’s How to Live Safely and Yamashita’s Tropic of Orange, novels populated
by minor characters grappling with the failures of the future and compromised conditions of
living, I argue, create affective imaginaries that allow us to address these questions. The
following sections demonstrate how attending to these texts’ unique articulation of time
illuminates alternative temporalities, practices, and vocabularies for re-imagining the space
Asian American studies occupies in the academy.

Scenes of Encounter
In addition to portraying death worlds where certain bodies are produced as disposable,
“living dead,” Yu and Yamashita construct narratives in How to live Safely and Tropic of Orange
that revolve around confrontations with death. Their texts grapple with the violence of such
encounters as well as the conflicting feelings of pain, fear, pleasure, anger, and hope that come
with facing death. By exploring these scenes of encounter and the complex affective responses
they stimulate in Yu and Yamashita’s textual worlds, I suggest that these novels point to ways
we might approach a better good life for Asian American studies.
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Rewriting Scripts for Better Living
The main plot of Yu’s How to Live Safely centers on Charles’s search for his father, one
of the first inventors to construct a working time machine who has somehow gotten himself lostin-time. Although Charles is driven by desires to find his father and repair their broken family,
Yu’s novel refuses to follow the script of a conventional tale of origins. Instead, it opens with
this jarring scene:
When it happens, this is what happens: I shoot myself.
Not, you know, my self self. I shoot my future self. He steps out of a time
machine, introduces himself as Charles Yu. What else am I supposed to do? I kill
him. I kill my own future.48
By confronting readers with a provocative scenario in which the novel’s protagonist literally kills
his own future, Yu displaces a search for origins with an encounter with death. As the narrative
unfolds we learn that Charles collides with a future version of himself when he is late to pick up
his newly repaired time machine. But instead of running away (as any sensible individual in a
science fictional world would), he shoots his future and traps himself in a time loop that
predetermines his life (and death); all he can wait for is the moment when his journey loops
around again and he encounters (and gets shot by) another version of himself. This moment is
interlaced with technical jargon and diagrams explaining how a time loop works, but the
fundamental rule according to the physics of MU31 is that any deviation from what happens in
Charles’s later encounter with his “other” self, for instance, if he dodges the bullet, will throw
him into an “alternate universe.”49 If he wants to remain in his own world and preserve any
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chance of rescuing his father, he must be willing to take the bullet and thus face the real
possibility of death.
Yu’s decision to frame his novel through the protagonist’s encounter with death calls into
question the idea of the good life and its investments in a future-oriented temporality. Knowing
that his future may be irrevocably foreclosed assaults Charles with feelings of despair because it
signifies the dissolution of whatever hopes he had for saving his father or effecting change in his
own life. Charles laments, “It doesn’t happen to people so young, who’ve done so little with life,
usually it doesn’t happen in such a dumb way.”50 What his words leave out, however, are
precisely the conditions of inequality that structure the minor universe he inhabits, which has
already compromised Charles’s ability to attain any semblance of the good life: a happy home, a
meaningful relationship, a fulfilling job, and so on. By suggesting that Charles’s future prospects
were tenuous at best even before he kills his future, Yu invites readers to turn with Charles
towards death, to mine this alternate timespace for the possibility of a different kind of life, or,
rather a different approach to living. In this turn, Yu also allows us to recognize how a text that
appears to be about saving the father in fact points to the necessity of saving someone and
something else, namely, Charles and the minor universe he inhabits.
Charles’s only clue for escaping the predicament of the time loop are a few words his
future self whispers in his ear before the accident: “It’s all in the book. The book is the key.”51
This book, which he later finds in his time machine is titled How to Live Safely in a Science
Fictional Universe. By encouraging readers to draw parallels between Charles’s book and the
text we are in the process of reading, Yu presents reading and the imaginative labor that attends
it, as the “key” to the crisis of futurity in the novel. Using a technology called the “TM-Thirty50
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one Textual Analysis Device,” or TOAD, to read this book allows Charles to “record any
changes [he] make[s] to the text on a real-time basis.”52 He explains, “And so I’m reading this
book and somehow in the act of reading it, I am... creating a copy of it, in a very real sense I’m
generating a new version... In doing this, I am making the book my own, in retyping a book that
already exists in the future, producing the very book I will eventually write.”53 Although the
technology Charles describes may appear highly advanced and even futuristic, what TOAD does
is simply make the reading process visible. In reading we are constantly reinventing a text,
inserting our own impressions, thoughts, reactions, and modifications. The simultaneity of these
various possibilities reminds us that reading is an active and inventive process.
This metafictional moment in which Yu compels us to recognize how Charles’s book is
also our book, attunes us to how reading has the potential to create new affective imaginaries.
We learn along with Charles that in order to escape the time loop he cannot alter the slightest
detail when he encounters his other self. Instead, the transformation that must occur is “not a
physical change, not one of vision or field of vision, but one of perception. Not what I see, but
how I see it.”54 In short, Charles can only alter the intentionality behind his gestures and words;
he needs to communicate a sense of hope in his encounter with death because only this
motivating sensation will produce the grounds of possibility for breaking out of the time loop
and allow him to reach his other self without being expelled from his plane of existence. We also
learn, however, that this affective change, this ability to feel and communicate hope, does not
eliminate fear and anxiety, nor does it shield Charles from the violence that occurs in a
confrontation with death:
I reach out and put my hand on the barrel. He lowers the gun.
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I exhale in relief. It’s over.
Then: pain.
Because well, there’s no getting around it. I shot myself the first time,
which is every time, which is the only time, which is this time. I’m feeling pain
because he lowered the gun, just like I did, and he still pulled the trigger, just like
I did, and oh my Lord this hurts. Hoo Hoo boy, does it hurt, it hurts it hurts it
hurts, but I’ll get over it, and the most important thing is everything that
happened, that happens, happens just right. He shoots me and the wave function
collapses, all of this rejoins itself, and in a sense, one of us dies, and in a sense,
we both do, and in a sense neither of us does.55
The pain Charles experiences in this moment enables him to break free from the time loop, but
not unscathed and not entirely as the same person he was before. The bodily violence he allows
to be inflicted both by and against himself alludes to the difficult steps that need to be taken to
reach an alternate timespace of possibility. The jumble of tenses in this passage, which are both
singular and plural, conveys the confusion of this encounter with death, an encounter that is
individual and collective, that entails both a rejoining and a separation. This evocative scene
provides a point of departure for re-imagining politically engaged critical practice in Asian
American studies; it emphasizes the importance of the perspectives and affects we bring to
conversations about the current state of the field and our ongoing stakes in it. Yu’s manipulation
of timespace also makes visible multiple scales of violence that can help us grapple with the
conditions through which various forms of death are produced in and through the academy.
By inviting us to employ Charles’s encounter with death to think through the grounds of Asian
American studies, I want to call attention to how confronting death and its material stakes figures
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as an important mode of challenging the institutionally hygienic euphemism of “sunsetting” used
to describe the elimination of Ethnic studies programs today. Death has real implications for
scholar-activists who dedicate themselves to the aims of social justice and antiracism. In Asian
American studies, its violence materializes through the shutting down of programs and centers,
the denial of tenure to Asian Americanist scholars—not to mention the obstacles graduate
students encounter on the job market—and the ways in which Asian American studies courses
get pigeonholed as diversity requirements and marginalized as subsections under hegemonic
disciplines. The list goes on and on.
Attending to the affective imaginary Yu creates in How to Live Safely, I argue,
illuminates other ways of perceiving and approaching ongoing struggles in Asian American
studies against racialized violence. As a work of science fiction, in which the construction of the
textual landscape is arguably as important as the construction of its characters, engaging the
novel allows readers to develop the capacity to move beyond an understanding of individual
failure (in Charles’s case, the mistake that confines him in the time loop), to recognize systemic
and structural forms of inequality (in the minor universe he inhabits and through the very
production of time loops). In this way, the text attunes us to the internalized and cyclical violence
engendered by reiterating questions like Timothy Yu’s “How has Asian American Studies
Failed?” It also creates room for other kinds of questions to be asked about the divisive,
racializing institutional practices that facilitate the continued “failure” or subjugation of fields
like Asian American studies. Furthermore, by refusing to privilege “Asian American” as an
operative category, Yu pushes us to contemplate the idea of a “minor” universe in ways that
allow us to apprehend how the material implications of death are not singular or unique to Asian
American studies. In doing so, he invites us to contemplate how our understanding of the field
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and its possibilities might change if we acknowledge its embeddeness in a minor universe.
Turning to texts like Yu’s novel can therefore facilitate reading practices that enable us to draw
connections between literary worlds and the space of the academy, to recognize how the literary
provides a different language and imaginary for apprehending conditions of material inequality.
It can also illuminate possibilities for other worlds and ways of thinking, acting and living.
Perhaps we might even learn, as Charles does in his encounter with death, that “[I]t turns
out that you can get shot in the stomach and live, if you do it just right, and it turns out that I’m
okay, it just happens to be the most excruciating pain I have ever felt in my entire life, and it
feels really good.”56 This statement, which concludes the novel, not only conveys the possibility
of survival in a confrontation with death, but more importantly, highlights a feeling of
pleasurable pain or painful pleasure that, I claim, is essential for contemplating what a better
good life for Asian American studies looks and feels like. Here, I want to acknowledge again the
violence of this act because just as Charles’s attempt to escape the time loop puts his body at
stake, contesting institutionalized racism implicates real bodies and lives. Yu’s text suggests that
the injuries that result from such endeavors to challenge hegemonic structures like the time loop
are perhaps unavoidable, but nevertheless represent vitalizing modes of resistance that can
transform (quite literally) the dynamics of space-time to make other worlds perceptible.
Thinking alongside Charles’s decision to shift his affective perception towards death, one that
unsettles the time loop’s predetermined script and allows him to live, pushes us as scholarteachers to explore how we might similarly unsettle and write against the scripts of Ferguson’s
“will to institutionality,” liberal conceptions of the good life, and existing categories of minority
difference. The novel asks how we can cultivate in our re-imagining of the academy, the process
of creative revision we witness in the textual analysis device Charles employs to read and rewrite
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How to Live Safely to challenge contemporary forms and practices of racialization. Grappling
with the feelings of pain and pleasure that accompany such experimentation is a necessary part
of the process. It involves identifying what Lauren Berlant has termed “cruelly optimistic”
attachments, the promises and fantasies we cling to despite how they inhibit our own flourishing,
and cultivating, instead, a willingness to loosen or even abandon these attachments to enable the
articulation of better modes of living.57

Reading Relationality Through Death
Yamashita’s Tropic of Orange, unlike How to Live Safely, depicts multiple encounters
with death. In a landscape where chaotic events herald impending apocalypse, we witness
characters fall victim to traffic collisions, an epidemic caused by drug-laced oranges, black
market organ trading, and the effects of literally curving time and space. In this section, however,
I want to highlight one character’s confrontation with death in particular and demonstrate how it
pulls together (and apart) ways of conceiving the “good life” of Asian American studies. Emi
figures as perhaps one of the most unsympathetic characters of Yamashita’s novel. She is a
Japanese American television news producer who embraces the possibilities embodied in the
Internet, TVs with multiple screens, and her “sleek black twin-turbo Supra.”58 Her attachment to
these objects stem from the possibilities they offer of greater and faster access to information, to
different and ostensibly more convenient and comfortable ways of perceiving and existing in the
world; they are inextricably tied to Emi’s vision of what it means to live a “good life.” Unlike
her “on-again/ off-again,” boyfriend, Gabriel Balboa, a news journalist who struggles futilely
against global capitalism by remaining fixed to idyllic visions of an ethnic retreat in Mexico,
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black-and-white film, and a beat-up orange BMW—objects that resist the technological advances
of the late twentieth century—Emi glorifies herself in becoming its best consumer. She believes
that recognizing how her job as a news producer is just another cog in the capitalist machinery,
enables her to ignore persisting social and economic inequalities: “I don’t have any illusions
about what I do… It’s not about good honest people like you [Gabriel] or whether us Chicanos
or Asians get a bum rap or whether third world countries deserve dictators or whether we should
make the world safe for democracy. It’s about selling things: Reebok, Pepsi, Chevrolet, AllState,
Pampers...”59 Emi’s insistence that she possesses no “illusions” and does not care about her
work’s moral vacuousness is however challenged when apocalyptic conditions confront her with
a disturbing existential crisis.
This crisis occurs at a telling point in the novel when Emi is sunbathing herself on the
roof of a NewsNow van. Instead of reporting on the conditions of L.A.’s homeless population and
the provisional community they have created out of abandoned cars, she engages in a moment of
privileged leisure. By choosing this specific point in the text for the eruption of a crisis that
causes Emi to get shot in the crossfire, Yamashita raises questions about the human body as a
vexed site of being. Emi’s encounter with death figures as an especially disorientating moment in
the novel because it is recorded and broadcast live. Therefore, in addition to the millions of
people watching her death on television, she becomes witness to it herself:
[Emi] could see the monitors in the van flickering beyond the palms. There she
was, the NewsNow producer sunning on the NewsNow van. There was the shot
and Buzzworm heroically scrambling up to pull her off the roof. The camera
swung wildly looking for the direction of the shot. ... It panned the barrage with a
horrible urgency that made the viewer remember momentarily that a human eye
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directed its vision. Captioning ran across the bottom of the monitor: Breaking
News! LIVE footage from the downtown freeway exchange…
Buzzworm wondered what could be live in this sense. Emi, on the other
hand, lived for this. And it would repeat itself again and again to remind the world
what the beginning of the end looked like. In this sense, she would never die.60
This passage conveys Emi’s startling realization of her cruelly optimistic attachments to
technology. By recognizing how crisis makes visible the normally undetectable “human eye”
behind the camera, Emi is forced to recognize how the possibilities she imagined in these hightech gadgets fall short when confronted with the limits of the human body. Whereas technology
signifies for Emi a means to distance herself from the human, a barrier to feeling for others, and
thus a way to ignore problems of injustice both in and beyond L.A., witnessing the shaky
movements of the camera that records her death highlights the human who operates it as well as
her own mortality. In addition, by juxtaposing the caption onscreen that accentuates “LIVE
footage” with Emi’s near-death condition, Yamashita shows how technology complicates our
conceptions of what constitutes life and death.
While the repetition of the footage provides Emi with a virtual immortality, Yamashita
implies that this means to life is inadequate for addressing issues of social justice. Emi herself
becomes aware of this failure when she asks Buzzworm: “‘How about this? I just want to know
one thing: What color is blood in… black and… white?’”61 Raising the issue of blood’s visual
appearance onscreen becomes Emi’s means of acknowledging Gabriel’s fascination with blackand-white film and, by extension, his quest as a journalist to expose conditions of social and
economic injustice. Posing this question about the representation of blood and its color in
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particular illustrates how Emi’s confrontation with apocalypse not only enables her to recognize
inequities embedded in new media technologies, but also the need to address issues of visibility,
to ask why certain bodies are displayed while others are occluded. Moreover, it calls attention to
the vulnerable homeless bodies she had ignored in the moments before her death and
demonstrates how Emi’s notion of the “good life,” as a life that revolves around the acquisition
of material goods while neglecting the social injustices that impede others from obtaining basic
necessities, is not a viable form of living.
Finally, although Emi’s last words, “Abort. Retry. Ignore. Fail,” re-make her as a kind of
broken machine, demonstrating how she becomes victim to the very technologies she
voraciously consumed, her death nevertheless acts as an important catalyst for conceiving
relationality. By bringing together Emi and Buzzworm, the African American Vietnam vet who
attempts to save her, Yamashita demonstrates how death can serve as a site of encounter not only
with yourself, but with others. Deeply committed to improving the living conditions of the urban
poor in L.A., Buzzworm’s interests in achieving social and political change make him
antagonistic to Emi’s investments in the institutions and products of global capitalism. However,
his answer to her question about the visual appearance of blood in black-and-white illustrates an
attempt to reach out across their differences to think through feeling: “Buzzworm noted it
[blood] would most likely be black, but he said, ‘It’s all shades of gray, baby sister. Shades of
gray’.”62 This insistence on “Shades of gray” rather than the rationality of marking blackness,
demonstrates how affect enables connections to form across difference in ways that challenge the
oppressive logics of capitalism.
In addition, encountering how the technology that Emi invested her life in facilitates a
cruel parody of her “live” death onscreen allows Buzzworm to reevaluate and ultimately reject
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his attachments to the radio. In the novel Buzzworm’s defining characteristic has been the
walkman he remains plugged into, a technology that helps him combat his addiction to drugs and
alcohol with a new addiction to the radio that he identifies as his “inner voice.”63 By
demonstrating how Emi’s death disrupts the narrative of progress often attached to technological
advances, Yamashita calls attention to how the “good life” fantasy that is bound up in such
conceptions of progress no longer works today. Like Buzzworm, she suggests that we must
unplug ourselves from such cruelly optimistic fantasies to make possible a reencounter with our
own bodies and the bodies of others; it is on the grounds of such an encounter that new forms of
relationality can arise. In this way, Yamashita demonstrates how confronting death not only
implies a loss of control, but makes possible a re-claiming of agency, creating space for us to
make conscious choices like Buzzworm to let go of destructive attachments and forge
connections with others, across difference and even against the pull of rationality, in ways that
can lead to the development of new social and political relationalities.
Whereas Yu’s How to Live Safely depicts a self-encounter with death, Tropic of Orange
shows how confronting death opens up possibilities for multiple encounters. In this way, it
reminds us that efforts to conceive a better good life for Asian American studies necessarily
entail contemplating how related interdisciplines can also achieve better good lives. At the same
time, following the affective imaginary Yamashita constructs prevents us from romanticizing the
struggles and challenges that can and will ensue because violence can and will and already does
happen, just as Emi actually dies, despite the fleeting connection she establishes with Buzzworm
and the virtual immortality she attains on television. Rather than offering neat solutions,
Yamashita’s text invites us to think through how we might meet others in the academy and
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confront together the violence of racialization, that is, how we can create space for revision to
occur, for scripts to be altered, rewritten, and enacted differently.

Toward Alternative Temporalities for Justice
In the previous section I have tried to show how Yamashita’s Tropic of Orange and Yu’s
How to Live Safely depict scenes of encounter with death that attune readers not only to how
certain views of what constitutes a “good life” have become inoperable, unattainable, and
unlivable for certain groups of people today, but also how such encounters illuminate the
conditions, affects, and relationalities that can lead to the articulation of a better good life. In
what follows, I elaborate on the suggestions these novels offer for rethinking existing grammars
and structures of knowledge and practice that can help us articulate other ways of inhabiting the
academy as scholar-teachers committed to the aims of antiracism and social justice.

The Imperative Mood and Imbricated Temporality
Although How to Live Safely officially ends in the moment of collision between Charles
and his future self, an “Appendix A” follows the actual text of the book. This appendix is not an
epilogue that recounts what happens after the collision; it does not describe the happy reunion
between Charles and his father, nor does it provide us with any real closure. In this respect, while
the novel’s main plot revolves around Charles’s search for his father and his desire to restore a
broken family, Yu refuses an easy resolution by constructing an ending that leaves open not only
the effects of this reunion between father and son, but also whether this reunion ever takes place.
In fact, because Yu composes the appendix almost exclusively in the imperative, it animates a
timespace of alterity for politics that makes palpable the conditions of possibility Charles’s
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encounter with death opens up in ways that help us rethink questions of social justice central to
Asian American studies.
Throughout the novel we have witnessed how individuals use technology to occupy
different tenses, searching for the perfect tense in which to achieve a basic sense of happiness
and fulfillment in their lives. Charles’s mother, for instance, is one among many who bought the
“Polchinski 65-Hour Long Reinforced Time Loop,” a gadget that allows its users to exist “in a
kind of imperfect past tense, in a state of recurrence and continuation… [in] an hour that
continually repeats, is always happening and yet is fixed in its already having happened.”64 This
portrayal of various individuals’ attempts to eke out an existence in the imperfect past tense
illustrates how the inhabitants of MU31 remain paralyzed despite their access to time travel and
other advanced technologies. Charles himself tried to ignore the problems in his personal life by
living in the Present-Indefinite, which he admits, “isn’t even a real gear” in time machines; “To
run in P-I is to burn needless fuel in order to avoid straightforward travel... to live
achronologically, to suppress memory, to ignore the future, to see everything as present.”65
However, existing in the Present-Indefinite proves to be an unsustainable way of life; it causes
the tense operator in Charles’s time machine to break down, thereby, setting off the chain of
events that lead him to unwittingly trap himself in a time loop. Through this technological
malfunction, Yu alerts us to the impossibility of living out-of-time, accentuating how a continual
avoidance of time and its emotional trappings can only be a temporary mode of existence, not an
indefinite one.
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In the appendix Yu takes this argument even further by emphasizing that finding a single
tense should not be our primary goal. Instead, he leaves us with a series of commands that
Charles directs to himself:
Get inside a time machine. Go get your dad... Listen to him explain how he never
meant to leave. He did leave, though. What he means, and listen to him good, is
that he left and by the time he figured out he wanted to come home, it was too
late. His time machine broke down, and he got trapped in the past... You are
angry, there is still a lot to explain, there are still many questions to be answered,
but there will be time for that. Just nod, and be sympathetic, because you should
be. You know all about tangled loops yourself now.66
The imperatives in this passage—“Get,” “Go,” “Listen,” “nod,” “be”—are not attached to a
specific tense because the imperative is, in fact, a grammatical mood. Rather than designating a
particular temporal arrangement, “mood and modality relate to the linguistic expression of the
speaker’s attitude toward an utterance.”67 By inserting an appendix written in the imperative, Yu
therefore invokes its unique grammatical mood of tenselessness. This tenseless quality of
commands does not transport us outside of time; instead, by employing the imperative, Yu
articulates a unity of tenses that illuminates an alternative timespace for conceptualizing and
enacting justice. The command as an utterance, once spoken, belongs to the past, but retains the
urgency of the present while also voicing a directive that can only be carried out in the future.
The simultaneity of these tenses refuses the reproductive logic of futurity, holding open the
possibility of hope for change without forgetting the violence and injuries of the past or
anticipating the outcome of this encounter.
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Yet, even as a command’s immediacy resists the possibility of deferral, it demands action
in a way that can create dangerous hierarchies. The fact that Charles’s commands are directed
towards himself and not an “other,” however, prevents such destructive hierarchization. The
imperatives he voices compel him to assume a sympathetic attitude toward his father despite the
years of neglect he experienced as a child. These commands cultivate a feeling of openness that
requires him to listen to his father, which results from his own confrontation with death and the
knowledge he gains about “tangled [time] loops.” As a result, Yu’s appendix offers more than
just the grammatical construct of the imperative, suggesting that sociopolitical transformation
can only be achieved by invoking the mood, a particular attitude towards one’s utterances, and,
by extension, cultivating the affects that can engender a timespace for political action.
Rather than remaining invested in the teleological futurity of an institutionalized
conception of the good life, which attaches social justice to the reproduction of interdisciplinary
formations in and for the academy, Yu’s use of language in the novel’s appendix points to a
different way of conceiving temporality, justice, and politics in Asian American studies. In
particular, the self-directed imperatives Charles utters and the unity of tenses animated through
his commands allows us to perceive the possibility for justice as existing in a temporality that
imbricates past, present, and future. We learn through Charles’s dialogue with himself that this
temporality is created through practice, by a will to cultivate feelings of hope and openness
towards vulnerability, to strive for reciprocity with his father despite the memory and still
present possibility of injury.
Furthermore, because the novel challenges our expectations for a happy or at least
definitive ending featuring resolution between father and son, it presses readers to entertain a
different understanding of justice. By refusing to follow normative scripts, Yu unravels
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conventional conceptions of justice as a notion founded on past injury that insists on the need for
future reparation. Instead of perceiving justice as a fixed end, Yu makes accessible through How
to Live Safely an affective imaginary that helps dissociate justice from the reproductive temporal
logic of the academy, encouraging us to contemplate how such a de-coupling of justice from
futurity, might enable approaching social justice projects as conceived and enacted through an
imbricated temporality, one that we need to affectively bring into existence through something
like a self-directed command. The story of Charles and his father therefore demonstrates that
justice is what comes not from forgetting or forgiving past injury, but in commanding ourselves
to be open to a potentially painful encounter and the surprising feelings of pleasure that can
evoke.
Yet, it is also important to note that Yu does not provide a romanticized solution to the
dystopian, radically unequal and unjust world he describes. Charles’s successful escape from the
time loop does not result in a reconfiguration of the relations and power dynamics between major
and minor universes; by the end of the text, MU31 remains an experimental test site for Time
Warner Time whose inhabitants presumably continue to trap themselves in mass-manufactured
time loops. What we do get from our engagement with the novel is a sense of the kinds of subtle
reorientations that can be employed to unsettle the normativizing scripts of time loops and
hegemonic (disciplinary and disciplining) knowledge formations—including shifts in perception,
affect, and grammar.

The Recent Past and Temporary Harmonies
Whereas Yu’s How to Live Safely ends with an “Appendix A,” composed in the
imperative, Yamashita opens Tropic of Orange with this prefatory address:
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Gentle reader, what follows may not be about the future, but is perhaps about the
recent past; a past that, even as you imagine it, happens. Pundits admit it’s
impossible to predict, to chase such absurdities into the future, but c’est L.A. vie.
No single imagination is wild or crass or cheesy enough to compete with the
collective mindlessness that propels our fascination forward. We were all there;
we all saw it on TV, screen, and monitor, larger than life.”68
These prefatory words resist an articulation of the future through their emphasis on the “recent
past,” a liminal timespace where temporal boundaries are blurred and the past is indistinct from
the present. This blurring of temporalities becomes evident in the way Yamashita elides past into
present when she asserts that the apocalyptic events in her novel embody a “past that, even as
you imagine it, happens” (emphasis added). Recognizing the apocalyptic conditions she renders
as occupying the timespace of a recent past highlights the urgency of addressing these crises; the
circumstances she describes, from organ trafficking and U.S. neocolonial ventures in Mexico to
deteriorating global climate conditions, are in fact already occurring, existing in the liminality of
the recent past and thus necessitate immediate action. Although the conception of temporality
Yamashita presents in this passage is similar to the simultaneity of tenses in Yu’s self-directed
command, it offers a different framing that encourages readers to approach histories of injustice
as part of a still palpable and shared recent past.
The collective dimension of Yamashita’s opening appeal, “We were all there; we all saw
it on TV, screen, and monitor, larger than life,” bridges the textual world of the novel with the
“real,” material worlds we, as readers, inhabit. Her words reach out and draw us into the text in a
way that revises the self-directed move of Yu’s use of the imperative in How to Live Safely. By
invoking the recent past as a shared timespace, Yamashita implicates us in the uneven and unjust
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world she fashions in Tropic of Orange, thereby compelling a recognition of our complicity in
the social injustices that abound in the worlds we live in. Her use of the pronoun “we” in this
address therefore functions not as an imperializing gesture, but as an invitation to recognize our
responsibility to address the recent histories of injustice that comprise our received legacies. This
conception of the recent past demands a renegotiation of what constitutes the past by coupling it
with the temporality of the “recent,” pushing us to perceive injustices that happened one hour
and one thousand years ago as still present, occurring, and continuing today.
In addition to proposing the recent past as an alternate temporality through which to
understand and conduct social justice projects, Tropic of Orange introduces a different register
for contemplating the temporality of justice that, I argue, points to possibilities for re-visioning
the politics of Asian American studies. The potential for this kind of alterity can be glimpsed
through the character of Manzanar Murakami, figured in the novel as the first Sansei born in
Japanese internment during World War II. He has assumed the name of the camp where he was
raised, abandoned his job as a surgeon, and now conducts orchestras above Los Angeles
freeways. While Manzanar’s decision to adopt homelessness as a way of life challenges the
normative script of what constitutes a “good life,” Yamashita presents him as the only individual
who grasps the complex design of the city as well as the larger planetary space it occupies:
There are maps and there are maps and there are maps. ... On the surface, the
complexity of layers should drown an ordinary person, but ordinary persons never
bother to notice, never bother to notice the prehistoric grid of plant and fauna and
human behavior, nor the historic grid of land usage and property, the great
overlays of transport... a thousand natural and man-made divisions, variations
both dynamic and stagnant, patterns and connections by every conceivable
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definition from the distribution of wealth to race, from patterns of climate to the
curious blueprint of the skies.69
Manzanar’s ability to see all of these different maps at once forces us to recognize the
interconnections between organic and inorganic bodies, between abstract concepts and material
objects, between man-made buildings and infrastructure and the natural environment they
inhabit. Furthermore, suggesting that this vision, this capacity to see, is deeply intertwined and
“really one and the same” with music, allows Manzanar to allude to the underlying harmony that
exists amidst these various entities that we have “never bother[ed] to notice,” or have not yet
learned to see and hear.70 I contend that this “theory of maps, musical maps, spread in visible
and audible layers” that Yamashita presents through Manzanar’s character points to the
capacities for seeing and hearing we need to develop to enact a politics and make perceptible a
better good life that takes into account social justice.71
In the novel Yamashita illustrates this movement by depicting how ordinary people,
confronted by conditions of apocalypse, mysteriously acquire the ability to see and hear as
Manzanar does: “[A]cross the city, on overpasses and street corners, from balconies and park
benches, people held branches and pencils, toothbrushes and carrot sticks, and conducted.”72
Through this profound collective movement in which “grassroots conductors” take up mundane
objects to participate in the creation of a citywide (and even planetary) orchestra, Yamashita
allows us to imagine the possibilities that become available when ways of seeing and hearing
harmonies between the different maps, layers, and bodies that comprise a shared landscape
become the dominant way of perceiving relationality and existing in the world. Up until this
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moment Manzanar’s character has inhabited an isolated space of alterity. He is marked as
different not only because of the strange role he assumes conducting orchestras above the city’s
freeways, but because of his experiences in Japanese internment, a history that disrupts a national
narrative of U.S. democracy and citizenship. Besides brief allusions to how Manzanar adopts his
name, the history of internment and its injustice remains unspoken throughout the text. This
intimate knowledge of an unutterable history ultimately sets Manzanar outside of a normative
“national time-space” that disconnects him from society.73 But by illustrating how ordinary
people begin to participate in Manzanar’s orchestra, Yamashita suggests the possibility for
enacting social justice through the collective fashioning of a shared timespace. Rather than
deferring justice to an unknown future, she creates in Tropic of Orange an affective imaginary
that demonstrates the potential for approaching social justice through participatory acts,
something like making music together, but also perhaps what Alexandra Vasquez has described
as “Listening to It All at Once,” opening ourselves to hearing the sharp, painful, angry cadences
of histories of injustice that have too often been relegated to spaces of anomaly and alterity,
along with the buoyant, hopeful notes of seeing and hearing together the possibility of living
better good lives.74
Despite the evocative, inspiring images Yamashita describes through Manzanar’s
expanding grassroots orchestra, she refuses to idealize this collectivity by juxtaposing its coming
together with the chaotic disruption caused by state-mandated military forces, which violently
disperse the “motley community of homeless and helpless and well-intentioned.”75 The
government’s move to destroy the temporary social networks the homeless have formed out of
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abandoned cars is what also unintentionally kills Emi who gets caught in the midst of this
eruption of state violence. For Manzanar, her death serves as an especially painful reminder of
the fragile nature of community and relational bonds because, as we learn, Emi was the
granddaughter he left behind when he gave up his profession and family to pursue a life of
homelessness and music along L.A.’s freeways. The emotional turmoil Manzanar experiences
when confronted with Emi’s death alludes to the impossibility of foregoing or forgetting painful
attachments as we search for the harmonies that point to a better good life. By presenting these
scenes side by side, depicting both a radical coming together and splintering, Yamashita
therefore attunes us to the possibilities and challenges of envisioning social justice projects
through a practice of seeing and listening to it all at once.
Moreover, by inviting us to contemplate questions of social justice through the register of
music, Yamashita calls attention to the fleeting and ephemeral quality of the harmonies we
create. In doing so, she illuminates the temporary temporality of social justice that we have to
understand and learn how to work with and through. Because of this temporariness, Yamashita
invites a conception of justice as a collective “doing” together or “willing” into existence of a
timespace for political action. Recognizing how justice operates through a temporary timespace
that depends on concerted and collective practice, also creates space for revising conceptions of
justice that tie it to a set of clearly defined goals or demands. It compels us to recognize how the
ends of justice are not static and necessarily change over time as we learn how to see, hear, and
perceive differently the relationalities between disparate bodies, groups, and histories of
injustice. It thus confronts us with a recognition of how social justice projects function through a
coming together and apart, as temporary formations that require revision as the aims of social
justice are themselves revised.
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How to Live Safely and Tropic of Orange therefore illuminate different modes and
models for understanding and renegotiating the relationship between temporality and justice. I
have discussed Yamashita’s depiction of the recent past and temporary harmonies as well as the
imbricated temporality of Yu’s imperative at length not to imply that these are the definitive
forms of perceiving time that should structure our politics, but rather to show how they create
openings for the kind of creative revision, (literally, re-visioning) that we need to facilitate to
articulate better good lives both in and beyond the academy. In this process, I argue that works
like Yu and Yamashita’s novels are essential because they create affective imaginaries that
attune us to ways of seeing, feeling, and acting that would be impossible in other contexts,
including, for the purposes of this chapter, how we might face death and the loss of the
attachments we hold most dear. In closing, I want to touch on another mode of reorientation that
Yu and Yamashita’s novels suggest for grappling with the idea and feeling of failure, especially
concerns about the potential failings of Asian American studies, that have punctuated this
chapter.

Failing in Form, Purposefully
Both How to Live Safely and Tropic of Orange can be read as works that challenge the
novel form, demanding alternative methods of reading, feeling and relating to texts. Moreover, if
the novel is a genre historically associated with the cultivation of a sense of self and national
identity, the fragmentation we find in Yu and Yamashita’s writing invites us to see beyond these
constraints, to think with and against the novel to search for forms that can speak to a historical
present where the grounds of approaching death have shifted, where categories of self, nation,
and even world need to be rearticulated in relation to death. This preoccupation with form that
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Yu and Yamashita’s texts display is important for the ways in which this chapter, and my
dissertation more broadly, mobilizes the affective imaginaries literary texts create to explore how
they provide insights into alternative modes of living and livelihood, of thinking, feeling and
being, that can illuminate new critical and pedagogical practices in the academy. Consequently, I
take seriously the models and vocabularies these works offer to explore the different shapes
Asian American studies, the humanities, and university can assume to enable a critical
engagement with social justice.
Yu’s How to Live Safely is written in part-narrative, part-handbook form. The main story
detailing Charles’s search for his absent father is interspersed with scientific excerpts that
provide explanations about the constitution and constituency of MU31’s science fictional
landscape. The novel thus figures as a representation of the popular “how to” genre (in this case,
a manual on “how to live safely in a science fictional universe”) that emphasizes the importance
of following the appropriate steps to ensure productivity and secure goals. For this reason, the
“how to” genre perhaps best epitomizes the economy of global capitalism and the corporatizing
neoliberal university, which values ease of consumption, simplifying individual challenges and
struggles to generalizable conclusions and disciplined procedures that produce “concrete”
results. Yu’s novel plays with this genre by constructing a narrative in which the protagonist’s
journey to find his father transposes into a confrontation with his own death. Rather than framing
this as a cautionary tale, however, Yu invites us through one of Charles’s final self-directives to
“Step out into the world of time and risk and loss again.”76 In a novel that purports to teach us
“How to Live Safely in a Science Fictional Universe,” these words paradoxically suggest that the
very idea of living safely needs to be abandoned to make room for justice. In this way, the text
demands a recognition of the inadequacies of established patterns and structures that purport to
76
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offer neat solutions to living while failing to account for the complexities of lived time. It also
allows us to see the possibilities that can arise from resisting generic conventions and pushing
normative forms to “fail.”
In Tropic of Orange Yamashita subverts the novel form not through genre, as Yu does,
but literally through its composition. In an interview she describes this process:
I was working at a television station, and I was asked to learn what they called
Lotus, and now you call Excel, accounting spreadsheets. I learned this software
form and thought it was a great way to organize a book. Here across the sheet are
seven days, and here down the column are seven characters. So while my boss
required numbers, I opened a window with the days and the characters, thinking 7
times 7 that’s 49 chapters, easy. ... I started to construct the book that way; every
chapter then is a day grounded in a character. That’s the mapping of the book.77
In the novel’s published form the accounting spreadsheet Yamashita used to structure and
organize her text appears as the HyperContexts grid that comes after the table of contents.
Following the anticipated, linear organization of chapters, the grid offers a jarring vision of the
text that at once multiplies the ways in which we approach and read Tropic of Orange. The title
HyperContexts aptly describes the grid’s function as a framework for situating readers in
particular contexts. By intersecting the seven days of the week that comprise the novel’s time
span with its primary characters, this paradigm structures the chaotic, overlapping relationships
in a way that allows us to navigate individual narratives in a systematic manner. But the prefix
“Hyper” also conveys in its connections to the notion of “excess” and through its origins in
Greek, the necessity of looking “over,” “above” or “beyond” contexts. Rather than focusing
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solely on the individual names or stories evoked in the grid, Yamashita asks us to examine what
the entire image reveals about the relationality between individuals across time and textual space.
As a result, by resisting the teleology of a chapter-by-chapter sequence, Yamashita’s
HyperContexts grid moves us toward recognizing a different kind of narrative map, one that
offers a panoramic or planetary view of the novel that points to ways of thinking, seeing, and, I
would argue, hearing, in its gesture to what is “hyper” (over and beyond) text. In Tropic of
Orange the HyperContexts grid therefore figures in conjunction with Manzanar’s theory of
“musical maps,” pointing us to the necessity of developing new capacities to see and hear before
we can begin imagining the kinds of relationalities that might lead to better good lives.
Ultimately, it is through her representation of the unheard music in Manzanar’s conducting and
in the term “hyper” that Yamashita invites us to look beyond textuality altogether, to consider the
cadences of music and its temporary harmonies as a different timespace for enacting social
justice.
Further, by invoking music Yamashita highlights the importance of attending to what
cannot be contained by text, by labels and categories that systematically work to
compartmentalize difference. Consequently, if the novel began with the boxes and lines of a
spreadsheet, Yamashita closes with a powerful image that deconstructs these neat divisions. In
the final pages we are returned to the orange, the titular and organizing object that literally
stitches Yamashita’s narrative together by way of the not-so-imaginary borderline that runs
through it. This border, which marks the Tropic of Cancer, is dragged as the orange exchanges
hands throughout the novel, but in the last chapter it snaps and Bobby Ngu, a Chinese immigrant
from Singapore, is left holding on to its loose ends. By figuring Bobby as the character left
clinging to the ends of the line, Yamashita calls attention to him as the figure most attached to
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borders and maps. Earlier in the novel, we learn that Bobby’s obsession with acquiring the
material aspects of the American Dream—“Gotta make money. Provide for his family. Gotta buy
his wife nice clothes. Gotta buy his kid the best. Bobby’s kid’s gonna know the good life”—had
led his wife Rafaela to remove both herself and their son to Mexico.78 However, in this
apocalyptic moment, after witnessing Arcangel sacrifice himself to defeat SUPERNAFTA,
Bobby begins to question his earlier attachments, asking:
What are these goddamn lines anyway? What do they connect? What do they
divide? What’s he holding on to? What’s he holding on to?
He gropes forward, inching nearer. Anybody looking see his arms open
wide like he’s flying. Like he’s flying forward to embrace. Don’t nobody know
he’s hanging on to these invisible bungy cords. That’s when he lets go. Lets the
lines slither around his wrists, past his palms, through his fingers. Lets go. Go
figure. Embrace.
That’s it.79
Through this release Bobby reunites himself with his family and allows for the construction of a
nonnormative kinship that crosses national and racial lines, that invokes complex histories of
contact, migration, violence, and love, which defy the mappings of capitalist logic. More
importantly, his actions enable us to recognize the necessity of letting go of the imaginary
borders that have divided humans from each other and from the living and nonliving things with
which we share a planetary space. Bobby’s final words, “Lets go. Go figure. Embrace. That’s it,”
suggests that all we can do after letting go of the lines, the arbitrary divisions we have erected, is
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to move towards embrace. His suggestion is for us to produce the affective conditions that make
these embraces possible, even desirable, in the face of an uncertain, apocalyptic future.
This closing image, where we see Bobby “flying forward,” floating, yet also perhaps on
the cusp of falling down, I argue, offers an invitation to engage the unknown that resonates with
Yu’s invocation to live unsafely. Consequently, reading Yu and Yamashita’s novels as texts that
purposefully fail in the way that Jack Halberstam might describe as a “queer art of failure,”
pushes us to contemplate how we might fail to live safely, or, rather learn how to live unsafely
with all of the risks and loss and pleasures that entails.80 Living unsafely figures as a mode of
undisciplined activity that resonates historically with protests organized by student-activists
during the 1960s and 70s that critiqued the academy for neglecting minority difference and
material inequalities. Today, living unsafely and thinking through the kinds of practices and
pedagogies that can undiscipline knowledge production becomes especially important in light of
the rhetoric around security and privatization that are hallmarks of the neoliberal university and
the racialized violence of a post-9/11 political landscape. At the same time, exploring what it
means to live unsafely and engage in undisciplined activity represents not an evasion but a deep
recognition of the precarity and risks that such work entails. The social movements of the
twentieth century and the countless, ongoing struggles since then have had enormous material
costs; real lives and livelihoods were and continue to be at stake. As Minh-ha Pham argues,
however, “risking innovative extra- and antidisciplinary thinking and doing is especially urgent
in a time of austerity.”81 Because minority scholars and marginalized fields like Asian American
studies already lack vital institutional funding and support, it becomes more important than ever
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to devise tactics for challenging structures of racialization and the reproductive logic of the
academy to identify creative ways of living otherwise.82
Moreover, if as José Muñoz asserts, “Within majoritarian institutions the production of
minoritarian knowledge is a project set up to fail,” how might we recognize the violence of
institutional racism and “planned obsolescence” from which this failure stems, while still
learning how to play with failure and the possibilities of failing purposefully?83 By way of
conclusion, I propose undisciplining as a conceptual practice and mode of reorientation that
captures my sense of the potentialities embedded in the way Yu and Yamashita’s novel invite us
to live unsafely and reevaluate bodies that seemingly fail. Despite the numerous qualities that
might characterize Charles as a failure in How to Live Safely—his lousy job, broken family, and
disconnect from other human relationships—Yu demonstrates how these factors that prevent
Charles from fitting into normative models of success allows us to read him as an undisciplined
minor subject who also refuses the disciplining physics of the time loop. In Tropic of Orange
while Arcangel successfully defeats SUPERNAFTA during the wrestling match, he too gets
wounded and dies: “The performance was over. The audience, like life, would go on. ...
Somewhere the profits from the ticket sales were being divided. A new champion was being
groomed.”84 Yamashita’s depiction of Arcangel’s transitory and compromised victory,
overshadowed by the workings of global capitalism implies that there can be no easy way of
rectifying histories of social and economic injustice, even in fictional worlds. Yet, by choosing to
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feed Arcangel slices from the coveted orange, Rafaela embodies the tireless movements of
popular resistance, the undisciplined activity that persists even in the face of death.
In this respect, we might think of undisciplining in relation to what Muñoz has termed,
“disidentification,” a performative theory that refers to the “survival strategies” queers of color
employ to navigate a “majoritarian public sphere that continuously elides or punishes the
existence of subjects who do not conform to the phantasm of normative citizenship.”85 By
exploring the processes through which minoritized subjects perform disidentification, Muñoz’s
work illuminates an alternative “mode of dealing with dominant ideology,” a “work[ing] on and
against,” that coincides with the way undisciplining (and living unsafely) invites a renegotiation
of hegemonic knowledge formations in the academy.86 Rather than assimilating to a racialized
disciplinary system or abandoning the space of the academy altogether, undisciplining is like
disidentification in Muñoz’s terms, “a strategy that tries to transform a cultural logic from within,
always laboring to enact permanent structural change while at the same time valuing the
importance of local or everyday struggles of resistance.”87 To engage in undisciplined activity
therefore means working in and through the difficult and perhaps inhospitable space of the
academy. At the same time, it entails having the conviction that the academy can be changed and
mobilized in the service of social justice.
Instead of investing in the sustainment and futurity of Asian American studies,
undisciplining encourages a shift in perspective and affect, a disinvestment from fantasies of the
good life and the security of disciplinary formations. It proposes a different way of conceiving
our scholarly activity, not as shoring up a particular interdiscipline, but rather as an unraveling
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that contests the constraints imposed by the academy’s racialized structure of knowledge. This
shift in affective perspective, similar to the one Charles employs in his encounter with death,
allows us to recognize recent critical turns in Asian American studies toward post-identity,
transnationalism, and diaspora, not as strategies of security, but as undisciplined activities that
are already occurring in and through the field. Emerging out of critiques of the limitations of
identity politics, the post-identity turn draws attention to how new waves of immigration and
practices of social and cultural exchange have destabilized normative conceptions of the “Asian
American” subject and body.88 The transnational and diasporic turns, by contrast, mark a shift
from the field’s initial emphasis on appeals for national belonging for Asian American subjects
towards recognizing the constraints of the nation-state form. These moves to reexamine the
relationship between “Asia” and “America” push critics to reconstitute the geopolitical borders
of the field and work towards a more expansive understanding of “Asian America.”89 To
embrace an undisciplined critical practice in Asian American studies therefore means
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recognizing how these turns to post-identity, transnationalism, and diaspora unravel a field that
could never be properly contained by terms and mechanisms of racialization. Undisciplining
entails developing the capacity to see these knowledge practices as enactments of social justice
even as, and, better yet, because they challenge the limits of the signifier “Asian American” and
push against the borders of what properly constitutes Asian American studies.
In this way, undisciplining creates an opening to imagine the different shapes and forms
Asian American studies can take in the academy. It suggests a way inhabiting institutional space
that is dissident, attuned to the violence of reproducing hegemonic knowledge formations. It
involves living unsafely through our research, but also in our classrooms through how we teach
our students to become undisciplined subjects, to question received knowledges- even that which
they receive from us. Undisciplining may involve shifting the way we frame our questions. For
instance, instead of asking what is “Asian American” about novels like How to Live Safely and
Tropic of Orange, which eschew normative identity categories, racial signifiers, and
geographies, what happens in the shift when we ask how do these texts allow us to rethink the
grounds and possibilities of Asian American studies?90 Learning how to read Charles’s failure to
follow the rules of time travel as an undisciplined act that disrupts the logics of time loops and
reconfigures space-time, encourages us to reapproach how failure has been framed and discussed
in Asian American studies, to explore how failing purposefully can create unexpected
opportunities for perceiving new relationalities and alternative timespaces for political action.
And, just as the homeless population in Tropic of Orange responded to apocalyptic
conditions by transforming abandoned vehicles into thriving communities, growing gardens in
the hoods of beaten-up cars, even with the threat of state violence and natural disaster bearing
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upon them, as scholar-teachers, I contend that we need to learn how to recycle and reinvent the
environment in which we work to reform the worlds in which we live. For, if we cannot risk this
kind of imagination in the privileged space of the academy, how else can we transform the
structures of knowledge and power that preclude access to alternative knowledges and, by
extension, alternative humanities? Undisciplining, as a mode of living unsafely, is after all a
challenge to envision another kind of university, one that has the potential to animate better,
more just, worlds.
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INTERLUDE
IN THE DETAILS
Fragments of Lives Lost and Living Still

In this pause, I want to contemplate the effect of seeing, reading, feeling the poem “Zong!
#4.” 91 It represents an excerpt from M. NourbeSe Philip’s Zong!, a collection that takes as its
subject the infamous 1781 case of the Zong, an incident where a ship captain decided to throw
130 Africans overboard because this act of murder, “according to insurance law at that time,
would ensure that the owners could collect insurance monies for ‘mitigating’ their loss,” money
they would not have received if the slaves were “allow[ed] to die a natural death.”92 Philip
critiques the cold rational, legal logic that underwrites this case by confronting us with
fragmented words and phrases that subvert meaning, using her poetry to underscore the absurdity
of a situation where murdering one-hundred-and-thirty lives would ever be conceived as
something profitable, possible.
“Zong! #4” suggests a different play on tenses than the self-directed command we
encountered in Yu’s How to Live Safely. In the affirmation “this is/ not was,” Philip demands
that we recognize that the aftermath of the Zong and the histories of coloniality, racism, and
dehumanization of which it is a part continue to resonate with and exist in our present.93 Through
the disjointed structure of the poem we are forced to face the violent dismembering of lives, the
gaps between the words symbolizing the blankness of death, the whiteness that drowned, or
rather, drowns those slaves that could not have been murdered because they were property and
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never truly alive, but who were murdered and who were alive, and still haunt us now. In this
way, Philip’s poetry facilitates a reading practice that compels us to move slowly, to take in each
word before something like the idea that “this/ should/ not/ be/ is” becomes perceptible.94 In the
repetition of that final “is,” set aside on the edge of its own line, she presses us to consider how
the presentness of this minor word implicates us in a need to address cases like the Zong that
should never have been and should not be.
The time it takes to read Philip’s poetry, to negotiate its fragmented structure and to
resist, more often than not, the temptation to make sense of her words, engages us in an effort to
split apart the legal report, “the only publicly extant document” that details the events aboard the
Zong, in order to splinter, revise and re-form those colonial archives in which Africans were
treated as mere commodities.95 For this reason, attending to Philip’s footnotes becomes a
necessary part of our reading process; she writes:
I cannot say when I first conceived the idea but once it has taken hold I know that
I must honour it. “Defend the Dead.” The Africans on board the Zong must be
named. They will be ghostly footnotes floating below the text—“under water… a
place of consequence.”96
In this endeavor to honor and defend the Dead, Philip performs a speculative act, creating names
for those “African men, women, and children on board the Zong [who] were stripped of all
specificity, including their names.”97 By lingering on the names at the bottom of the page,
“Lipapwiche,” “Aziza,” “Chipo,” “Dada,” “Nomsa,” Philip suggests that we might be able to
trace the “[f]ootprints of the African[s] on board the Zong,” and in doing so, press against the
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constraints of colonial archives that denied these slaves specificity and life.98 By recognizing
these footnotes as “a place of consequence,” the watery grave for those bodies that still haunt us
today, she encourages us, moreover, to see in small details the possibility for critiquing those
established and seemingly insurmountable structures of power, of which the archive represents
only one iteration.
And yet, despite the critical traction that an infamous case like the Zong has achieved for
its cruel, bizarre verdict that “would prove seminal” in efforts to “end the transatlantic slave
trade” in England, what is perhaps the more difficult reality to reconcile is how this incident
depicts the ordinary, common sense logics of racialization that a poem like “Zong! #4” suggests
still “is.”99 And so, as we near the end of this long pause, I turn to Sam Vernon’s speculative
collage aesthetic. Vernon is largely known for her massive installations, such as “Ghosts Tell Me
What to Do” (2011) and “Blood Memory” (2014), which begin with simple “drawing[s] in pen
and ink,” that she gradually builds upon, “adding layers of line over time through an intuitive
Xerox and collage process,” to create “a scene, a moment, an environment” that overwhelms us
with the sheer number and size of images, of dark bodies and figures at once speculative, ghostly
and real.100
Here, however, I want to reflect on a smaller series of collages that illuminates snapshots
of everyday life alongside the ghostly presences of slavery. It is in the quiet way Vernon remakes
family photographs—inserting the image of a slave ship in the background of an outing to the
beach in “Sunny Day” (2009), positioning the caricature of a black minstrel beside a portrait of
young Sam in a ballerina costume in “Minstrel Ballerina” (2009), highlighting a slave revolt
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behind a group of women engrossed in a card game in “Playing Spades” (2009)—that I suggest
we are asked to renegotiate the ways in which we perceive and navigate our ordinary worlds.101
Like “Zong! #4,” these collages mess with our sense of temporality, challenging the “pastness”
of slavery and racial violence, illustrating how in the process of accomplishing our daily
activities we necessarily bump up and against those lives lost, which still live, and need to be
reckoned with.
And so, recognizing that I have only touched briefly on the significance of the projects
these artists undertake, I invite us to un-pause here with Vernon’s reflections on the impact of
Afrofuturism on her aesthetic:
After reading cultural critic Mark Dery’s essay “Black to the Future,” the type of
work I create is a strain of Afrofuturism in that I re-imagine the history of the
African Diaspora through the lens of science fiction, complex characters and
spiritual realms. I’m invested in re-documenting the life and interpretation of
African Americans through my own black and white vernacular that’s at once
deeply personal and extremely invented. From juxtaposing historical images with
family photos, to creating dark, alternative imaginative spaces and figures through
my installations and Xerox drawings, my mark-making, patterns and aesthetic is
in many ways otherworldly, an alternative universe. I write in my artist statement
that the installations are “fear, anxiety and memory translated on flapping sheets.
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Ghosts congeal and bodies form in dark corners and hang about whispering until
the inflection of their voices can be heard among the living.”102
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CHAPTER TWO
TIME TRAVELING COOLIES
on Archival Knowledge and Speculative Aesthetics

Everyone has a time machine. Everyone is a time machine. It’s just that most
people’s machines are broken. The strangest and hardest kind of time travel is the
unaided kind. People get stuck. People get looped. People get trapped. But we are
all time machines. We are all perfectly engineered time machines, technologically
equipped to allow the inside user, the traveler riding inside each of us, to
experience time travel, and loss and understanding.103
-Charles Yu, How to Live Safely in a Science Fictional Universe
In chapter one, the affective imaginary Charles Yu constructs through How to Live Safely
in a Science Fictional Universe confronted us with the limits of time travel, namely, the
recognition that despite the promises of this advanced technology, we cannot change the past.
His novel exposes the challenges of time travel, the various ways in which people get stuck,
looped, and even lost, but it also conceptualizes this process as an embodied experience that does
not depend on futuristic machinery. Yu’s invitation to perceive ourselves as “perfectly
engineered time machines” calls attention to how experiencing time is a bodily phenomenon.
Indeed, one of the most important lessons Charles and his father learn in the novel is that it
“takes time to travel through time, that there is no instant poof, no shazam, ... that the whole
point of transport through some amount of space-time is that it is a physical process,” one that
entails bumping into other time machines, objects, and bodies.104 In this way, Yu posits spacetime as not empty, but painfully full.
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While a work of science fiction, the novel allows us to understand time travel as an
everyday social practice. In a sense, we are always time traveling, encountering, impacting and
being impacted by other bodies moving through time and space, consciously or not. Yu’s
conception of time travel attunes us to a different relationality between past, present, and future.
Rather than the aspiration of accessing discrete temporal dimensions, time travel in this
framework invites us to perceive past, present and future as never entirely distinct timespaces
whose mutual imbrication is lived through the ordinary acts and encounters we use to navigate
our social worlds.
In this chapter I rely on the time travel conceit Yu introduces in How to Live Safely to
explore the kinds of insights it offers for politically-engaged scholarship and pedagogy. How
might this understanding of time travel as an embodied practice of encounter that takes time and
care suggest alternative ways of enacting social justice? After all, what remains at stake in the
despair Charles and the other characters feel when faced with the reality that time travel cannot
change the past is the paralyzing sense that the conditions of the present and future cannot
likewise be changed; that is, the inequality which structures the “minor” universe they inhabit
will remain in place. The fantasy attached to time travel is precisely the promise of altering the
course of history, of correcting past mistakes, and avoiding injury and violence to create the
conditions of possibility for a different present and other futures. However, if the dilemma
remains that time travel cannot help us rectify past wrongs, here I consider how it might still
function as a mode of confronting loss and doing justice. In particular, this chapter explores the
possibilities that open up when the racialized figure of the Asian coolie and the history of the
coolie trade are brought to bear on the sense of time travel I have been describing here as an
ordinary, social, and embodied critical practice.
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Coolies, Archives, and Archival Economy
The multiple temporalities attached to the Asian coolie and the different kinds of bodies
collected under this umbrella term, which is at once a category of labor and a racial slur, offers a
challenging and compelling case for thinking through the relationship between time travel and
the possibilities for justice. “Coolie” is an epithet that contains histories of racialized violence. It
has been used by European and American imperial authorities and publics to refer to both
Chinese and South Asian indentured laborers, groups that have followed vastly different, yet
overlapping routes of voluntary and coerced migration to colonies in dispersed sites, from
Singapore and Mauritius to the British West Indies, the United States, Cuba and Peru. Although
important translocal distinctions determined the kinds of regulations that structure the trafficking
of coolies and the organization of indenture systems in specific colonies, the trade as a whole
reached its heights during the nineteenth century, following the transition from slave to
nominally free labor in the Americas. Colonial officials identified Chinese and South Asians in
particular as suitable replacements for enslaved peoples from Africa due to their large quantity,
relatively cheap acquisition, and putative docility and industriousness.
The transnational coolie has become the subject of critical interest in a range of fields,
including Asian American and Asian diasporic studies, history, and critical race and ethnic
studies. Arnold Meagher’s The Coolie Trade (2008), Moon-Ho Jung’s Coolies and Cane (2006),
and Lisa Yun’s The Coolie Speaks (2009) exemplify scholarly endeavors to engage with the
various forms of contact, exchange, circulation, and production attached to the figure of the
Asian coolie.105 Their work provides insights into what has until recently been a neglected
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history, at least in U.S.-based areas of study, which often treat the coolie trade as a Caribbean
and Latin American phenomenon. These critics call attention to the ways in which the system of
indenture organized around the traffic of Asian coolies supplemented, overlapped with and
perpetuated the injustices of the transatlantic African slave trade. Their research consequently
invites a deeper attention to the complex interplay between labor, diasporic movement, and racial
formation in the nineteenth century.
This extant scholarship on the coolie draws largely on documents and materials collected
in official archives, institutional depositories that house the records of colonial governments,
cataloguing laws that regulate the coolie trade, detailing proper practices for treatment and
transportation, quantifying the amount of bodies trafficked and the profits reaped from their sale
and subsequent labors. As Foucault has demonstrated, imperial archives, as both institutional and
epistemological formations, remain deeply embedded within structures of power that dictate
what constitutes official and thus legitimate forms of knowledge. They are intimately associated
with legacies of colonialism, with processes of documenting, categorizing, and objectifying
difference that establish certain groups as knowable “others.” Archives therefore figure as sites
for the management of bodies, in which living bodies are transformed into quantifiable statistics,
re-named and labeled according to the racialized and gendered classifications of existing regimes
of power. However, critics like Meagher, Jung, and Yun, who engage colonial and governmental
archives to interrupt the silences around the history of the coolie trade, perform a vital critique of
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these archives and the ways in which they constrain the liveliness of bodies, sanctioning various
degrees of social and literal death.106
Yun’s work in The Coolie Speaks, for instance, unearths and examines the written and
oral petitions of Chinese indentured laborers in Cuba who spoke out against the oppressive
practices of the coolie trade and the system of indenture. Her research compels us to grapple with
the material presence of coolies, giving (albeit mediated) voice to these living and laboring
bodies in ways that contest the racializing practices of commodification engendered in and
through official archives. The title of Yun’s project, The Coolie Speaks, moreover, echoes
Gayatri Spivak’s seminal essay, “Can the Subaltern Speak?”. While acknowledging the
methodological challenges of working with coolie testimonies in translation and the need to
address the politics of “speaking for the subaltern,” Yun’s research nevertheless suggests a way
of encountering bodies in archives and archival materials.107 Rather than reinscribing the
language of accounting that treats coolie bodies as part of economic transactions, she invites us
to recognize coolies as speaking subjects, actively devising strategies to intervene in and resist
the systems that seek to objectify them.
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Yun’s project suggests one method of challenging the hegemonic construction of “the
archive” by looking for those rare instances when we do hear the voices of coolies themselves.108
Her work, however, also reaffirms speech as a mode of agency for the coolie in ways that render
the thousands who could not speak, many of whom were female, as mere victims, obscuring the
kinds of resistance that do not (or cannot) take the form of articulation.109 I want to dwell in the
opening Yun’s study creates for thinking about the voiceless coolies, those absent presences we
encounter most vividly in colonial archives. How can we attend to these bodies without
perpetuating a discourse of victimization that reifies hierarchies of power? How, when these
archives are the primary sites where researchers committed to the aims of social justice confront
most palpably gaps and absences in historical narratives and, with them, the overwhelming sense
that the past cannot be changed? Saidiya Hartman captures this particular quality of the archive
and its hegemonic timespace in her research on the transatlantic African slave route. In Lose
Your Mother (2007) she writes, “The archive dictates what can be said about the past and the
kinds of stories that can be told about the persons, embalmed, and sealed away in box files and
folios. To read the archive is to enter a mortuary; it permits one final viewing and allows for a
last glimpse of persons about to disappear into the slave hold.”110 By compelling us to recognize
how the archive is also a gravesite, Hartman pushes us to contemplate how we can do justice to
the bodies we find there. Indeed, her words call into question whether justice is at all possible,
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given that we are living in the legacies of the coolie and transatlantic slave trades, both of which
continue to inform the dynamics of racial capitalism today.
I turn to time travel because it suggests a practice for relating to archives and archival
materials that can create space for grappling with the possibilities for justice. As a process that
emphasizes encounter and embodiment, the ways in which our bodies impact and get impacted
by other bodies as we do archival work, time travel encourages us to assume a different
sensibility of time. Rather than perceiving the documents, materials, and ephemera we encounter
in colonial archives as static entities within an already predetermined historical narrative, time
travel pushes us to attend to the moment of contact or collision when we realize that seemingly
discrete temporal dimensions are never so. In this way, time travel illuminates the potential for
other temporalities, unconstrained by existing categories of past, present, and future, that can
disorganize the hegemonic timespace of the archive and unsettle what gets to count as legitimate
knowledge.
One of the goals of this chapter is to challenge the kinds of disciplined, and disciplining,
modes of thought that would consign coolies to “the past.” The title “Time Traveling Coolies”
presses readers to recognize coolies as capable of time travel. It invokes the ways in which the
figure of the Asian coolie has gained significant critical traction today, entering our
contemporary moment through the work of scholars like Meagher, Jung, Yun, and many others.
It represents an appeal to perceive the coolies whose names and traces appear in letters, account
books, novels, imperial reports, and poetry, not as words on a page, but as bodies that we
encounter, bodies that move toward, beside, and with us in the disorientating, speculative act of
time travel. Yet, I hold on to the word “coolies” here as a reminder of the unevenness of the
encounter, as a refusal to erase the histories of violence and exploitation embedded in this
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pejorative phrase, as well as a gesture towards how it has moved through time and space, across
continents and oceans to stick to differently racialized bodies.
This chapter can therefore be read as an attempt to grapple with the terms of archival
knowledge. In particular, I explore how time travel points to a way of knowing that is not
“about” a research object, but comes from what José Muñoz describes as a “being-with.” Instead
of the stultifying miseries of unchangeable pasts, I consider how time travel posits a form of
critical engagement that builds on the pleasures of imagining other kinds of relationalities with
the bodies we encounter in and through archives. This inquiry into the politics and ethics of
archival research practice is also entangled with my interest in thinking alongside Roderick
Ferguson’s theorization of the academy “as a distinct archival economy.”111 By drawing on
Ferguson’s reading of the academy through Derrida’s conception of the revolutionary potential
and conservative function of the archive, I want to call attention to how a critical engagement
with colonial archives also necessitates grappling with the conditions of knowledge production in
the academy. In other words, contemplating how to do justice to the bodies of coolies we
encounter in archives is deeply entangled with the need to address how the university acts as an
“archiving institution.”112
For Ferguson, the social movements of the late twentieth century that led to the
establishment of Ethnic studies and Women’s studies potently demonstrate the simultaneously
“institutive and conservative,” [r]evolutionary and traditional” characteristics of the academy as
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archival economy. During this critical period, the entry of people of color and women into
predominantly white institutions of higher education challenged “archival conventions of the
academy” by introducing a range of new objects, texts, archives, and methodologies that have
since dramatically transformed how we approach questions of race, gender, class and
sexuality.113 Yet, when minoritized subjects and knowledges gained membership into the
academy’s “eco-nomic archive,” Ferguson argues, they also became subject to its “new and
revised laws,” its modified structures and practices of racialization.114 In this context, we might
recognize how the archival mechanisms he describes play out in the formation of interdisciplines
like Asian American studies.
On one hand, the field’s establishment was revolutionary; arising out of the student
protests and Civil Rights struggles of the 1960s and 70s, Asian American studies and Ethnic
studies more broadly, mark what Mark Chiang describes as “a qualitatively new stage in the
evolution of the university.”115 By demanding that the academy acknowledge its ethnically and
racially diverse student body and situatedness within local communities, these student-activists
enabled the proliferation of minoritized bodies and knowledges. As a field, Asian American
studies continues to play a critical role in empowering new generations of scholars, whose
intellectual and political activities facilitate ongoing movements against racism, inequality, and
social injustice. On the other hand, institutionalization has also made it difficult to position the
field in opposition to the academy, entangling Asian Americanists in efforts to make the category
“Asian American” legible and thus manageable. As Ferguson notes, the dilemma posed by the
archive and the academy as archival economy has to do with how these knowledge formations
dictate the terms of inclusion, the “rules for membership and participation.” Although
113
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minoritized difference is now permitted into the academy, only select bodies are allowed entry
and particular kinds of knowledges or ways of knowing valued.
By attending to time travel, I explore how it might open up other avenues for contesting
institutional methods of “reserv[ing], and sav[ing] minoritized subjects, and knowledges.”116 As
discussed in chapter one, this critique is especially urgent given how Asian American studies
continues to be “preserved” in the academy through acknowledgments that “diversity matters,”
but without the necessary resources and funding to support transformative scholarly work. To
disrupt the ways in which the academy as archival economy functions by organizing knowledge
and regulating bodies, this chapter contemplates the possibilities that might come from
disorganizing knowledge and attending to undisciplined bodies. In short, it invites us to
recognize time travel as a speculative act with the potential to unsettle perceived divisions
between past and present, history and fiction, living and dead.

The Aesthetics of Time Travel
Thinking time travel in relation to the figure of the coolie and the history of the coolie
trade might be an incongruous and disorientating critical move. In particular, the perception of
time travel as a technology born from fanciful imaginings, associated with the generic
conventions of science and speculative fictions, risks attaching qualities of the fictive and
imaginary to the coolie and the histories of racialization and violence of which it is a part.
Moreover, by blurring our sense of temporal and spatial divisions, time travel suggests a mode of
critical practice that defies straightforward chronologies and historical periodizations. In this
way, it risks undoing the important research that historians and critics in race and ethnics studies
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have accomplished in and around the figure of the coolie. The significance of this recovery work
might be understood, as Lisa Lowe suggests, in terms of “a sense of the retrieval of archival
evidence and the restoration of historical presence,” and “the ontological and political sense of
reparation… that is, the possibility of recuperation, or the repossession of a full humanity and
freedom.”117 In this regard, the careful historicization and archival research that comes from
efforts to recover the coolie also represent a mode of doing justice. And yet, as Lowe argues in
“History Hesitant,” we need to engage in “questioning recovery” as well, not to reject this
practice outright, but to recognize the varied ways in which it has been coopted to sustain liberal
temporalities that imply a movement from slavery to freedom, from race to post-racialism, which
underscore the “pastness” of enslavement, unfreedom and racial division.118
For Lowe, questioning recovery “names a broad critical project that scrutinizes the
present as both aftermath and continuity and calls attention to the conditions of slavery and
colonialism that infuse the conditions, memories, and possibilities of the present,” and it is to this
project that my thinking through time travel here contributes.119 I suggest that the risks time
travel takes are worth taking for the ways in which they critique the historicist impulses and
empirical models that have their roots in the racialized legacies of Enlightenment rationalism,
“an empiricist mode that claims the knowable,” which continues to have currency today in
neoliberal ideologies and global capitalism, with their demands for ever more effective tools for
data retrieval.120 As a process of embodied encounter that takes time and care, one that
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emphasizes the collision between multiple bodies, temporalities and spaces, time travel suggests
the possibility for a mode of “knowing” that disorganizes the hegemonic time-space of “the
archive.” To give texture to this idea, I draw on a range of materials in this chapter, including
plantation records, correspondence, official reports, and literary texts, to create a composition
that attunes us to the personhood and resonant presence, or rather, present-ness of coolies. In
doing so, I attempt to elucidate time travel as an aesthetic and affective practice that assumes the
art-making process and form of collage.
A temporally and spatially disorganizing aesthetic, collage works with pieces and
fragments to make palpable other modes of envisioning relationality and solidarity. Collage
captures the nonlinear movement of time travel, inviting us to examine the connections and
disjuncture that exist in the juxtaposition and overlay of images and artifacts from disparate
timespaces. As an art form, collages have no clear center, just notes of emphasis accented by the
size, shape, color, feel of an object and its relationship to the matter that surrounds it. In this way
too, collages have multiple beginnings, different points of entry depending on what draws us in
first, the thing that causes us to attend, and around which the rest of the collage finds meaning.
To elaborate on what I describe as “time traveling with care,” an (archival) practice that invites
attention to the ethics of our research methods as a model of and for social justice, I offer a
glimpse into the beginnings that have come to shape the collage that I have created, and am still
creating, around the figure of the female coolie and the Caribbean as a site of Asiatic
racialization.
One beginning to the collage I present here is Patricia Powell’s The Pagoda (1998), a
novel that tells the story of Lowe, a female Chinese migrant whose life and identity has been
range of archival documents, critical theory, and literary texts in this chapter offers a point of
entry for re-negotiating long standing debates about the relationship between the “authentic” and
the “fake,” the “real” and “imagined,” which continue to divide practitioners in the field.
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shaped by violent, oppressive histories of paternalism and colonialism. Attempting to escape a
bondage-like marriage in China, Lowe assumes the guise of a male stowaway on a ship
transporting indentured coolies to the Caribbean. Discovered in the midst of the journey by its
captain, she is repeatedly raped, abused, and ultimately impregnated, disembarking in midnineteenth century Jamaica with a daughter whose violent birth remains unspeakable. At a time
of high racial tension, facing alienation and sexual violation as the sole Chinese woman among a
community of male bachelors as well as growing antagonism from Blacks as coolies threaten to
displace jobs, Lowe is forced to engage in a dangerous and elaborate masquerade as a male
shopkeeper, one that she maintains on the island for over twenty years. Through Lowe, it
becomes possible to see the interpenetration of multiple histories of colonialism and coerced
labor, of oppression and interracial contact and exchange, of desire, intimacy, queerness, and
loss.
I begin with Lowe not only because her story offers us a glimpse of what it would have
meant for a Chinese woman to journey to the Caribbean during the era of the coolie trade, the
kinds of obstacles she would have encountered, the difficult choices she would have had to
make, but also because of the way Lowe and her words reach out to us as readers. Throughout
The Pagoda we witness Lowe’s struggles with her conflicting feelings of fear and desire to
unmask her identity to Liz, the daughter from whom she has been estranged for twenty years.
The novel ends when Lowe finally garners the strength to finish composing a letter that relates
her story; its last paragraph reads:
Ask anybody, I been writing you this letter for years. But maybe the shop had to
burn down first, maybe Cecil had to die first, maybe Dulcie had to leave and Miss
Sylvie, maybe I had to lose every damn thing first and fall down so low and so
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deep that I almost hit bottom before I could finish writing it finally. Maybe it was
just time to reach out to you in just this sort of way. Not last week, not next year,
but now. And exactly with the words put just so.
Lau A-yin121
Although this letter is directed to Lowe’s daughter, Powell’s reliance on the second person
address enables it to speak to us as well. This concluding paragraph invites readers to attend to
the significance of Lowe’s story “[n]ot last week, not next year, but now,” in a way that
disorganizes time and space, compelling us to recognize how her narrative intrudes on our
historical present.122 It pushes us to negotiate the neglected histories contained in the trace of her
original name, “Lau A-yin,” that has been subsumed under the identity of “Mr. Lowe,” the
Chinese shopkeeper, which has structured her relationship to others as well as her sense of self
for over two decades. Furthermore, by leaving this letter in transit and refusing to offer the
daughter’s reply within the frame of the text, Powell places the responsibility of responding to
Lowe and Lau A-yin’s stories on us as readers. In this sense, Lowe moves to and with us, her tale
communicating the necessity of grappling with the narratives that were not deemed worthy to
record and save in colonial archives, the kinds of impossible and unimaginable stories that we
dare not tell.
I begin with Lowe because she is the figure from and for whom my questions here, about
space, temporality, embodiment, racialization, gendering, and social justice, arise: What were
living and working conditions like in Jamaica and other Caribbean colonies during the
transition from slavery to indentured labor? How did women figure in the complex laws that
organized the coolie trade? What were the circumstances that shaped their lives and led them to
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leave their homes? What forms of agency were they able to claim? How did they manage the
long and difficult journey overseas, and when they arrived, how did they deal with language
barriers, abuse, and new cultural norms? In short, how did they survive?
By beginning with Lowe and the questions she raises about the labor of coolie women, I
am striving not to present another version of liberal identity politics, not to recover the humanity
of coolie women. Instead, following Powell’s novel and Jodi Byrd’s project in The Transit of
Empire, I explore how we can “activate” the figure of the coolie woman (and the histories of
racialization attached to her) in our present, a space-time that is at once “thick” and painfully
full.123 In this sense, time travel invites us to resist the pull to recover the lives and humanity that
was lost by pressing us to assume an understanding of time and space that highlights the
impossibility of recovery because bodies like Lowe’s and histories like that of the coolie trade
are still with us.

A Speculative Journey
Let me offer another beginning, a different entry point into this collage by describing my
encounter with a specific colonial archive, “The Ballard’s Valley and Berry Hill Penn Plantation
Records, 1766-1873,” which consists of account books, ledgers, and papers for a plantation in St.
Mary’s Parish Jamaica.124 The prospect of immersing myself into the timespace of midnineteenth century Jamaica, to learn more about the setting against which tensions played out
between Chinese coolies and freed Blacks in Powell’s novel was what first drew me to this
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collection. I wanted a deeper sense of the history of antagonisms that shape Lowe’s world, a
context for the feelings of fear, anger, resentment, and betrayal that pervade the text. I was
looking not for a comprehensive understanding of the coolie trade, but instead how the life and
history of a particular plantation might provide insights into the complex racial dynamics of
Jamaica during the turbulent shift from slave to coolie labor.
As a researcher, the expectations that bring me to an archive--in this case, the possibility
of sinking into the lived context of Powell’s fictional world—imbue collections like Ballard’s
Valley with the promise of access to the past through the sheer materiality of the documents,
notes, and other ephemera it contains. In fact, the sensation of touching the handwritten letters
and account books was what fascinated me first, the feeling of the wrinkles on the page, the
fragile, almost soft quality of the paper, the fraying edges of ledger bindings. The potential to
touch the past through these documents encapsulates the irresistible appeal of the archive to
scholars and researchers, the desire to connect with and be transported to a different time and
space. What I learned in my engagement with the Ballard’s Valley records, however, is that
touching the past is not as easy or as simple as touching materials in an archive.
I had to train myself to read the handwritten correspondence between plantation owners
and managers, to make sense of obsolete phrases and words blurred by blotches and stains to
find out how the transition from slavery to indentured labor was negotiated in discourse and
across the space of the Atlantic. Those first few hours wading through letters about drought,
stock, and sugar cane, struggling to determine the larger context from the brief snatches I could
decipher helped me understand the essential lesson Charles and his father learn while trying to
fashion a working time machine, that it takes time to travel through time. My initial fascination
with touching these letters was replaced by feelings that wavered between boredom, irritation,
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and despair, so that happening on the notation for “40 coolies,” scribbled in the upper-right-hand
corner of a letter dated February 6, 1846, filled me with disbelief and uncertainty rather than
excitement. After long minutes spent stoppingly reading and rereading the parts of the letter I
could make out, I was able to transcribe these two sentences:
I enclose the Monthly Returns from Ballards Valley for January, and by it you
will notice that very little work has been performed, caused by the majority of
laborers in the district having remained idle for 5 weeks, added to which the
weather has been so severe, that very little could have been done, had they
resumed work in the early part of the month. To enable us however in some way
to be more independent of their services, I have applied for 40 coolies for your
Estate, which I hope I may be successful in obtaining.125
These lines written by Henry Westmorland, the current manager of the Ballards Valley estate, to
its absentee owner, James Dansey, in London confirmed that the word did spell out coolies, but
even this small moment of clarity was quickly overshadowed by a flood of questions: Can I
assume that the laborers Westmorland refers to are freed Blacks? Why were the workers idle for
five long weeks? Can I trust his claim about the severe weather, or, was it an easy scapegoat for
tense, even violent disputes on the island? How many other estate managers decided to resort to
coolie labor at this time and what might their reasons have been?
Michael Drexler and Matthew Mulcahy’s research on how turbulent weather, and
hurricanes in particular, represent coded ways in which plantation owners and other colonial
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officials related news about slave revolts suggests a point of entry into this intriguing passage.126
Their work allows us to recognize how Westmorland’s comment about the severity of the
weather might be understood in a different register as a veiled allusion to growing Black
resistance, intended to communicate to Dansey the urgency of seeking alternative labor sources.
Rather than a simple justification for the little work performed on the estate, this reading of the
weather conjures a landscape embroiled in conflict, in which coolies figured as key players in the
imaginaries of a white elite that longed to be “independent of” the unruly and rebellious free
Black population in Jamaica. In this context, we might even begin to recognize the outlines of an
existing mode of racialization that set Asian coolies in difference to Blacks as docile subjects
capable of being ruled and, thus, as ideal replacements for plantation labor.
Such struggles to make sense of what remains unsaid and unaccounted for in these letters
and other documentary materials characterize my experience engaging with the Ballard’s Valley
records. Learning how to read between the lines, to make conjectures that could create openings
for imagining the kind of world in which a letter like Westmorland’s circulates, was a critical
part of this process. Another compelling example is a letter dated June 20, 1846. In it,
Westmorland writes to Dansey:
The “Scotia” with 290 coolies arrived at Port Maria about ten days ago & I have
obtained 28 adults besides children for Ballards Valley - I saw them at work the
day before yesterday cleaning & banking plants, which they were doing well, but
rather slowly - however when they become more accustomed to the cane
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cultivation, I think will do a greater quantity per diem. It is a great desideratum
having them located on the Estate & always at command.127
This is the only letter I was able to find in the collection that discusses the labor coolies
performed on the estate. The underlined words, “well” and “always,” convey Westmorland’s
desire to emphasize that coolies are indeed a worthy investment for the plantation. The phrase “at
command” is suggestive of how managers like Westmorland viewed coolies as laboring bodies,
akin to slaves, who should be at the constant beck and call of the white elite. His rhetoric, which
stresses the convenience of having coolies “located on the Estate,” alludes to how the indenture
system severely limited mobility even as it was promoted, in contrast to slavery, as “free.”
Reading this letter next to Westmorland’s earlier missive, with its potential undertones of Black
resistance, further accentuates the significance of his claims about the “great desideratum” of
keeping coolies close to the plantation, to ensure obedience and facilitate their training in sugar
cane cultivation.
However, speculating about Westmorland’s motives by focusing on the points he chooses
to highlight in this letter is perhaps easier than lingering on phrases like “290 coolies arrived,”
“28 adults besides children,” and the bodies performing work on the plantation “rather slowly,”
without reducing them to simple numbers or negligible details. Is it possible to read between
these lines, to dwell in the spaces these words create to imagine the conditions that structured
the arrival of the two-hundred-and-ninety coolies in Jamaica, the selection process that led
twenty-eight of them and their unnumbered children to Ballards Valley, and the difficult
strategies of survival they employed to adjust to life and labor on the plantation?
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The challenge of imagining this world, the one around which the day-to-day lives of
coolies revolved, prompted my most pressing questions: Why was I only able to find one register
in the records that documents the number of “East Indian Immigrants” at the Ballards Valley
Estate in 1846? Scattered references in 1847 point to money spent on “coolie supplies” and a
large quantity of rice purchased, the main staple of coolie diet, but why is there no mention of
coolies in subsequent years- in estate books or correspondence? Can I attribute this absence to
lazy accounting or missing records? Or, were the coolies unable, despite Westmorland’s high
hopes, to adjust to working conditions in Jamaica? Did they desert the estate? Were they shipped
back or sold off to other planters? What I do know is that in a letter dated July 9, 1848,
Westmorland writes to Dansey, asking, “Do you wish me to apply for Africans out of the
expected ship?”128 Does this question suggest that coolie labor was indeed a short-lived
experiment in Ballards Valley? Were African workers better at cultivating cane or just the bodies
most readily available at the time? Even more unsettling, had I overlooked a crucial document
that could give me at least some of the answers I was looking for?
This beginning, which describes my experience working with the Ballard’s Valley
records, calls attention to how archives do not grant unimpeded access to the past. Researchers
imbue archives with fantasies of immediacy through the possibility of touching documents,
letters, and photographs that obscure the difficulty of orientating our bodies to a different time
and space. It covers over the challenges of this kind of time travel, the feelings of uncertainty,
ambiguity, and countless speculations. Working with Ballard’s Valley has taught me that to time
travel well requires developing the sensibility to deal with time gaps, lags, and feeling lost. It
also entails grappling with how your body impacts other bodies. While perusing the Ballard’s
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Valley papers, I became acutely aware of how desperately I was searching for traces of the word
“coolies” in the letters and account book pages. Alongside the questions these materials
prompted, I kept wondering what is it that I need to find, what work do I want these materials to
do? Originally, I imagined that this archive might offer insights into and provide context for an
analysis of Powell’s The Pagoda, but working with these records made it increasingly impossible
for me to think of these documents as mere “background material.” Using them in this way
would reinscribe colonial hierarchies that positioned Asian coolies (and Black slaves) as part of
the background of a larger network of global trade dominated by white plantation owners and
investors.
Engaging this archive attuned me to the ways in which my research calls on the coolie to
perform a different kind of labor today and the necessity of thinking through what this work
involves as well as the motives that underlie it. Treating this encounter with the Ballard’s Valley
collection as its own story, one that folds in my various questions, speculations, and feelings of
disorientation and uncertainty, was one way of doing justice to this experience and to the coolies
whose traces I came across in these documents. A crucial element of this mode of doing justice is
acknowledging the unevenness of the encounter, that is, recognizing how my own bodily affects
and desires to uncover something of scholarly value in the records at times eclipsed the bodies of
the coolies themselves. Justice, here, has to do with admitting the unjust conditions that brought
me to this archive, the colonial legacies of which it and I am a part. It includes realizing how
reading through the perspective of managers like Westmorland pushed me to view the coolies as
laborers first and foremost, to ask questions about working conditions and motives for employing
African workers that foreclose other questions about the coolies’ own desires, their strategies for
survival, and modes of communal formation.
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Again, I return to the difficulty of lingering on the phrases in Westmorland’s letters that
not only provide insights into colonial imaginaries, but also those that might open up space for
contemplating the everyday lives and struggles of coolies. How can we access this latter world,
or, better yet, worlds that the frame of an archive like Ballard’s Valley occludes? How do we
have to learn to move through time and space differently to make these worlds perceptible? How
might our sense of embodiment and relationality have to change?

Reading Against the Archival Frame
Let me begin again with Walton Look Lai’s The Chinese in the West Indies (1998), a
documentary history that contains transcriptions of letters and notices published by the British
government and colonial officials, detailing regulations for the coolie trade as well as reports
about the success and failures of experiments with coolie labor. Its wide historical and
geographical scope, which spans the years 1806-1995, documenting correspondence between
diverse sites, from Amoy, British Guiana, Canton, and Hong Kong to Jamaica, London, and
Trinidad, demands a different kind of time travel sensibility. Engaging Look Lai’s text meant
learning how to orientate myself not to the site of a single plantation and its owner’s London
home, but to many different, overlapping timespaces, to follow the complex routes that coolies
and colonial officials and ordinances traveled, often simultaneously. In this case, it was not the
specificity of the timespace of nineteenth century Jamaica, but a desire to learn more about the
conditions female coolies faced during and after their overseas journeys that drew me to this text.
The violence of Lowe’s oceanic passage and coerced “passing” in Jamaica invites us to approach
“coolie” as not only a racialized, but gendered category, to contemplate the various
circumstances and concerns that structure the lives of coolie women.
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Other than an introduction and short contextual summaries at the beginning of each
chapter, Look Lai’s study offers little critical framing for the documents and papers he
transcribes. In the preface he explains that while researching and writing his first book,
Indentured Labor, Caribbean Sugar (1993), he had come across “a range of original primary
documents on the Chinese experience which have never been adequately utilised by scholars of
either region or the Chinese diaspora.”129 Look Lai writes, “I made as much use as I could of
what was available for my first study, but the complexity and range of the material demanded
that some attempt be made to gather them together in a format which would be useful to present
and future researchers.”130 His words convey an archiving impulse, a desire to collect knowledge
and make it productive for others. Rather than prescribing a use for the research he gathers, Look
Lai’s prefatory address invites us to consider the work that a text like The Chinese in the West
Indies can do. What forms of knowing does it make possible? In particular, what kinds of
encounters does it enable between our bodies and the lifeworlds of female coolies?131
As with the documents in the Ballard’s Valley collection, the papers, reports, letters, and
other materials Look Lai accumulates is framed around the perspective of officials in imperial
centers and at colonial outposts, the views of governors, consuls, ship captains and doctors. We
never hear the voices or stories of the coolies themselves, nor do we expect them. This
documentary history instead promises access to colonial imaginaries, to the ways in which issues
of race, gender, and labor were negotiated on paper and across continents.
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What becomes legible in the materials Look Lai collects is an almost obsessive demand
for the careful accounting of female bodies. In a “Report from a Parliamentary Committee
appointed in 1811 to investigate the prospects of an organised emigration from China to the West
Indies,” which accentuates the benefits of relying on the Chinese, a “class of free people, so
distinguished by their orderly and industrious habits,” the issue of gender was introduced as the
primary obstacle to success.132 The language in this report, which stresses both the
“indispensable” need for Chinese women and the difficulty of “procuring females to accompany
the male emigrants” illustrates how colonial officials were attentive to the gender disparity in the
West Indies and the conflicts that might ensue from a shortage of female bodies.133 In “The
Intimacies of Four Continents,” Lisa Lowe has compellingly discussed how the figure of the
Chinese woman manifests regularly in official documents as part of a “colonial fantasy of the
Chinese capacity for bourgeois family and ‘freedom’.”134 As such, the questions posed in official
inquiries about family and particularly female migration were central to British colonial
imaginaries about how the transition from slavery to nominally “free” labor in the West Indies
would be facilitated. As Lowe demonstrates, the Chinese were not only selected as an alternative
labor source because of their hardworking and “industrious habits,” but because of hopes that
they would settle permanently and develop a form of bourgeois intimacy that would distinguish
them from the broken family structures of former Black slaves. As Lowe notes, however,
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“female emigration was actually quite rare,” a fact that was not lost on the British consuls whose
reports Look Lai collects in this volume.135
A. Elmslie, a Canton-based Consul, writes in his report on August 25, 1852 that:
“Chinese women never emigrate. There is not a China woman in the Straits Settlements nor an
honest one in Hong Kong. The emigrants, would I presume, cohabit with or marry the native
females in the West Indies, as they do in the Straits, and educate their children according to
Chinese usages. The strong affection which the Chinese have for their own country induces them
to save all their earnings, and return home.”136 Elmslie’s candid language in this passage conveys
the unrealistic quality of colonial fantasies that suggest the Chinese would mimic bourgeois
familial structures in the West Indies. Not only does he draw attention to the fact that “Chinese
women never emigrate,” but his claim that there is not an “honest” woman in Hong Kong
illustrates a concern about the kind of females who would be attracted to this migration, namely,
prostitutes or other “undesirables” who do not figure into proper bourgeois family units. At the
same time, what becomes evident in these reports is the existence of an interlinked colonial
fantasy; that is, given the lack of Chinese women, coolies would intermingle and establish
families with “native females.”
Charles A. Winchester, an Amoy-based Consul, writes in his report on August 26, 1852
that: “In Malay countries the Chinese readily formed connexions with the native women on their
first arrival; their descendants constantly intermarry; so that in the course of years the mixture of
“alien blood” rapidly disappears.”137 Winchester’s explanation of how the Chinese would
eradicate “alien blood” through generations of intermarriage, coupled with Elmslie’s claim about
educating mixed-race children in “Chinese usages,” gestures toward the complexity of British
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colonial fantasies. Rather than allowing the unlikelihood of Chinese female emigration to
capitulate desires for the development of bourgeois familial structures, consuls like Elmslie and
Winchester transposed the success of Chinese labor and family establishments in other colonial
settlements to justify efforts to organize coolie migration to the West Indies. Chinese females
were therefore tied up in British colonial fantasies with “native” women. The language of official
reports and parliamentary papers suggests that these two groups could, to an extent, be
substituted to facilitate the movement of labor and capital, to sustain hopes that the Chinese
would settle permanently in the West Indies, where their industrious and docile character would
rub off onto and temper unruly native and former slave populations.
The documents Look Lai gathers consequently provide insights into how questions of
gender pertaining to the disproportionate overseas migration of Chinese males and females were
negotiated. Reading them closely allows us to recognize how reproduction and rootedness figure
as the unnamed issues at stake in these conversations between colonial officials. Female bodies
were urgently needed not only for plantation field work, but also quite literally for the biological
labor they would perform to anchor sustainable family units that could, in turn, institute a
permanent labor source for the white elite. Examining official reports and correspondence
attunes us to the colonial imaginaries in which the bodies of Chinese and native women were
brought together, and even conflated; this type of reading allows us to perceive the larger
mechanisms at play, the kinds of economic and political justifications used to facilitate the
trafficking of Chinese coolies. But what of those rare instances when Chinese women did
emigrate? How did they deal with living among large communities of male bachelors? What
kinds of encounters might they have had with other racial groups and women in the West Indies?
Many of these questions cannot be answered by Look Lai’s documentary history. Yet, if it is not
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the knowledge that answers can provide that we look for in turning to these documents, but
rather the encounter between bodies that time travel invokes, I suggest it becomes possible to
approach a different kind of understanding, a way of knowing that is not about the female coolie,
but comes from positioning ourselves beside her.
In an account written by Reverend William Lobscheid about his journey on the Mystery
from Hong Kong to Demerara in 1861, he describes “[a] most amusing incident” that occurred
during a stop at the island of St. Helena:
Having dropped anchor in front of Jamestown ... a few gentlemen came on board
the ship to visit the captain. Upon enquiry as to the difference between the men
and women, the captain, who had throughout the voyage been exceedingly kind to
the emigrants, took a pretty looking girl of twelve and showed her to the party.
Nobody had the remotest idea that this innocent joke would have an unpleasant
impression upon the emigrants or inspire them with fear. Yet it was so. The rice
was served out, but little was eaten. The men were seen moving about and closely
watching the visitors, as if speculating about their future; whilst most of the
women had retired to the between deck, where they were heard crying or in
expectation of being called away from their husbands. Being informed of their
misgivings, I went among them and enquired into the cause of their grief. They
then informed me that somebody had told them they were to be separated from
their husbands, to be sold on the island, whilst their husbands were to proceed to
another place. Acquainted with the language, I had no great difficulty in
dissuading them from harbouring such foolish notions;138
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Lobscheid’s words paint this episode as an unfortunate, yet “amusing” case of
miscommunication. His description of the “exceedingly kind” captain and the “innocent” nature
of the “joke” presents the Chinese coolies as “foolish” to let such an incident unnecessarily
disturb their emotions and activities. Despite Lobscheid’s familiarity with the Chinese language,
a connection that places him in intimate relation to the coolies, his rhetoric in this passage
reinforces a mode of racialization that establishes them as inferior and unintelligent beings. Even
as the words, “The men were seen moving about and closely watching the visitors, as if
speculating about their future,” gesture towards Lobscheid’s recognition of the coolies’
consciousness, he does not push it further. The opening created by the phrase “as if” is quickly
closed by Lobscheid’s unwillingness or inability to place himself beside the coolies, to explore
the reasons for their “fear” and what they might be speculating about their futures. Rather than
allowing for the kind of contact that could lead to understanding, Lobscheid’s account remains
delimited by the prevailing racist notions of his day.
This failed encounter, however, also creates openings for us to access the ordinary,
treacherous worlds coolies were forced to negotiate. We can imagine the crude, racialized
context in which a question “as to the difference between [Chinese] men and women” must have
been posed. We can imagine too the reaction of horror on the part of the coolies, not to mention,
potential family members, when a “pretty looking girl of twelve” was taken and shown before a
group of “gentlemen.” Rather than “foolish notions,” what becomes evident is their acute
awareness of the kind of historical violence white men perpetrated against coolie (and enslaved)
women aboard ships. The refusal to eat, the women crying, the careful surveillance of the crew
by the men, were the result of real fears arising from the assumed violation of a daughter, friend,
or fellow countrywoman, from the anxiety of having one’s family possibly torn apart. The
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activities Lobscheid documents in this passage therefore illuminates the kinds of unpredictable
dangers and uncertainties that structure the experiences of coolies during processes of (coerced)
migration. It casts doubt on the purportedly benevolent solution he describes in a later part of the
passage to set the coolies’ anxieties to rest, offering to take one male emigrant to “Longwood
and to Napoleon’s tomb” and purchasing a “bouquet of flowers” for the women.139 Although
Lobscheid claims that his invitation was “gladly accepted” and the flowers “so cheered” the
women “that they forgot all the terrifying stories of the previous day,” we have to wonder if the
“joy and joviality” he describes was either fabricated or consciously performed by the coolies
because of the close encounter one girl had with violence.140 After all, what Lobscheid’s account
leaves out is the reunion between the girl and her shipmates. We can only imagine the tearful,
shame-ridden, or angry words she uses to tell the story of having her body stripped (perhaps
literally) by the gaze of a crowd of white men longing to discover through her pretty young
frame the difference between Chinese men and women.
We might even speculate further the reasons behind why Lobscheid was called upon to
exercise his knowledge of the Chinese language in the first place. We can imagine how the
watchful and tense activities of the coolies created an atmosphere of deep foreboding aboard the
ship, one rife with the possibility of revolt. Seen from within this context, the calm and simple
resolution Lobscheid describes above acquires the layers of a more complex negotiation between
this white man and the coolies on The Mystery, compelling us to view the latter not as mere
objects or commodities, but as agents capable of demanding redress for an act of injustice. By
taking issue with Lobscheid’s account of this “amusing” minor incident, it becomes possible to
position ourselves beside the coolies, to imagine the dangerous and unfamiliar landscapes they
139
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navigated. In doing so, we can refuse the dominant frame that the perspective of someone like
Lobscheid imposes and instead contemplate a situation in which coolies are not ignorant fools,
but deeply attentive to their surroundings and willing to act to defend themselves and survive.
Another instance we might consider is described by Dr. J.A. Chaldecott, Surgeon
Superintendent on the Whirlwind voyage of 1861 from Hong Kong. He writes:
I think that I am justified in stating that most of the women on board the
Whirlwind were only married to their so-called husbands immediately before the
sailing of the ship, and that the men were tempted to bring them by the twenty
dollars advance allowed for them in China. Out of this sum a certain amount has
to be paid for the woman and yet there must be surplus sufficient to tempt the
cupidity of the immigrant. It will be seen therefore that the amount paid for the
wife must be so small that she must necessarily belong to the lowest and most
miserable class. As a consequence of this, we had on board the Whirlwind two
notorious prostitutes, four idiots, one helpless cripple—one hunchback—one deaf
and dumb, and several much disfigured by scars.141
In this passage Chaldecott expresses frustration over the failure of the incentive system
developed to increase the migration of Chinese women to the West Indies. The “twenty dollars”
advanced to men who traveled with their wives, he claims, only encourages the coolies to pay
women desperate enough to perform this role. Consequently, the majority of the females aboard
the Whirlwind, Chaldecott observes, “belong to the lowest and most miserable class[es],”
including “prostitutes,” “idiots,” and “cripple[d]” and “disfigured” women. Chaldecott’s words
convey his exasperation and distaste for this lot of coolie women precisely because they fail to
perform the labors vital for sustaining the economies and profits of the coolie trade.
141
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By time traveling with care, however, we can press beyond Chaldecott’s encounter with
these women, an encounter overdetermined by the logics of racial capitalism in ways that
prevent him from viewing them as anything more than broken and useless bodies, to contemplate
the kinds of intimacies these women negotiated aboard the Whirlwind. Positioning ourselves
beside the women described as “idiots,” “cripple[d],” “hunchback,” and “deaf and dumb” invites
us to consider how they endured the difficult overseas journey—the systems they developed to
communicate their wants and needs, the structures of support they relied on, the strategies they
employed to survive. Did their varying real or imagined disabilities make them the subject of
abuse, neglect, or perhaps protection? Did the men who purportedly asked these women to be
their fake wives stand by them as they were surely derided by the white crew and even other
coolies? Or, were they just a means to an end, used, then simply abandoned after the ship was
launched?
If Chaldecott’s claim is to be believed, that the “twenty dollars advance” motivated these
fake marriages, it gestures toward the difficult circumstances that must have driven male
emigrants to make such hasty arrangements. The line, “[o]ut of this sum a certain amount has to
be paid for the woman and yet there must be surplus sufficient to tempt the cupidity of the
immigrant,” blames the greed and selfishness of the Chinese men, but Chaldecott never pauses to
reflect on the desperate conditions and struggles that would have made even that small sum
appealing. Attending to the suffering bodies of these male emigrants also allows a darker
narrative to emerge, one that challenges the simplistic economic transaction described above. If
the cognitive and motor disabilities Chaldecott records are accurate (even if crudely so), perhaps
the mutually beneficial arrangement never occurred in the first place. Perhaps these desolate men
who decided to uproot themselves from their homes to travel to a foreign land thought that
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having “twenty dollars” in their pockets was better than nothing at all, and scoured the streets for
vulnerable women, the refuse of their communities, the bodies that would not be missed if
kidnapped and brought along a trip to the Americas.
The words of Emigration Agent Theophilus Sampson in 1866 attests to precisely this
situation:
I have, of course, always been alive to the fact that the persons who brought the
former class of women did so for pecuniary gain, and that I was thus permitting
an influence to enter female emigration which I deprecated when applied to
males. I have always been alive to this end, knowing the utter insufficiency of the
best official surveillance. I have watched the operations with a caution amounting
to dread, and taken every pain to ensure that the women knew and approved of the
step they were about to take.142
Sampson’s desire to underscore the “pain[s]” he takes to regulate female emigration, evident in
his repetition of the phrases “I have” and “always,” suggests that regardless of the “best official
surveillance,” the coercion and kidnapping of women did happen. In this way, he alludes to how
Chinese women, especially those from the lower and working classes, were susceptible not only
to the violence of white traffickers, but that of their own countrymen. How did these women,
who were stolen from their homes, perhaps beaten and brutalized in the process, grapple with the
circumstances on a ship like the Whirlwind? Attuning ourselves to the violent worlds that these
coolie women inhabited might even allow us to revisit the “amusing” incident Lobscheid
describes, to recognize how that “pretty young girl of twelve” the captain selects to show his
guests might also have been a kidnapping victim. After all, aren’t children, like the disabled,
easily overpowered and coerced? Perhaps the episode the reverend recounts was not the first
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time this girl was humiliated before a group of men. After all, what happens to “pretty looking”
girls in the between deck?
Yet, the more difficult story to imagine is the one where colonial officials like Chaldecott
and Sampson got it all wrong. Reading against the frame of descriptions that present these
Chinese females as “prostitutes,” “cripple[s],” and “idiots,” questioning the colonial rhetoric that
presents white colonizers as saviors of coolie women, not only allows us to reject the imperial
gaze of the archive, but creates room for viewing these women as fully valuable lives, existing in
queer intimate relation with each other and the coolie men aboard the Whirlwind. How might
attuning ourselves to the conditions of poverty and anguish that drove these coolies from home
and continue to structure their experiences on the ship allow us to imagine a circumstance where
a prostitute is also a wife? Can we see those women “disfigured by scars” as cherished partners
who suffered injuries during the overseas journey, and those painted as “deaf and dumb” as
made so through unspeakable trauma and loss? Was silence itself another strategy of survival?
Time traveling with care, attentive to the bodies that we encounter, allows other questions
and possible stories to be articulated. It forces us to pay attention to gaps and contradictions that
point to places where official narratives do get it wrong. In particular, the comments of Governor
Francis Hincks of British Guiana in 1864, on the state of Chinese female emigrants, serve as an
illuminating instance where the language of disability, or, more accurately, deformity fails to
grasp the “complex personhood” of male and female coolies.143 He asserts:
But there has been a great disparity in the proportions by different vessels, from
which an inference may be fairly drawn that if the Surgeon exercised proper
vigilance and if the Agent refused gratuities to those women with deformed or
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contracted feet we should not be burthened with them. In 1861, out of 86 women
in the Claremont and 52 in the Chapman there were no women with contracted
feet, while out of 40 in the Sea Park during the same season there were 8 or 20
percent. Again in 1862, of 29 in the Sir George Seymour, all the women had
perfect feet, while in the Red Riding Hood, out of 45, 15 or 33 ⅓ percent were
deformed. In 1863, there were 6 with deformed feet out of 92, which is about the
average.
To prevent misunderstanding on this point I may state that our objection is
to women whose feet are so contracted as to render them incapable of field
labour.144
Hincks presents this catalogue of the amount of women arriving in British Guiana with
“deformed” and “perfect” feet in the early nineteenth century in the context of concerns about
labor production in the colonies. His supplementary note, which clarifies the deformity he names
as resulting from the practice of footbinding, referring to Chinese women “whose feet are so
contracted” that they are unable to perform fieldwork, indicates that women only appear as
valuable in the eyes of colonial officials for their labor capacity. This perspective is not new, one
that discourses on slavery has already made painfully familiar. But if we situate the practice of
footbinding within Chinese cultural traditions, it becomes possible to contemplate a much more
complicated story. Where an official like Hincks sees a deformity that “burthen[s]” British
Guiana by importing bodies unfit for labor, the Chinese men with whom these women traveled,
see beauty, grace, and the possibility of upward social movement. In China footbinding was a
practice reserved for daughters of middle- and upper-class families that could afford to dispense
with an extra set of hands in the field. Consequently, we can imagine the men who were able to
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procure such wives (with undoubtedly expensive dowries) as individuals intent on establishing a
new life in the Americas. While the bulk of Chinese emigrants signed indenture contracts to
bring their riches home, the numbers Hincks outlines in this passage point perhaps to a small
fraction of coolies that wanted to settle in British Guiana and other colonial sites. Why else
would they have taken wives with bound feet along this dangerous journey? The deformity
Hincks names as detrimental to trade and profit, therefore, represents in important ways the
hopes that Chinese male immigrants brought with them to the Americas, the prospect of
fashioning different, (better) lives and livelihoods. Instead of disabled, deformed, or broken
bodies, these women represent the signs of class and prosperity coolie men aspired to and, as
such, intensely valuable and abling bodies.
By highlighting class distinctions, Hincks’ catalogue of women also prevents us from
viewing coolies aboard ships and in the communities they formed in the colonies as a
homogenous mass. Lingering on the numbers, we might consider how the eight women on the
Sea Park in 1861, the fifteen on the Red Riding Hood in 1862, and the six on the unnamed ship
in 1863, managed to survive the long journey across the seas, to be counted and labeled as
“deformed” by colonial officials on the docks in British Guiana. Were these women able to draw
comfort from each other because of their common class affiliation and the shared pain of their
bound feet? Or, were they alienated by the majority of females who came from lower and
working class backgrounds? How did they negotiate living in the colonies where their feet,
formerly signs of status and beauty, prevented them from doing the work necessary to support
their families? Did their husbands continue to turn to them as signs of hope during the long and
difficult term of indenture?
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Doing justice through time travel demands that we grapple with the multiple and fraught
encounters between bodies, to learn how to move through time and space in ways that do not
reinscribe the racialized and gendered language that figures like Lobscheid, Chaldecott,
Sampson, and Hincks employ. It takes time to travel through time because this process entails
pausing to contemplate what the narrow purviews of colonial officials missed, to explore the
kinds of imaginaries that allow us to see the bodies they labeled and catalogued as animate,
lively, and full, especially when imperial rhetoric refuses them capacity and agency. Yet, there
are also moments when the frame of a text intrudes and exposes its limits. In his preface, Look
Lai writes, “After the completion of my Rockefeller Fellowship period, I spent the next two
years collecting further materials, mainly connected with the life histories of Chinese families
alive in the region today. These selective but representative accounts, I felt, would give a flesh
and blood contemporary ethnic dimension to the historical documents which constitute the body
of the book.”145 Look Lai’s documentary history is thus framed by his own family narrative and
the “life histories” he collects from other Chinese families, included in the appendix. However,
the language of vitality he uses to articulate the motives for this inclusion—encapsulated in the
words “life,” “alive,” and “flesh and blood”—also conversely figures the coolies in the
“historical documents” he gathers, which he claims to be the “body of the book,” as lifeless,
lacking flesh and blood, and essentially dead. I call attention to this rhetorical framing not to
detract from the important work Look Lai’s text accomplishes, but to highlight the insidiously
quotidian ways in which our encounter with archival materials disciplines us to view our objects
of study as already dead, pushing us to search for the possibility of life anywhere but the texts
and materials before us.
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In the Gaps of the Archive
Let me begin yet again with Gaiutra Bahadur’s Coolie Woman: The Odyssey of Indenture
(2014). Bahadur’s text is divided into three parts of varying lengths—“Embarking,” “Exploring,
and “Returning”—all of which revolve around her attempts to uncover the details surrounding
her great-grandmother’s journey to and subsequent life in British Guiana as an indentured
laborer. Unlike Look Lai’s documentary history, which is structured around an archiving impulse
to collect materials that may be of use to future researchers, Bahadur’s work begins as a deeply
personal endeavor to learn more about her roots in India by tracing the routes her greatgrandmother traveled. For this reason, the archive she first turns to is not an official or State
repository, but her father:
My father—my responsible, caretaking, in-charge father—keeps the records in
our family. If anyone had a paper trail to our past, he would. And he did. My
father lost his father when still a child. The old man died of chronic bronchitis the
year before the refugees came to our village. His Will contained the place and
year of his birth: The Clyde, 1903. My father grew up knowing that his father was
born on a ship from India, and he knew which ship, in which year. He also knew
that his grandmother, Sujaria, had climbed aboard that ship as an indentured
servant. “She was a pregnant woman travelling alone,” my father told me, matterof-factly. Any more than that, he could not say. He had no insights into this earthshaking revelation. All he knew was that Sujaria had given birth to my
grandfather at some point during the passage from India, and she had given him
the name ‘Lalbahadur.’ This name, the short version of which my father and I
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both carry in the world, was not her own. Like most Indians who migrated, she
did not have a last name.146
This “earth-shaking revelation,” which Bahadur discovers in 1997 when her father takes her to
Guyana “as a graduation gift,” her “first trip back as an adult” after leaving with her family in
1981, becomes the impetus for her project in Coolie Woman.147 The small pieces of information
he imparts about the ship, the year, her great-grandmother’s pregnancy and birth along the
voyage, the name she gives her son, are the fragments that captivate Bahadur’s imagination and
make possible an imaginary of entangled lives: her, her father’s, his father’s, and Sujaria’s. Even
as Bahadur notes that her father “could not say,” that he “had no insights,” the details he did
know as their family’s recordkeeper, an archivist of memories if not documents or material
artifacts, creates an intimacy that allows questions to be asked about the woman at the center of
this unwritten story. In particular, it enables us to contemplate the space between the name
“Lalbahadur,” which, as she explains, “my father and I both carry in the world,” and Sujaria,
who bequeaths, but does not share it.
Bahadur’s presence in the text through the narrativizing of her family’s complicated
history and the details she reveals about what drove her to learn more about her greatgrandmother’s story creates a frame that already exceeds the limits of colonial archives. By
admitting that it is Sujaria’s actions, boarding a ship as an indentured servant, alone, giving birth,
“possibly out of wedlock,” somewhere between India and the Caribbean, Bahadur prevents us
from viewing this woman as simply an object or commodity, a mere laboring body for the
reproductive economies of the sugar plantations in British Guiana.148 Her evocative writing
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compels us to view Sujaria as always a living body, in all of the complexities of her personhood.
As Avery Gordon writes in Ghostly Matters:
Complex personhood means that people suffer graciously and selfishly too, get
stuck in the symptoms of their troubles, and also transform themselves. Complex
personhood means that even those called ‘Other’ are never never that. Complex
personhood means that the stories people tell about themselves, about their
troubles, about their social worlds, and about their society’s problems are
entangled and weave between what is immediately available as a story and what
their imaginaries are reaching toward.149
This passage aptly describes both the challenging and captivating qualities of Bahadur’s project
in Coolie Woman; it captures how we should approach the text as a work about the intricacies
and contradictions of living; it challenges us to move between stories that are “immediately
available” and those that our “imaginaries” make it possible to reach toward. By inviting us to
recognize Sujaria’s “[c]omplex personhood,” Bahadur precludes us from viewing her as an
“Other,” a body othered by race, sexuality, experience, and the distances of time and space. By
foregrounding her intimate relationship to her great-grandmother, Bahadur also places us in
intimate relation to Sujaria, drawing us into her lifeworld and all of its dangers, uncertainties,
pleasures and possibilities. In this process Sujaria herself attains a liveliness that enables her to
travel through time to us as well.
The personal, which infuses the text through Bahadur’s efforts to grasp and articulate
Sujaria’s personhood, demands a different understanding and way of relating to the concept of an
archive. It makes perceptible how people serve as important sources for the kinds of stories with
details and feelings that animate bodies and make present lives that have been relegated to
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memory.150 This becomes evident in the persons Bahadur turns to for assistance: her father,
translators, guides, and the inhabitants of Sujaria’s hometown, “the village of Bhurahupur.”151
Although she conveys doubts and concerns about their incomplete accounts, the questions and
answers that might have been lost in translation, these people and their perhaps mistaken or
embellished stories create space for an encounter between bodies through a collective act of
remembering.
These traces of the personal also come across in Bahadur’s engagement with official
archives. While looking at her great-grandmother’s emigration pass, issued to her on July 29,
1903, “the day she sailed from Calcutta to the Caribbean,” Bahadur writes:
Catalogued on this brittle artifact, sepia and crumbling with age, was everything
about Immigrant #96153 that the imperial bureaucracy had considered worth
recording: ‘Name: Sheojari.’ ‘Age: 27.’ ‘Height: five-feet, four-and-a-half
inches.’ ‘Caste: Brahman.’ Here was colonial officialdom’s cold summary of an
indentured laborer’s life. Yet, it included strokes of unsettling intimacy. The
emigration pass told me that my great-grandmother had a scar on her left foot, a
burn mark. Someone had scribbled ‘Pregnant 4 mos’ in pencil at the document’s
edge. On the line for husband’s name, there was only a dash.152
In this description we see the jarring juxtaposition of the empire’s “cold” official rhetoric and the
notes of “unsettling intimacy” inscribed on the emigration pass. By highlighting the details that
exceed mere quantification, the burn scar on her great-grandmother’s left foot, her pregnancy,
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and the absence of a husband’s name, Bahadur calls attention to the spaces in the archive out of
which questions and speculations can arise. In doing so, she demonstrates how archival research
can never be a disinterested process. Even working with the few details that “imperial
bureaucracy had considered worth recording,” we confront real bodies and become attuned to the
richness of lives that may not have been meticulously documented, but are nevertheless gestured
toward in the traces that do exist, and especially in the questions that we ask.
In Coolie Woman Bahadur’s questions move Sujaria’s story along, granting a fullness
that simultaneously acknowledges the gaps in the archive. She asks:
What, then, was the truth? Into what category of recruit did my great-grandmother
fall? Who was she? Displaced peasant, runaway wife, kidnap victim, Vaishnavite
pilgrim or widow? Was the burn mark on her left leg a scar from escaping a
husband’s funeral pyre? Was she a prostitute, or did indenture save her from sex
work? ... Did the system liberate women, or con them into a new kind of
bondage? Did it save them from a life of shame, or ship them directly to it? Were
coolie women caught in the clutches of unscrupulous recruiters who tricked them?
Were they, quite to the contrary, choosing to flee? Were these two possibilities
mutually exclusive, or could both things be true?153
Although Bahadur’s preoccupation with “truth” frames this passage, reading her questions here
enables us to recognize that objective truth is not the kind of knowing a project like Coolie
Woman offers. Instead, it attunes us to a feeling of possibility that comes from seeing how our
questions participate in world-making, allowing us to access worlds where a woman’s decision
to flee is also entwined in webs of deceit and trickery, where indentured labor figures as a mode
of escape and a form of continued oppression. By inviting us to attend to the animating force of
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questions, their potential to complicate how we come to know the lives of coolie women,
Bahadur suggests that even if we cannot change the past, we can alter our perceptions of it, in the
ways we choose to narrate our encounters with bodies in colonial archives.
Rather than allowing the scant information in the archive to prevent her from telling
Sujaria’s story, Bahadur uses the impediments of missing records as an opening to draw on the
lives and experiences of other female coolies. In the chapter “Her Middle Passage,” for instance,
Bahadur grapples with the gaps and absences surrounding the details about Sujaria’s oceanic
journey by perusing “emigration passes of 207 of the 225 females” aboard The Clyde, the ship
that transported her to the Caribbean.154 Bahadur asks:
In the depot, did my great-grandmother talk to Rukmini, a nineteen-year old who
was a hermaphrodite? Was that secret discovered in Calcutta, or did it have to
wait, like the venereal diseases, to be uncovered by Guiana’s medical inspector?
How would Rukmini, both man and woman, fare in the depot and on the ship—
places simultaneously segregated by sex and fraught with sex? Did my greatgrandmother notice Rahsi, an Untouchable woman travelling with her husband,
who was disfigured, her left nostril cut? Had the woman’s husband inflicted the
cut? On seeing it, did Sujaria feel pity? Did she know Tirnal, the farmer from
Mirzapur travelling with five girls, the youngest three, the eldest fourteen? What
had happened to the mother of those girls? Wasn’t the eldest too grown, by the
marriage conventions of the day, to still be in a father’s care? Could that man
possibly have been trafficking those girls? Single fathers were few, while at least
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twenty-eight single mothers sailed on The Clyde, accounting for 20 percent of
women aboard. Did Sujaria find the motherless family at all suspicious?155
By including Rukmini, Rahsi, and the girls that traveled with Tirnal in her narration of Sujaria’s
story, Bahadur gives texture to the kinds of intimacies that would have been negotiated aboard
The Clyde—the intimacies encapsulated in a sideways glance, a sexual act, or feelings of pity or
suspicion. These glimpses of the other coolies who traveled alongside Sujaria are not meant to
fill the gaps in colonial archives, because, as the passage illustrates, questions continue to arise,
but they do point to the complex ways in which bodies and lives are entangled and bound up in
and with each other. Therefore, what begins as a text about a search for Bahadur’s greatgrandmother, we learn, necessarily engages the lives of many coolie women in ways that make
the “Her” in this chapter’s “title, “Her Middle Passage,” not singular but plural. It refers not only
to Sujaria’s oceanic journey, but also to the journeys of Rukmini, Rahsi, Tirnal’s (alleged)
daughters, and countless other unnamed female coolies. In this way, we learn too that Bahadur’s
mobilization of the personal and autobiographical in this project functions not to narrow its
purview, but serves instead as an opening from which to pose other questions and imagine other
encounters.
A particularly resonant encounter for this time travel collage occurs on the island of Saint
Helena, over a decade after Reverend Lobscheid’s account of the “pretty looking girl” The
Mystery’s captain used to show his guests the difference between Chinese men and women.
Bahadur writes,
On 23 November 1875, the protector of emigrants on Saint Helena, the South
Atlantic island where indenture ships often stopped to refuel, boarded The Ailsa
for routine checks. He soon found himself surrounded by the women aboard, who
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fell at his feet to complain about Dr. Holman. Later, as the protector and the
surgeon were in the captain’s cabin, hundreds of emigrants stormed up from the
‘tween decks to demand Holman’s ouster. They threatened to jump overboard if
he was allowed to sail on with the ship. And they made slashing gestures at their
throats, indicating Holman’s fate if he stayed. The emigrants claimed that the
doctor did not give them enough to eat. They said he pinched and slapped women
on the bottom. And they charged that he forced several women to sleep with
him.156
Bahadur’s portrayal of the activities that took place on The Ailsa make perceptible a scene of
collective resistance and solidarity. Although the image of the women surrounding and falling at
the feet of the protector of emigrants suggests their deference to the authority of colonial
officials, it can also be read as an attempt to acquire agency and demand justice through their
positions as coolies. The actions of the “hundreds of emigrants” who “stormed up from the
‘tween decks to demand Holman’s ouster” points to how coolies did not passively accept the
injuries inflicted upon them. By “threaten[ing] to jump overboard” and “ma[king] slashing
gestures at their throats,” they demonstrate an acute awareness of the options and choices
available to them. In this context, we might recognize how jumping overboard figures here not as
a move to commit suicide, but as a threat to escape that would leave The Ailsa empty of its
profitable cargo of indentured laborers. Making slashing gestures at their throats also alludes to
the possibility of mutiny as an alternative strategy for gaining control of the ship, a threat of
violence in response to maltreatment and the violation of women’s bodies. Although an inquiry
commission in British Guiana ultimately absolves Holman of the charges “of taking any indecent
or licentious liberty’ with the women aboard,” Bahadur’s decision to relate this story attunes us
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to the partial victories these coolies were able to achieve by forcing Holman off the ship at Saint
Helena.157
Moreover, while Bahadur’s great-grandmother did not travel on The Ailsa—her ship, The
Clyde, would not sail until over a quarter-of-a-century later—encountering the coolies who stood
up against Holman allows us to place Sujaria alongside these bodies that refused to be treated as
mere objects in a cargo hold. This account also invites us to imagine the small acts of resistance
that took place on ships and in colonial sites that were not recorded in court hearings and legal
documents. It creates space for contemplating the other shapes and forms through which coolies
were able to demand redress for unfair treatment and injustice. Recognizing further how the
particular site of Saint Helena, this island where a different group of coolies from China, sailing
on The Mystery clamored against the potential violation of a young girl and the fracturing of
familial relations, gestures toward the fullness of time and space. It confronts us again with the
realization that encounters are never singular or one-directional, but always already multivalent.
By opening ourselves to how the Chinese coolies on The Mystery in 1861 and the South Asian
coolies on The Ailsa in 1875 speak to and move alongside each other and with countless ships
that trace their routes between and after these dates, including Sujaria’s The Clyde, we can see
how bodies are porous, bumping up against and bleeding into each other across time and space.
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It takes time to travel through time because timespace is so incredibly full of bodies and lives
that we have still not yet learned how to see, feel, hear, all at once.158

Passage, "Passing," and Complex Personhood
Let us return to the Pagoda, not to come full circle, but as a way of beginning again. In
an interview Powell describes the circumstances that led to her fashioning of Lowe’s character as
necessarily shaped by the history of the coolie trade and, in particular, its regulation of bodies
and mobility. Despite her original intent to portray an “ordinary female protagonist,” she admits
that while researching the historical context for the novel, she learned that Chinese laws
restricted the immigration of women to the West Indies until a period later than the one she
desired for her characters.159 As a result, Powell asserts, “I decided to have her cross dress. I
couldn’t figure out how else she could have slipped by Chinese authorities, how else she could
have escaped being ravished by a ship full up of sailors and contracted male Chinese laborers
enroute to the West Indies.”160 This account of the speculative acts that allow Powell to write
The Pagoda re-imagines the past, not to change it, but to create room for us to encounter
someone like Lowe. The affective imaginary she constructs enables us to recognize the ways in
which “passage” and “passing” are deeply gendered experiences entangled in and shaped by
violent histories of colonialism and heteropatriarchy.
Beginning again with The Pagoda also entails coming to terms with Powell’s use of
solely masculine pronouns to articulate Lowe’s consciousness. To read the novel for the first
time is a disorientating experience, one that demands gradual adjustments in our perception of
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Lowe as we come to understand the unique circumstances of her gender masquerade. Although
we recognize the precariousness of her situation as a woman whose sexual identity is always
under threat of discovery, Powell’s persistent reliance on the pronoun “he” to refer to Lowe’s
sense of self illustrates the extent to which she has internalized her performance as “Mr. Lowe,”
the Chinese shopkeeper. To move with Lowe here, I follow her lead by using the masculine
pronouns she has taught herself to wear as a second skin. However, by marking this shift in my
language, I also want to call attention to the unavoidable slippages that occur when trying to
grapple with Lowe’s gender and sexual ambiguity. Lowe is a character that refuses to be read
according to existing identity categories, an illegibility Powell mobilizes through The Pagoda to
underscore and illustrate Lowe’s complex personhood.161
The novel opens by introducing us to Lowe at a moment when the foundations of the life
and identity he has carefully constructed and performed in Jamaica are crumbling around him.
The shop that the he had tended for years has been burned to the ground and Cecil, the ship
captain responsible for raping and impregnating Lowe, but also the “benefactor” who gave him
the shop and male costume that were his means of survival on the island, is found dead inside. At
this point of crisis and transition, the nightmares of his earlier crossings return: “And Lowe
wasn’t sure what to make of it all, wasn’t sure what the next step was. There was his life
spinning and spinning and spinning away with no bottom at all under his feet and no rails against
which to clutch or lean up, no compass to steer, no supervision, no bolts or bars.”162 The use of
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nautical diction in these lines, the absence of “rails” as a means of support or a “compass” with
which to navigate his unknown future, shows how Lowe’s sense of self and place continues to be
shaped by haunting memories of his oceanic passage. In this crossing from China to Jamaica he
only manages to avoid detection among his countrymen because his identity is discovered by
Cecil who confines Lowe to the privacy of his cabin to keep this unexpected “prize” to himself.
Yet, Powell suggests that Cecil’s discovery and abuse might have saved Lowe from an even
more treacherous fate: “What would they’ve done with this treasure, all of them at once and then
individually, taking turns?”163 Through this depiction of the dangers and vulnerabilities that
structure a gendered experience of passage, Powell demonstrates how the brutality of the rape
Lowe endures at Cecil’s hands and the literally coerced labor he suffers in giving birth to Cecil’s
child are the very factors that enabled his survival during this oceanic crossing.
The contradictions of Lowe’s circumstances aboard the ship are complicated even further
when we consider the transformation Cecil engenders in Lowe’s appearance to prepare him for
the life he would assume in Jamaica. Lowe wakes up one day to find his “queue chopped off”
and his clothes “replaced with Cecil’s khaki trousers, his striped shirt ... his cotton drawers and
woolen socks and a sturdy pair of boots that shimmered.”164 Glimpses of the “jagged jaws of
scissors” and “mounds of scrap” scattered across the cabin floor conveys the violent manner in
which Cecil quite literally re-fashions Lowe’s identity through intimate, used articles of clothing,
“hemmed and darted and reassembled” to fit his frame.165 Amidst this confusion, Powell
juxtaposes Lowe’s inability to recognize himself after the crude transformation he undergoes
with the shocking resemblance he perceives between Cecil and his father:
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He didn’t recognize the clothes that rubbed roughly against his skin, he felt naked
without the coil of hair, and in the mirror hung there on the wall he saw the
stranger peering back at him, with weary eyes, and in front of him was Cecil...
and lurking in the corners of Cecil’s eyes a huge well of tenderness, which did not
calm Lowe. He remembered a sharp curve of disappointment in his father’s back
when he turned thirteen and puberty struck… He remembered a slope of
resignation lurking there in the black hole of his face. And he looked again at the
spotted-skinned man standing there, and he looked again at the trousers that
veered over his legs and at the cardigan that draped along his shoulders, and he
swung his head, which felt light without the cord of hair, and he knew he had
crossed over again, that he had come to that place of uncertainty before and here
he was again.166
In this passage the abrupt shift from Lowe’s recognition of the “well of tenderness” in Cecil’s
eyes to the “sharp curve of disappointment in his father’s back” suggests that these two
masculine figures become conflated in Lowe’s mind, bridging the violent histories of “passing”
they force him to undergo. Over the course of the novel we learn that Lowe’s father had raised
him as a boy, filling his head with dreams of adventures on the high seas, only to betray him at
the age of thirteen when “puberty struck” and his body could be commodified to settle a
“debt.”167 Compelled to assume a female gender identity that was foreign to him in marriage to
an old cripple, known for using and quickly discarding the bodies of young girls, Lowe sought
escape through the masculine guise that, for him, signaled freedom and the potential for
mobility. Challenging the constraints of his social and gender position in China, Lowe embarks
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on a ship to Jamaica hoping for the chance to live the adventures he had only dreamt about.
However, when aboard this vessel Lowe’s male trappings are again stripped from him and
reassembled by Cecil, he realizes that he had “crossed over” once more into that same “place of
uncertainty.” By demonstrating how Lowe’s oceanic passage contains echoes of the earlier
forced crossing he had made as a child, Powell stresses the interconnections between these
violent experiences of “passing.” Her intricate crafting of Lowe’s tale, which remains mutually
embedded in China and Jamaica through the gender performances he enacts in both spaces,
allows us to grasp how the “he” Lowe uses to refer to himself becomes more than just a
linguistic inflection. Recognizing that it represents a gender identity imposed upon Lowe, one
that queers his relationship to others and his sense of self, creates space for considering the
intimate relationship between histories of colonialism and heteropatriarchy that shape gendered
experiences of coerced migration.168
Moreover, by inviting us into Lowe’s story at a critical moment of transition, when
Cecil’s untimely death and the destruction of his shop has thrown his ordered life as “Mr. Lowe”
into disarray, Powell confronts us with the possibility of another crossing, different from the
oceanic passage and passing he endured before. We see Lowe again at a “place of uncertainty.”
The abrupt disappearance of the rigid order that had structured his existence in Jamaica besets
Lowe with feelings of fear and anger, causing him to turn his suspicions on the Black neighbors
with whom he had interacted over the years, wondering if the resentment that might have driven
them to kill Cecil would turn them against him as well. Yet, it is also during this unsettling
period of transition and potential transformation, when Lowe experiences again the feeling of
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being unmoored, as if on a ship without rails, that Powell suggests new relationships can form
and alternative embodiments enacted. Losing both his shop and Cecil confronts Lowe with how
little he knows the people who live in his community, the purported friends and neighbors who
frequented his store, and even worse, how little he knows the people with whom he shares his
home. Managing the shop had allowed Lowe to escape the intimate domestic space where his
fragile disguise would most easily come apart. Its sudden absence, however, forces him to
reencounter those “others” he had tried to keep at bay to protect his secret and, in the process, to
reencounter himself as well.
With the shop gone and nothing to occupy his time, Lowe attempts to cultivate a
relationship with Omar, one of the Black servants in his household. Following Omar around the
property at first in silence, the two begin “slowly, awkwardly... to talk.”169 Lowe learns that
Omar “knew the medicinal purposes of each bark and bush, each leaf and stem” on the grounds
and opens up in turn, sharing his own knowledge of Chinese herbal remedies (116). Their
newfound intimacy allows Lowe to see the complexities of Omar’s life and personhood, the
ways in which he does not conform to heteronormative standards of masculinity: “a grown man
close to Lowe’s own age who lived with his mother still, who had neither married nor fathered
children and who did not sprout hairs on his chin or on his narrow and puffed-out bird
chest…”170 Recognizing how Omar’s body resists rigid conceptions of masculinity allows Lowe
to relax his fears about the ways in which the costume he wears might fail its gender
performance. Gradually, Lowe learns too about the tensions that structure Omar’s relationship
with the other Blacks in Jamaica because of his role as an overseer. He begins to realize that, like
him, Omar occupies a fraught position within the community, torn between his feeling of hatred
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for the “false groveling and subservience” Black plantation workers perform for his benefit, and
the fear of “how quickly they could turn against him if he had nothing at all.”171 Ultimately, the
resonances Lowe perceives between their positions are what allow him to overcome the anger,
hurt, and betrayal he experiences after Omar uncovers his secret and uses it to blackmail him,
and, after he discovers that it is Omar who burned down his shop.
Lowe realizes upon wrestling Omar to the ground and pressing a knife up against his
neck, that:
Cecil had thrown them all in together… And now they were killing and killing
and killing to cover up more deceptions, more lies. Here he was with blood on his
hands for no good reason at all. Here he was fighting Omar for land and for
property that didn’t even belong to them, that was still damp from prior
bloodshed. Hadn’t they plundered the Arawaks, the Caribs? Yet here they were
like hungry dogs, setting upon each other and biting over the one little dry bone
Cecil had flung them.172
Here, Lowe expresses an understanding of how his personal circumstances, the injuries inflicted
upon him as well as those he is in the process of committing, are entangled in deep colonial
histories. Lowe’s encounter with Omar’s body—hearing his “heart batter[ing] against his shirt,”
“plucking the blade into the warm soft skin, picking away at the flesh”—enables him to
encounter the bodies of the Arawaks and Caribs as well; the blood he draws from Omar,
reminding him of the blood-soaked ground under their feet.173 Again, we see the ways in which
bodies are porous and space multidimensional. This encounter allows Lowe to recognize how the
struggles he wages with Omar over land and property makes them complicit in the violences
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enacted against the Arawaks and Caribs before them. Powell attunes us, through this layered
meeting of bodies, to the messy intimacies we need to grapple with in order to move through
time and space with Lowe, to understand the complexity of his lifeworld, how it has been shaped
by figures like Cecil and his father, and how he is struggling to craft something else from the
pieces that have been broken.
We learn that in this process of self discovery, Lowe’s attempts to figure out who he
could be without Cecil and the shop, are intertwined with his encounters with other racialized
and gendered bodies in Jamaica. Lowe’s relationship with Miss Sylvie, the woman Cecil
contracted to perform the role of his wife and the mother to his daughter, in particular, invites us
to contemplate the ways in which narratives of coerced passage and passing can collide and
become mutually imbricated within each other. Early on, Miss Sylvie had declared her love for
Lowe, but the sexual abuses Cecil inflicted upon him during his oceanic passage and for years
after on the island made Lowe wary of this love; he ran away from Miss Sylvie’s grasping arms
because he feared that they would only ensnare him further. He could not help but associate her
“near-alabaster porcelain skin” with Cecil’s, and so in order to survive Lowe erected barriers
between them despite the feelings of desire that draw him to her.174 The destruction of the shop
and Cecil’s death, however, allows him to reencounter Sylvie and learn her story for the first
time.
After years envying her racial privilege, Lowe discovers that Sylvie is an octoroon who
had used her nearly white skin to “pass.” This passing allowed her to marry a wealthy
government official and assume a high socioeconomic position in Jamaica, but because the traces
of her “blackness” became visible on the bodies of her children, she had to give them away and
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even murdered her husband to protect her secret.175 Sylvie discloses too how Cecil learned about
her role in his friend’s death and coerced her into performing this domestic charade with Lowe.
While he is initially overwhelmed by the enormity of Sylvie’s secrets, Lowe slowly begins to
recognize the resemblance between himself and “this woman who like him had passed and had
been found out, this woman who like him had had fantasies.”176 Lowe’s realization that Sylvie
had also been forced into a kind of passing enables him to understand the reason behind her
grasping arms, which in reaching for him and his daughter, sought desperately to embrace “those
bodies that had been taken away.”177 Understanding Sylvie’s loss and anguish allows Lowe to
overcome his fear of intimacy and accept the love and desire he feels for her. But even so, the
novel refuses the neatness of a romantic conclusion. We learn instead that the telling of Sylvie’s
story serves as a haunting reminder of the loss of her children that eventually drives her to leave
in hopes of starting a new life elsewhere. The text ends with Lowe and Sylvie separated from
each other, yet holds upon the possibility for reunion through the bond they share with Lowe’s
daughter. By portraying their relationship as one that remains in progress, Powell suggests that
they have to labor to reconcile the complicated histories of their gender and racial passing, to
confront the pain they have both suffered before they can encounter each other again.
Powell’s depiction of Lowe and Sylvie in The Pagoda immerses us into the richness of
lives that are not (and cannot) be captured by official archives. Their stories of passage and
passing give us a sense of the various challenges that women constrained by race, class, gender,
and sexuality would have had to contend with in order to survive, to navigate the precarities and
violences that structure their existence in the fraught space of nineteenth century Jamaica during
the transition from slavery to indenture. We see them as women who have been torn apart from
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the inside out, forced to craft different identities, to betray their desires, their flesh and blood,
themselves. We see them as women whose lives are deeply entangled with each other and with
figures like Omar, who likewise cannot fit into stable categories. We see them alongside other
women too whose stories transcend the boundaries of the text: Dulcie, Omar’s mother, who we
learn is also Dulcineea Maitland, the radical activist who mobilized Black plantation workers to
revolt, who was betrayed by her own people for a ransom, tortured by officials and “saved” by
Cecil and Sylvie; Joyce, the married Black woman who teaches Lowe to discover his own
sexuality and desires, who asks him what he likes for the first time; Sharmilla, the South Asian
woman married to Lowe’s friend, Kywing, who never questions him, but seems to know the
truth and accepts Lowe for who he is; Whitley, the lover Sylvie takes during those long years
Lowe ignored her, who Sylvie turns to in the aftermath of Cecil’s death and who Lowe believes
she abandons him for at the end of the novel.
It is through the thickness of lives that Powell’s literary imaginary captures that, I
suggest, we might approach a different sense of the archive. The histories of the coolie and
transatlantic African slave trades and the racialized and gendered violences of colonialism the
text illuminates are narrated through Lowe’s body and the bodies of those he encounters. As
such, Powell demonstrates how these histories cannot be understood apart from each other and
apart from the complexity and intimacy of encounters that reverberate across space-time. By
inviting us, moreover, to enter the world of someone like Lowe, to negotiate the pain, loss,
desires, betrayal, joys and pleasures he experiences, she attunes us to a way of “being-with”
Lowe that also speaks to how we can be with those bodies whose stories have not been recorded
in colonial archives and with histories that have been designated as and relegated to “the past.”
This being-with that the literary enables points to a mode of doing justice that does not disavow
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the violences and injustices that have occurred, that are still occurring, but demands that we
attend to them rigorously through the ways in which they have impacted and continue to impact
bodies and lives. The last image of Lowe that Powell offers us is this:
I stay here with my hair grown way down to my waist, but thin and without any
life, with Miss Sylvie’s dresses on my back, with her colors on my nails, with her
rouge on my cheeks, her jewelry on my fingers and throat. I don’t go out much,
health is too shaky, plus how to go out like this. The people would put me in
asylum. Though am only just being me for the first time in my whole entire life.
People don’t like surprises. They don’t like truth.178
This glimpse of how Lowe has refashioned his body on his own terms “for the first time” is
bittersweet at best. Here, the feeling of freedom to reinvent himself is tinged by faltering health,
the sense that it has come maybe too late. Even as Lowe lets his hair grow wild, he remains in
Sylvie’s house, bearing her imprints on his body through the clothes and makeup he wears.
Rather than a reclamation of a female gender identity that has been denied him, we see in the
“dresses,” “colors,” “rouge,” and “jewelry” Lowe puts on, an embodiment of his loss, desire, and
longing for love and a life that could have been, that perhaps might still be. Therefore, the “truth”
Lowe refers to in this passage is not simply the secret that he is a woman who has been
masquerading under the identity of “Mr. Lowe,” the Chinese shopkeeper. Instead, by presenting
Lowe in this manner, Powell invites us to contemplate the multiple truths, the different ways of
knowing interpenetrating histories of racialization and coerced migration that come from
confronting Lowe’s body—not to make sense of it, but rather to sense the openings and
possibilities for being-with that can emerge from this encounter, if we only take the time to travel
through time.
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Time Travel Décollage
Let me end this collage with another beginning that suggests a different way back into the
questions about archives, archival economy, and social justice that opened this chapter. This
beginning is shaped by Lowe’s dream of “the pagoda,” the benevolent society, meeting center,
educational and cultural institution that he wants to establish in the ruins of his shop. It is a
building he hopes to dedicate to the Chinese who are coming in increasingly greater numbers to
Jamaica, to help them remain connected to their culture and traditions. The variety of names and
ever-growing list of uses he attaches to it illustrates how the pagoda is a constantly evolving idea
that also figures as the legacy he longs to leave his daughter Liz and the grandson he barely
knows. In the process of constructing the pagoda and struggling to repair his relationship with his
family, however, Lowe is forced to realize that
[H]e had no authentic word for his grandson; nothing to prove he was indeed
Hakka, he had so successfully erased his language. He had so successfully
forgotten. Was that possible? For if language was the carrier of culture, then he’d
erased his culture too, and so now what was a person without language and
without culture?179
The panic Lowe expresses here over his inability to offer his grandson any “authentic word[s]”
in Hakka speaks to his desire to integrate himself so seamlessly into social life within Jamaica
that he had forcibly and “successfully erased his language” and culture. But instead of allowing
Lowe to despair over this loss and uncertainty about who he has become, Powell chooses to have
his grandson interject at this critical moment with the appeal to “‘Tell me a story’.”180 This
request frees Lowe from his paralyzing thoughts and creates space for him to relate the tale of a
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girl named “Lau A-yin,” and to draw connections between this girl and the identity of “Mr.
Lowe” that he fashions and performs in Jamaica. By demonstrating how storytelling intervenes
at the impasse where Lowe confronts gaps in his speech and memory, Powell suggests that this
literary act of narration illuminates a way of grappling with the forms of forgetting, with the
piercing silences and present absences rendered through the ongoing violences of colonialism. At
the same time, this exchange with his grandson also underscores Lowe’s awareness that the
pagoda is necessarily a flawed project.
The dream of accessing and preserving an authentic Chinese past has already been made
unattainable through the process of coerced migration, the demands of survival, and the desires
to construct new identities and lives. Despite recognizing his own failure to accurately reclaim
the past, Lowe’s decision to push forward with the pagoda’s construction conveys a commitment
to working through the gaps in his own diasporic memory of China, to assert the significance of
its culture and history regardless of how incomplete and imperfect these memories might be. For
him, the pagoda is about claiming a space within Jamaica, to acknowledge the presence of the
Chinese on the island and their role in shaping the community’s social, cultural, and economic
life. Although Lowe intends for the pagoda to serve Jamaica’s Chinese population, we learn that
his most ardent supporters for its construction are individuals of other racial and ethnic
backgrounds. Jake, a Black carpenter is the first to share in Lowe’s dreams, offering suggestions
about the inclusion of carved stone animals and stained glass windows that echo Lowe’s desires
for what the building could look like. Sharmilla, who belongs to the growing South Asian
presence on the island voices her approval for Lowe’s project, underscoring the importance of
setting down roots to transform this foreign landscape into a home. Omar, too, visits the site after
his struggle with Lowe to help remove debris to facilitate the building’s construction. This
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collaborative activity demonstrates how the pagoda becomes a shared cultural space, created and
thus possessed not by a single racial or ethnic group, but an entire community.
Powell’s representation of the pagoda, the desires that underpin it as well as the labor
necessary to construct it, suggests a way of re-approaching the archive. The structure itself
figures as a kind of archive, an institution organized around aims to offer a sense of culture and
history, to educate and impart an understanding of the past on to future generations. The flaws
within this project, which become perceptible through the gaps in Lowe’s memory and language,
are precisely what keep the pagoda, as an archive, open. Powell’s literary imaginary allows us to
recognize how these gaps have been formed through racialized and gendered histories of
violence and loss. Moreover, by titling her novel “the pagoda,” she suggests that the text itself
figures as an alternative archive, an attempt at working in and with the impasses and absences
created by official narratives to imagine the worlds that can be opened up and the bodies we
might encounter in the process. In this way, the idea of the pagoda resonates with the time travel
collage I have been trying to craft here.
This chapter has been an effort to collect and stitch together fragments of Powell’s novel,
Look Lai and Bahadur’s works, and my own archival encounters with Ballard’s Valley to gesture
towards a different way of knowing the coolie and the history of the coolie trade, a knowing that
comes from “being-with,” positioning ourselves beside, female coolies in particular. Like
Lowe’s pagoda, this collage contains spaces where the pieces do not quite line up, where details
are missing and narratives are left unfinished. I have not discussed the language slippage that
occurs in the official documents Look Lai gathers, the ways in which the Chinese are referred to
as “coolies” in some cases, and others where “the Chinese” is employed as a racial and ethnic
category to distinguish them from South Asian coolies. Neither has there been enough room to
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contemplate Bahadur’s decision to connect Sujaria and the history of indenture in British Guiana
to the domestic violence abuses inflicted upon women in Guyana today. Nor have I considered
Lowe’s difference from the bodies working on the Ballard’s Valley plantation, how his labor as a
shopkeeper sets him apart from coolies cultivating sugar cane, and the questions of class and
privilege that raises. By weaving in and out of the British West Indies and the specific site of
Jamaica, this chapter also fails to capture the farflung geographies of the coolie trade and how
the system of indenture operates differently in the Spanish Caribbean. This collage, therefore,
needs to be read as a décollage as well, an aesthetic composition that exposes its own factures,
that invites a stripping away and tearing apart of conceptions of wholeness. Like Lowe’s pagoda,
décollage calls attention to incompleteness as an opening rather than an impasse, an opportunity
to explore the kinds of imaginaries and improvisations needed to move in the gaps of the archive.
In these spaces that are spaces of unknowing, I suggest, we might begin to hear the cries and
stories of those who are not dead, but have not been allowed to live.181
The unique appeal of collage and décollage as aesthetic compositions is precisely the
expectation that pieces and fragments will not line up neatly in organized patterns. What arrests
our attention are the fissures that occur in the juxtaposition and overlay of disparate materials,
the other ways of seeing and enacting relationality made perceptible through a particular
arrangement as well as those that get covered, blocked out, or cut away. Collage and décollage
also hold open the possibility of sudden transformation; the addition of another piece or
fragment, the stripping away of another layer to expose the imperfect whole, alters the
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composition, demanding a reorientation of our senses, reconfiguring our very sense-making
practices. In this way, (dé)collage eludes framing and encourages us to attune ourselves to evershifting arrangements of artifacts, bodies, and knowledges. It enables a critique of the idea of
knowledge as mastery by inviting us to attend to how the simultaneity of composition and
decomposition it performs, points to a way of seeing and knowing that is always already a
coming together and a coming apart. The multiple beginnings that comprise this chapter
represent an attempt to capture this movement of (dé)collage, to offer a sense of the complicated
lifeworlds of female coolies in all their fullness while also gesturing towards the unfinished
nature of this project. After all, there are countless other beginnings to consider. Thinking
through (dé)collage suggests a way of approaching colonial archives that is attentive to the
pleasures and possibilities that can emerge from the practice of composition and decomposition.
This play, I argue, is urgently needed to challenge conceptions of the archive as a knowledge
formation that governs what can be known about “the past.” (Dé)collage allows us to recognize
the multiplicity of archives, not to empty the archive of significance but rather to explore how
our understanding of its power and appeal shifts in alternative arrangements of knowledge. In
other words, how might our perceptions of the archive and its meaning alter in an aesthetic
composition that disorganizes both timespace and knowledge?
Attending to the process and practice of (dé)collage also creates an opening for exploring
how we might upset the archiving mechanisms of the academy. It allows us to ask what it means
for a field like Asian American studies to reconceptualize its formation as a (dé)collage. Instead
of debating membership into categories of identity or nationality, (dé)collage pushes us to
contemplate what becomes both visible and obscured in specific arrangements of artifacts, texts,
and bodies. In doing so, how might it facilitate other forms of research and collaboration? And,
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how can we enact (dé)collage pedagogically through how we teach courses on Asian American
culture and history? Rather than an archiving impulse to save or preserve minoritized bodies and
knowledges, (dé)collage is animated by the possibility of ever-shifting arrangements of
knowledge that can point to alternative ways of conceiving relationality, solidarity, and social
justice. While (dé)collage does not do away with the academy’s archival economy, that is, how
only particular kinds of bodies and knowledges are allowed entry and ascribed value, it suggests
a point of departure for re-imagining the academy. (Dé)collage pushes us to think between,
across, and outside of disciplinary formations; it is at heart an appeal to engage in the pleasures
of undisciplined activity, to contemplate what a university collectively fashioned through the
simultaneous practice of composition and decomposition might look like.
Exploring how (dé)collage reconfigures conceptions of the archive and archival
economies also allows us a way back into time travel because, as I have tried to demonstrate
here, the aesthetic of time travel is precisely one of (dé)collage. Time travel presses us to learn
how to move through multidimensional space-time, to grapple with the numerous bodies that we
impact and are impacted by, to reorientate ourselves in the midst of these collisions and
encounters, to let ourselves get lost and remade in the process. In this sense, time travel performs
(dé)collage in and through its invitation for us to engage the fullness of time and space. It not
only prevents us from viewing “the past” as a static or discrete entity, but allows us to grasp a
mode of confronting loss and doing justice that comes from attending to the time it takes to
travel through time. By grappling with the figure of the female coolie here, I wanted to capture,
if only ever partially, this aesthetic and affective quality of time travel.
Moving with Lowe, Liz, Joyce, Dulcie, Sylvie, Sharmilla, Sujaria, Rukmini, Rahsi,
Tirnal’s (alleged) daughters, the “pretty looking girl” on The Mystery, the female coolies aboard
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The Ailsa, the women described as prostitutes, idiots, and cripples on The Whirlwind, the coolies
working the sugar cane fields in Ballard’s Valley, the Chinese women who traveled to British
Guiana with bound feet, and countless other unnamed and uncounted bodies, places us in
intimate relation to these figures and their complicated life worlds, which are always already
escaping the bounds of textuality.182 Time traveling with care enables us not only to grasp the
personhood of those who have been designated as coolies, slaves, disabled, deformed, and so on,
but to recognize how it is no longer possible to disown these bodies or the histories of violence
and injustice that have shaped their lives and our lives as well. If we take seriously the small
glimpse (dé)collage gives us of the fullness of time and space and our embeddedness in it
alongside the numerous "others" that we often relegate to the past, then it becomes impossible to
navigate our worlds in the same way. In the rearrangements of time and space that this mode of
time travel demands, we can begin to explore what it means to enact social justice
multidimensionally, as a "being-with" attentive to difference, inequality, and the forms of
knowing that can emerge through the uncertainty, pains, and pleasures of embodied encounters.
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This collage has been an effort to think with and alongside figures like Lowe, Sujaria,
Rukmini, Rahsi, and the many unnamed others I discuss to explore how we come to know (and
the manner in which we produce knowledge “about”) coolie women. As such, gender has been
an important dimension of how I am positing time travel as a research method, which I have not
been able to fully articulate and address here. It is a thought to elaborate on and continue
pursuing in future iterations of this work.
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INTERLUDE
A FAILURE IN FORM
on a Digital Experiment that could (not) be
Effective democratization can always be measured by this essential
criterion: the participation in and access to the archive, its constitution,
and its interpretation.
Jacques Derrida, Archive Fever (1995)

Perhaps you have already realized the ways in which my discussion of time travel and the
aesthetic of collage and décollage in chapter two necessarily fails. The multiple beginnings I
sketched, thinking through Powell’s The Pagoda, Bahadur’s Coolie Woman, the Ballard’s Valley
plantation archives, Look Lai’s documentary history, and the numerous bodies and lives these
texts animate, are still constrained by the linear form this dissertation takes. As such, my writing
can never fully capture or make visible the work of collage and décollage, which is resolutely
non-linear, dynamic, and three-dimensional. Here in this pause, however, I want to stretch out
time to explore a form that might be capable of doing this work, of expressing and attuning us to
the kinds of intimacies, overlaps, entanglements, and collisions made perceptible by something
like time traveling with care.
I should probably begin by saying that the form I describe below does not and perhaps
could not exist. And yet, by speculating nonetheless, in reaching past what is for what could still
be, I hope that this experiment might resonate with someone, perhaps with you, enough to take
up these thoughts to continue this project, even if partially, imperfectly, and out of line with what
I suggest here because that type of failing is necessary too.
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The closest thing to what I am imagining would have to be constructed using digital
technologies. I cannot think of any other medium that could make visible the constantly shifting
fragments and pieces, the depth and breadth of collage and décollage. And yet, I am not thinking
here of digital archives in the ways they have been constructed according to specific places,
events, historical periods, or persons. Even something like Vincent Brown’s interactive digital
map, “Slave Revolt in Jamaica, 1760-1761: A Cartographic Narrative,” with its meticulous
documentation of this major slave insurrection does not capture the breadth of what I have in
mind.183 The platform this project needs is something much messier, looser and larger perhaps
than the already large archives organized around the history of transatlantic slavery, Jamaica,
and indentured labor.
Even starting with the small openings my dissertation offers, there is already so much I
am asking of these imagined digital technologies. One page or iteration of the collage I want to
make visible has as its center the figure of Lowe, around which is collected other bodies,
including that of Sylvie, Cecil, Omar, Dulcie, Liz, Sharmilla, Kywing, and so on. And branching
out further still, would be the young, pretty girl who traveled on The Mystery, the women with
bound feet, and those described as prostitutes, idiots, and cripples. There would also be Sujaria,
Rukmini, Rahsi, Tirnal’s (alleged) daughters, Bahadur, and the coolies laboring on the Ballard’s
Valley plantation. And while the arrangement of these figures might begin with a name or
phrase, this platform has to be able to show depth and dimension as well to prevent us from
looking past them as mere words. Perhaps moving your cursor across a name or phrase,
displays the complex layers beneath them, layers that might be captured in a quote from Lowe’s
letter to her daughter or a text that contradicts the rhetoric of deformity and disability a colonial
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official like Hincks employs, underscoring at once the value attached to Chinese women with
bound feet and the patriarchal system that sustains these views.
And yet, the collage that I describe here, with Lowe at its center, the figure around which
the other pieces finds meaning, cannot be a static (or even single) page. To be a décollage, it
needs to make visible gaps of distance and time as well, perhaps in the negative spaces in
between the bodies that branch outwards. It also needs to be capable of being unsettled,
disorganized and reorganized. Perhaps clicking on a name or phrase shifts the center of gravity,
reconstituting a new center around which everything finds a different meaning. In this way, we
might be able to capture the dynamic modes of seeing, knowing, and sensing that collage and
décollage aspires to.
And it is ultimately the movement of the cursor and the clicks that are the most important
dimensions of this imaginary digital platform because those are the activities that enable
encounter. Above all, this form needs to encourage active participation and touch; “open
access” is probably the term I should use here to highlight how this platform has to allow for the
continual addition of new pieces, fragments, and stories, to edit, revise, and transform what is
already there. Perhaps there should also be a feature that enables us to highlight startling,
unexpected points of connection or overlap, like the way in which the island of St. Helena
becomes an important site of resistance for the Chinese coolies aboard The Mystery and for the
South Asian coolies on The Ailsa that anchored there over a decade later.
The openness I am asking for here is of course a risk. It creates an opening too for
distortion, erasure and destruction, but time traveling with care entails an openness to injury,
pleasure, pain, and hope. Hope that in moving slowly and learning to see those bodies, lives, and
histories with which we collide, we might discover other modes of relating to, activating, and
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animating those subjects and knowledges that bear the imprints of the violences of empire,
capitalism, slavery, racialization, and unfreedom.
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CHAPTER THREE
ANIMATING ASIAN AMERICA
Techno-Orientalism and the Future Geographies of the University
There are maps and there are maps and there are maps.
Manzanar Murakami, Tropic of Orange184
In chapter two we encountered the figure of the coolie and the history of the coolie trade,
and re-imagined the Caribbean as a site of Asiatic racialization. Through the time travel aesthetic
of (dé)collage, I demonstrated how we might activate the female coolie and the histories of
colonial violence attached to her in the thick, ongoingness of our present. In doing so, I
suggested a practice for working with, through and against the archive to illuminate the
possibility for other modes of knowing and new arrangements of knowledge. Here, in this final
chapter I invite us to engage a different practice of racialization that imbricates technoorientalism and the figure of the model minority in a future geography. Here, we are working not
with the materials and structure of imperial archives, but with the medium of digital animation
and the promises of digital technologies. Here, we are also making a leap from the ivory walls of
the academy into the shifting, unpredictable terrains of the popular.
Disney’s 2014 digitally-animated film Big Hero 6, directed by Don Hall and Chris
Williams, invites viewers to enter the futuristic city of San Fransokyo, a magical blend of the
urban spaces of San Francisco and Tokyo. In this landscape we see blocks lined with cherry
blossom trees and picturesque Victorian houses, people riding cable cars along hilly streets, a
downtown district animated by bright lights and neon signs with Japanese lettering, threaded by
elevated trains winding their way between magnificent skyscrapers. The iconic Golden Gate
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Bridge boasts the elegant arches of Shinto shrines; large, rainbow-colored koi fish float above
the city as wind turbines, generating clean air and energy for San Fransokyo’s inhabitants.
Through this captivating world, the film’s creators offer us a different future geography for
“Asian America.” In The Art of Big Hero 6, Scott Watanabe, the Art Director, discusses his
inspiration for the film’s landscape as rooted in a re-visioning of Japanese American history.
Following the 1906 San Francisco earthquake, he explains, Japanese immigrants played a critical
role in “rebuil[ding] the place, using techniques that allow movement and flexibility in a seismic
event.”185 Naming the city “San Fransokyo” and incorporating elements of Japanese architecture
and culture into its design gestures towards this alternate history, even though it is never
explicitly mentioned in the film. This underlying narrative, which calls attention to the
contributions of Japanese American labor in fashioning the futures of American cities, is
accompanied by another narrative arc established in the opening scenes of Big Hero 6.186
We meet our protagonist, Hiro Hamada (Ryan Potter), a Japanese American boy, in a
dimly lit alleyway, crammed with onlookers and contestants engaged in the illegal activity of
“street bot fighting.”187 In this noticeably older and suspect-looking crowd, Hiro asks to test his
robot out against that of the reigning champ, Yama. What follows is a typical David and Goliath
struggle, in which Hiro proves to be far more clever than he initially appears, using his small and
agile robot to swiftly and decisively take apart Yama’s menacing bot, and creating an uproar in
the process. Although Hiro’s older brother, Tadashi (Daniel Henney), attempts to save him from
the wrath of Yama and his band of thugs, the two nevertheless get apprehended (along with the
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other bot fighting participants) by the San Fransokyo police. After a short stint in jail, from
which they have to be bailed out by their Aunt Cass (Maya Rudolph), Tadashi tries to redirect
Hiro’s thirst for the excitement and easy wins of street bot fights by introducing him to the
robotics lab at the San Fransokyo Institute of Technology (SFIT). In contrast to the dingy backalley where we first encounter Hiro, the shiny modern surface of the Ito Ishioka Robotics Lab, its
brightly lit hallways and workstations brimming with expensive-looking gadgets and machinery,
suggest an alternative space for engaging the possibilities of technology. Hiro’s encounter with
the diverse students working in the lab as well as his brother’s project, Baymax (Scott Adsit), a
huggable robotic healthcare companion, ignites his passion to apply to the university.
This opening sequence, which juxtaposes the underground world of botfighting,
gambling, and imprisonment with the promises of a vibrant intellectual community and practical
applications for robotics technology, establishes Big Hero 6 as a film about higher education. In
the sharp contrast between these scenes, we learn along with Hiro that the university (and not the
illicit alleway) is the ideal site for the cultivation of the individual, for the discovery of “proper”
uses of knowledge and technology. The alternative Japanese American history generated through
San Fransokyo’s captivating landscape is therefore bound up in a narrative that invites us to
attend to the contemporary role of the university. By now, perhaps, it has become clear why I
turn to this Disney film in my dissertation’s last chapter. Building on the previous two chapters’
exploration of the multiple practices and pedagogies through which Asian American studies can
challenge the disciplining of minoritized bodies and knowledges, here, I return to the university
in a different medium and future geography to contemplate the entanglement of Asiatic
racialization in discourses aimed at re-imagining the contours of higher education. In particular, I
suggest that Big Hero 6 invites us to rethink techno-orientalism—a mode of racialization that
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accentuates the encroachment of “Asia” on to “America,” painting Asians as drones whose
advanced technological capabilities and lack of emotion mark them as nonhumans—to offer a
more complex vision of the relationship between Asian American bodies, technology, and the
contemporary university.
The film presses us to ask what happens when an Asian American boy genius comes to
embody the future of higher education and gets infused with the capacity to save the world.
Indeed, Hiro is forced through a series of tragic events and the impending destruction of San
Fransokyo to team up with his friends and the robot Baymax to assume the role of superheroes.
In this chapter I explore how the superhero origin story conveyed through Disney’s Big Hero 6
gestures toward an emergent techno-orientalist discourse that pushes us to re-negotiate both
earlier and persisting forms of (techno)orientalism embedded in the figures of the model
minority, cyborg, drone and terrorist. I ask: How might a critical engagement with the shifting
modalities of techno-orientalism shift our sense of “Asian America” and the place of Asian
American studies in the academy? What insights can grappling with the kinds of embodiments
and geographies (re)produced through techno-orientalist discourses offer for understanding the
technologies of Asiatic racialization and their operation in the present? I demonstrate further how
attending to techno-orientalism as a historical and transnational formation suggests a point of
departure for contemplating the technological orientation of the academy encapsulated in the
flurry of discourses around the “digital humanities.” A field that continues to garner academic,
cultural, and literal capital, the digital humanities signals an important site for imagining,
shaping, and grappling with different possible futures for the university. Big Hero 6’s emphasis
on mapping and robotics technologies, alongside its fashioning of an alternative spatiotemporal
imaginary for “Asian America,” make it a generative text for examining the relationship between
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the “digital,” the “human” and the “humanities” in the contemporary moment. By delving into
the world of San Fransokyo, attending to how its landscape and inhabitants are brought to life
through narrative and animation technologies, I attempt to sketch out how we might animate
other worlds and, as Lisa Lowe enjoins, “‘other humanities’ within the received genealogy of
‘the human’.”188

Re-visioning the Digital Humanities
In his introduction to the seminal volume Debates in the Digital Humanities (2012)
Matthew Gold writes, “At a time when many academic institutions are facing austerity budgets,
departmental closings, and staffing shortages, the digital humanities experienced a banner year
that saw cluster hires at multiple universities, the establishment of new digital humanities centers
and initiatives across the globe, and multimillion-dollar grants distributed by federal agencies
and charitable foundations.”189 As his citations from the New York Times, the Chronicle of
Higher Education, the Boston Globe, blogs and other popular publications, also suggest, the
digital humanities has entered into public dialogue with an intensity and excitement that few
interdisciplines in the humanities can match. We might remember, for instance, how Timothy
Yu’s blog entry, “Has Asian American Studies Failed?,” laments precisely the inability of Asian
American studies to garner a “wider public understanding of the most elementary lessons of our
field.”190 In this context, Gold’s assessment of the reach of the digital humanities—how it has
come to matter in the academy and to scholars, administrators, potential funders, the public, and
the state—make it a timely site for critical intervention.
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As a result of this increased institutional legitimacy and visibility, one of the salient
debates that have surfaced in the digital humanities concerns “what it means to be a ‘digital
humanist.’”191 Stephen Ramsay’s inflammatory talk at the 2011 Modern Language Association
Convention, “Who’s In and Who’s Out,” exemplifies this controversy by criticizing the
diffuseness of the field and defining “coding” as the criteria to be considered a “real” digital
humanities scholar.192 As Gold notes, this assertion led to heated conversations at the conference
that subsequently overflowed on to blogs and other social media platforms. The stakes of this
debate are high, given its embeddedness in questions about inclusion and exclusion, the
hierarchization of particular kinds of skills, and access to training and technology. It implicates
me as well, as a scholar-teacher without the technical coding skills Ramsay demands. In this
chapter I take up the provocations posed in the address “Who’s in and Who’s Out” by reframing
them as questions that invite us to approach the digital humanities as an epistemological project.
In other words, what ways of knowing and forms of knowledge does the field hope to advance?
And, what might be its relationship to interdisciplines like Asian American studies that have
strong commitments to social justice and antiracist politics?
Here, I extend the kinds of questions Johanna Drucker raises in her essay, “Humanistic
Theory and Digital Scholarship.” Drucker’s piece presses us to consider how the technologies
used to do digital humanities work “are at odds with, or even hostile to, the humanities” and
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“humanistic values.”193 Emerging out of “fields in which quantitative, engineering, and
computational sensibilities prevail,” she argues, the “visualization and processing techniques”
that are hallmarks of digital humanities scholarship today, “preclude humanistic methods from
their operations because of the very assumptions on which they are designed: that objects of
knowledge can be understood as self-identical, self-evident, and autonomous.”194 Google Maps
images serve, for Drucker, as especially illuminating examples of the “persuasive and seductive
rhetorical force” of digital technologies, the ways in which they demand viewers to take the
information presented at surface value and, thus, foreclose opportunities for interpretation and
critique.195 Her article delves into the kinds of temporalities and spatialities that Google Maps
and similar visualization technologies cannot account for, including the felt experiences of lived
time, the different modalities through which timespace stretches and shrinks depending on our
affective responses and particular positionalities. By calling attention to the limits of existing
digital technologies, Drucker appeals for a shift in “humanistic study from attention to the effects
of technology (from readings of social media, games, narrative, personae, digital texts, images,
environments), to a humanistically informed theory of the making of technology (a humanistic
computing at the level of design, modeling of information architecture, data types, interface, and
protocols.”196
Yet, in this invitation to explore how humanistic theory and practice can be applied to
contemporary digital humanities scholarship, Drucker does not call into question the very
foundations of the “humanistic values” she upholds. The article only vaguely gestures towards
the principles she refers to as embedded in “the intellectual traditions of aesthetics, hermeneutics,
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and interpretative practices.”197 While Drucker admits that “[t]he humanistic tradition is not a
unified monolith,” and has been shaped by distinct and overlapping histories of development and
criticism, the project she encourages us to undertake foregrounds digital technologies as the
object of analysis and critique without unsettling “the humanities” itself.198 I argue that a critical
engagement with the idea and function of the digital humanities necessitates not only a
reevaluation of the digital modes of visualization and processing that increasingly posit
knowledge as data and fact, but also a rethinking of the practices and principles that underwrite
the humanities. As such, it is important to recognize the ways in which humanistic inquiry has
been shaped in and through the violence of racialization, organized according to differential
value hierarchies that have historically upheld a conception of what gets to count as “human,” as
embodied by the white, male, heteronormative subject. In this sense, I follow Kandice Chuh’s
admonition to remember that “[t]he history of the humanities and the disciplinary structures
organizing their emergence” is constituted through and alongside “the history of the
civilizational discourses subtending empire and capital.”199 Determining our response to “call[s]
for the defense of the humanities,” Chuh argues, thus entails confronting the question of just
what it is we are enjoined to defend.”200
In this chapter I take seriously both Drucker’s push to explore what it means to apply
humanistic theory and practice to digital scholarship and Chuh’s appeal to interrogate the
epistemological work of the humanities given its embeddedness in legacies of colonialism and
racial capitalism. Engaging the techno-orientalist imaginary Big Hero 6 cultivates, I suggest,
offers a way of approaching Chuh and Drucker’s questions; it invites us to attend to the
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technology of animation, the making of bodies and worlds, as well as the complexity of visually
representing (indeed, animating) race, without forgetting that these practices are entangled in
long histories of racialization. Moreover, thinking through techno-orientalism not only allows us
to grapple with the broader discourses on race, technology, and higher education in which the
film is immersed, but also opens up other avenues for contemplating the function and
possibilities attached to the (digital) humanities and the university in the present.

Techno-orientalism and the Model Minority 2.0
The brief glimpses into the world of Big Hero 6 I have offered thus far demonstrate how
the film does not readily coincide with conventional techno-orientalist discourses and
representations of Asia and Asian/Americans. A term coined by David Morley and Kevin
Robins, techno-orientalism refers to a mode of racialization that stems from the technological
threat Japan posed to the United States in the 1980s, one that is exacerbated today by anxieties
about China’s growing politico-economic power.201 Drawing on Edward Said’s theorization of
orientalism, which posits the orient as a western construction, on which fantasies of (often
gendered) exoticism and mythic other-worldliness are projected, techno-orientalism accentuates
technological prowess and machine-like efficiency as the particular mode of “othering” that
separates “the East” from “the West.”202 David Roh, Betsy Huang, and Greta Niu write in their
introduction to Techno-Orientalism: Imagining Asia in Speculative Fiction, History, and Media
(2015) that “Whereas Orientalism, as a strategy of representational containment, arrests Asia in
traditional, and often premodern imagery, techno-Orientalism presents a broader dynamic, and
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often contradictory spectrum of images, constructed by the East and West alike, of an ‘Orient’
undergoing rapid economic and cultural transformations.”203 Because techno-orientalist
“discourses [are] mutually constituted by the flow of trade and capital across the hemispheres,”
they argue, capturing “the role of Asia in a technologized future” becomes difficult since it
entails grappling with conflicting and often widely disparate representations, some of which are
produced and perpetuated by Asian/Americans themselves.204 In the context of Big Hero 6 these
challenges are amplified because the film does not posit Asia as an external technological threat.
In fact, Watanabe’s envisioning of a Japanese American backstory to the film underscores the
centrality of Asian/American labor and culture to shaping the literal grounds on which San
Fransokyo and, by extension, the United States and its future are constructed. We also do not
encounter, in Disney’s representation of Hiro and Tadashi, emotionless, drone-like figurations of
Asian/American bodies. Director Don Hall states, “We wanted a real relationship between
Tadashi and Hiro. They’re not too sentimental with each other, they wrestle and beat on each
other. But they’re also robotics students, not football players.”205 His words speak to one of
Disney’s guiding principles, that is, to create characters with “heart” whom audiences can relate
to and ultimately fall in love with. Big Hero 6 draws us into Hiro’s story and makes us feel for
the numerous losses that structure his life, starting with his parents’ and later Tadashi’s tragic
death, thereby, creating an affective investment that prevents us from viewing Asian-raced
bodies as nonhuman, technologized entities. Yet, the care with which Hall identifies Hiro and
Tadashi as “robotics students” (and “not football players”) suggests a point of entry for critically
engaging with the film’s specific mode of techno-orientalism.
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In “A Tour of ‘San Fransokyo’” Alissa Walker explains how the technology portrayed in
Big Hero 6 was inspired by actual projects directors Hall and Williams and their team
encountered during their visits to research laboratories at Carnegie Mellon, MIT, Caltech, and
other universities. For this reason, she asserts, Big Hero 6 “might be the first Disney movie built
around science, not say, magic.”206 In the same article, Hall is quoted saying “‘The movie does
celebrate science and technology in a way that we really haven’t done before.’” Reading this
emphasis on science and technology as a “first” for Disney alongside the film’s narrative about
higher education and its Asian/American protagonist points to a different kind of technoorientalist discourse. Rather than a technological threat emanating from outside the national
boundaries of the United States, Hiro is presented as an aspirational figure, indeed, a superhero
whose genius in robotics will help him save San Fransokyo and even the world.
Instead of reviving the familiar “yellow peril” discourse, Big Hero 6’s re-visioning of
techno-orientalism updates the model minority stereotype for our globalized, “postracial”
present. It is Hiro, the tech-savvy Asian/American boy who embodies the possibilities of the
future. At the SFIT showcase, an exposition that allows students to present their tech projects in
hopes of getting admitted to the university, Hiro unveils his invention of the “microbot.”
Although a small, unimpressive-looking robot on its own, he explains that a neurotransmitter
allows the user to link up hundreds upon hundreds of microbots to literally accomplish anything
imaginable. Hiro asserts, “The applications for this tech are limitless. Construction—what used
to take teams of people working for months or years can now be accomplished by one person.
And that’s just the beginning. How about transportation? Microbots can move anything
anywhere with ease. If you can think it, microbots can do it. The only limit is your imagination.”
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These words, coupled with Hiro’s display of the tech, continuously manipulating the microbots
to create different structures as well as transport himself along the floor and ceiling of the
exhibition space, invites viewers to contemplate the “limitless” potential of this technology and
the Asian/American boy genius who wields it. Here, we might recognize how the film presents
the model minority, through Hiro, as itself an aesthetic that links Asian-raced bodies to the
technical and hyper-rational.207
Instead of separating him from Tadashi and the other students at SFIT, however, Hiro’s
talent for robotics appears to find its proper home in the university. Following his visit to the
robotics lab and display at the showcase, viewers get the sense that Hiro has finally discovered a
supportive community, a “nerd school,” to which he could belong. This depiction of Hiro’s
achievement of social belonging further revises the model minority stereotype, which has
historically been rooted in divisive tactics used to pit the apparent socioeconomic success of
Asian/Americans against purportedly “lazy” and “complacent” Blacks and Latina/os who depend
on welfare and subsidies from the state. In Big Hero 6 viewers are instead introduced to the
university as a site of racial and ethnic harmony. Hiro finds his place among Tadashi’s diverse
group of friends who share his fascination for the possibilities of technology; they include: Go
Go (Jamie Chung), an Asian American female with a passion for developing fast motorbikes
using electro-magnetic suspension, Wasabi (Damon Wayans Jr.), an African American working
with laser induced plasma, Honey Lemon (Génesis Rodríguez), a Latina who loves
experimenting with bright colors and chemical metal embrittlement, and Fred (T.J. Miller), a
Caucasian “science enthusiast” who hangs around the lab in a giant lizard costume even though
he is not officially enrolled in the college. Therefore, in addition to Hiro and Tadashi, we
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encounter a range of characters in the film who represent often socially and culturally
marginalized figures that take center stage and play major roles in the story’s development.208
Critics and viewers alike have called attention to how Big Hero 6 engages diversity on a
scale that we have never seen before in a Disney animated feature.209 In an article for the
Smithsonian Asian Pacific American Center, Adriel Luis claims that the movie breaks ground
not only through its visual representation of minority difference, but also in its casting of voice
actors. Luis emphasizes, in particular, that Hiro is “Disney’s first explicitly mixed-heritage
protagonist,” evident in the distinctively “hapa” quality of his home and everyday activities (and
the Caucasian appearance of his Aunt Cass).210 For this reason, selecting “Ryan Potter, who is of
Japanese and Caucasian descent himself” as Hiro’s voice actor was an important decision for
communicating the protagonist’s mixed-race background as well as the uniquely “‘Hapa
environment’” of San Fransokyo itself.211 The film has received largely positive responses from
both popular and critical venues, including Asian American communities, for its depiction of
race, gender, and cultural syncretism. Sean Miura writes,
208
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Hiro does not randomly start speaking Japanese at any point, but there are
handwritten signs in Japanese in his house and yen lying around his desk.
Tadashi’s classmates are largely not visibly Asian Americans, but they pronounce
his name with ease. Aunt Cass casually drops off a plate with rice on it, then
decides to make hot wings a few nights later.
This film is not just an animated action-comedy that happens to feature
Japanese Americans, Japanese-America is built into the DNA and the structure.212
Miura’s reflections here exemplify how Big Hero 6 has been praised for treating minority
difference as an accepted and ordinary component of its fictional landscape. Rather than
tokenizing qualities of Asian American culture, Miura argues, the film interweaves these
details—Japanese signs, names, yen, curry and rice—into its very “DNA” and “structure.”
Critics have also noted how the movie offers a refreshing shift away from the Disney princess
franchise by portraying strong women of color working in the fields of science, technology, and
engineering without the conventional romantic subplot: “Gogo Tomago and Honey Lemon, the
two female leads, never once talk about men or romance; they have more important things to
discuss, such as how to save the city of San Fransokyo.”213
This attentiveness to racial and gender diversity in the production of Big Hero 6 offers a
more complicated vision of techno-orientalism and the model minority stereotype, one that is not
linked solely to Hiro’s Asian-raced body and his status as an exceptional robotics student.
Instead, all of the protagonists arguably figure as “model minorities” whose technological
prowess and cutting-edge research make them embodiments of the future. In this way, I suggest,
212
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the film revises the model minority, a technology of Asiatic racialization, to include an
amorphous, cross-racial sense of shared “genius,” or, what I describe below as a common
“excellence” that binds Hiro and his friends together. As I will show, this shift to “excellence” is
constitutive of Big Hero 6’s “post-racial” landscape and the contemporary university it animates.

Post-race, Excellence, and the University of the Future
Writing for the New York Times, Manohla Dargis describes Big Hero 6’s cast in this way:
“as harmoniously balanced as a university diversity committee, and largely distinguished by safe
quirks of personality rather than stereotypes and unfunny accents.”214 Her critique calls attention
to how the characters are not defined, at least, not solely, by their race, gender, or ethnicity, but
by endearing character traits. What we remember about Wasabi, for instance, is his firm belief in
neatness, precision, and social order, bordering on OCD: “There is a place for everything and
everything in its place.” Similarly, we associate Go Go not just with her “Asian American-ness”
but as a tough girl with a strong feminist attitude that comes across at key moments, like when
she tells Hiro to “stop whining [and] woman-up” before presenting his microbots at the SFIT
showcase. Honey Lemon’s character, a light-skinned Latina whose racial background arguably
becomes perceptible only when she gently rolls the “r” in Hiro’s name, is associated in large part
with bottomless optimism and her quirky fashion style. Even Fred’s apparent whiteness plays
second fiddle to his passion for science fiction and nerd culture, evident in his massive collection
of comic books and superhero figurines and memorabilia. Taking Dargis’s criticism seriously,
therefore, pushes us to recognize how Big Hero 6 offers a vision of a “post-racial” future where
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minority difference is seamlessly integrated into the physical construction of the world and made
palatable through loveable characters with “safe quirks of personality.”215
In this context, I submit that instead of the model minority singularly embodied through
Hiro, we encounter him and his diverse group of friends as models of “excellence.” As Bill
Readings has demonstrated in The University in Ruins (1996), the rhetoric of “excellence” “has
become the unifying principle of the contemporary University,” permeating through every facet
of administrative and curricular life.216 Readings argues that excellence is able to act as a
universal standard precisely because it is empty of meaning, “it has no external referent or
internal content,” and can thus be applied to everything from the quality of scholarly research
and disciplinary rigor to the kinds of students admitted and faculty hired.217 “Excellence,” for
Readings, represents the advent of the corporatizing neoliberal academy, where the university’s
historical function as the promulgator of national culture shifts to a reflection of global capitalist
interests, with administrators taking precedence over professors and students treated as mere
consumers.
In The Reorder of Things (2012), however, Roderick Ferguson shows how Readings’s
contention “that the university is simply the corporation’s reflection,” positions “minority
difference and culture as marginal” and insignificant in ways that obscure the racial genealogy of
“excellence.”218 Ferguson posits “excellence” as a historically-situated formation by illustrating
how it emerged in response to social movements during the 1960s that called for equality in
215
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higher education.219 The rhetoric of “excellence,” he contends, was used to negotiate debates
between the need for “quality education” and “equal opportunity” sparked by struggles to engage
minority difference in the space of the university. Under this rubric, “minoritized subjects would
be evaluated in terms of their fitness for standards of excellence and merit, and the American
campus would be the site... to advance the idea that minorities would no longer have to play the
part of their antithesis…”220 Despite the seemingly innocuous and even progressive ideas
encapsulated in “excellence” and the programming it spurred, including affirmative action,
Ferguson shows how these institutional practices function to “ingratiate minorities by making
ability not only a standard of incorporation but a mode of surveillance, exclusion, and
measurement…”221 Drawing on June Jordan’s essay, “Black Studies: Bringing Back the Person,”
Ferguson highlights how her critique of “excellence” stems from the ways in which this rhetoric
“rendered Black and Puerto Rican students as the antithesis of standards and achievement.”222 In
other words, while “excellence” was developed to grapple with the demands of minority
struggles for representation and redistribution in and through the academy, it introduced new
hierarchies of value and modes of quantification that foreclosed opportunities for the very
communities that the student protests and social movements of the era intended to address.
But what then do we make of a movie like Big Hero 6 that seemingly offers a depiction
of the fulfillment of both civil rights struggles and the economy of “excellence”? In the film,
largely minority characters and voice actors, including notably Black and Latina figures, play the
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role of superhero protagonists.223 Rather than the “antithesis of standards and achievement,”
Wasabi, Honey Lemon, and the rest of the main cast epitomize “excellence” and, according to
their mentor, Robert Callaghan (James Cromwell), will “go on to shape the future.” While the
movie invites us to recognize the intelligence and capabilities of minoritized subjects, the ideal
university it creates nevertheless falls into the troubling parameters of the “university of
excellence” that Readings and Ferguson describe. SFIT appears to bring together the idea of
“quality education” and “equal opportunity”; the student showcase is open to the public- anyone,
regardless of age, gender, race or ethnicity can present their projects in hopes of getting admitted.
Yet, the showcase and, by extension, the university itself, operates according to a system that
rewards inherent genius and skills that individuals already possess. This becomes manifest
through the film’s portrayal of Hiro as a boy who not only graduates high school at the age of
thirteen, but creates an invention that has the potential to revolutionize the world—all before he
officially enrolls in the university. It is therefore “genius” or “excellence,” not learning or
transformation, that SFIT privileges. Moreover, despite the university’s inclusive atmosphere, we
are still confronted with lingering questions that follow Ferguson and Jordan’s critique of the
rubric of “excellence,” namely: What kinds of bodies are left out, constituted as the “antithesis”
of this futuristic, multicultural and technologically-oriented university? What of those characters
who do not possess Hiro’s extensive garage workshop, his access to high-tech computers, 3-D
printers, and other tools and gadgets?
These questions, of course, fall outside the purview of Disney’s interests in Big Hero 6.
Social and material inequality, racism and sexism, and even student debt, are presented as
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concerns of the past that have no place in San Fransokyo, the city of the future. “‘Appealing’ was
a key word while developing all aspects of Big Hero 6,” executive producer John Lasseter
asserts, “The city, the robot, the character designs, the super hero costumes—all have great
appeal.”224 In this effort to construct an appealing movie for its global audiences, it is
understandable why Disney would choose to portray an idyllic world, a world that ticket-buyers
would want to visit, rather than one rife with the conflicts and tensions of the present. As Stuart
Hall reminds us, there is always a “double stake in popular culture” and the challenge of working
with the popular is negotiating this “double movement of containment and resistance.”225
Therefore, rather than reading Big Hero 6 for its successes and failures or what Disney could
have done differently (i.e. make Hiro a girl, transform Honey Lemon into a visibly dark-skinned
Latina, give the other minority characters fuller backstories, etc.), here I follow Hall in an
attempt to move between the film’s constraints and the possibilities it points towards, the spaces
it opens up for addressing the university of excellence as well as thinking in difference to it.
Because while Big Hero 6 depicts an appealing vision of a “post-racial” future, where social and
material inequities are all but absent (save for back-alleys where illicit bot fights and gambling
still take place), there are also moments when cracks in the Disney veneer become perceptible. It
is during these critical moments that we are given glimpses into the violences and unevenness
that underlie even San Fransokyo’s captivating landscape, glimpses that elucidate the
impossibility of the “post-racial” utopia the movie animates. In what follows, I read through,
alongside, and against the film to probe its appealing, utopian mapping of an imagined futurity
for the university, minoritized difference, and “Asian America.”
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Mapping San Fransokyo
Although Hiro’s visit to the robotics lab forms the core around which the narrative of Big
Hero 6 arguably turns, the bulk of the film takes place outside of the university’s walls. It is, at
heart, a movie about Hiro and his friends’ adventures along the streets and in the skies above San
Fransokyo. While SFIT might operate according to a post-racial rubric of “excellence,” I suggest
that we can learn with Hiro through the detours he takes, his missteps and flights that cannot be
properly contained within the academy. Because his superhero journey opens out into the world
of San Fransokyo, this animated landscape serves as a fruitful place to begin probing the ways in
which Big Hero 6 enables imaginaries that do not map neatly into the neoliberal university of
excellence and post-race discourses. After all, it is through the hybrid city of San Fransokyo (and
not just Hiro’s affinity for robotics) that we encounter the film’s re-visioning of technoorientalist fantasy.
William Gibson’s popular cyberpunk novel Neuromancer (1984) helped disseminate
visions of Japan as the site of the future in the late twentieth century, with its descriptions of
cyberspace tinged with distinctly “Japanese” qualities. As Julie Ha Tran notes, the technoorientalist landscapes Gibson paints in his fiction present “Tokyo or other Japanese cities as
dystopic future worlds that are exotic, enticing, and cognitively estranging,” populated by
“eccentric Japanese characters alien in their foreignness...”226 His work has been widely critiqued
for its cliché and reductive representations of “orientalized” bodies and environments;
Neuromancer is filled with references to “street samurai,” yakuza and ninjas.227 Yet, as Tran
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demonstrates, following Takayuki Tatsumi, “techno-Orientalist constructions—about Asian
people and Asian places and their relationships to technology, digital media, the future, and so
forth—traverse back and forth across the Pacific,” facilitating a “transcultural interaction” that
prevents a uni-directional reading of Gibson’s work.228 Rather than dismissing texts like
Neuromancer as simply products of a “Western” gaze, Tran and Tatsumi invite us to attend to
the dynamic flow of cultural imaginaries that shape techno-orientalist fantasy. The trans-pacific
cross-pollination they describe, I argue, becomes especially perceptible when attending to a
medium like animation and the construction of the techno-orientalist landscape of San Fransokyo
in particular.
Animation literalizes the practice of world-making and highlights its collaborative nature.
In Big Hero 6 each tree, street lamp, character, and edifice had to be created from scratch by
teams of artists, designers, and technicians. The city of San Fransokyo is therefore the product of
shared imaginaries and communal labor; it was built on the grounds of detailed research,
including visits to both urban centers and numerous conversations among the producers about
how best to capture the unique aesthetic and feel of each city. Mapping data and technology
played an especially pivotal role in the process of building San Fransokyo. One of the key
decisions the animators made during production was to use the geography and landmarks of San
Francisco as a blueprint for their imagined city. Walker explains, “Geographically, San
Fransokyo is San Francisco. In fact, it’s pretty much an exact representation: The animators used
detailed property data from the city’s Assessor-Recorder’s office—available thanks to the city’s
progressive open data program—to get detailed information about the city’s 83,000 buildings
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and the nearly exact number and location of elements like streetlights and street trees.”229
Working with the geographical scale of San Francisco also pushed the animators to develop new
aesthetic and technical strategies to bring their vision of San Fransokyo to life. Whereas “[i]n
previous Disney films, the city in the background would likely have been a matte painting,” in
Big Hero 6 a “digital model” produces “an almost completely generated universe to use for
camera capture.”230 In other words, instead of just illustrating the pieces of the city necessary to
continue the storyline, with San Fransokyo Disney created a full world that is almost its own
character in the film. The city is visible from every possible angle, a technical aspect that
allowed the directors not only to be selective in where they decided to stage action sequences,
but also enabled the incorporation of wide, sweeping shots of the digitally constructed world. In
the movie we get views of San Fransokyo that skim across the Golden Gate bridge and the
rooftops of skyscrapers as well as shots that capture the movements of pedestrian traffic at street
level, making visible everything from the signage on buildings to license plate numbers and litter
on the road.
Here, I want to extend this discussion of San Fransokyo’s geography to revisit Drucker’s
questions about the privileged place data visualization technologies and mapping, specifically,
occupy in digital humanities scholarship. As mentioned above, Drucker’s concern with Google
Maps stems from how it perpetuates views that the images of the earth and streets it generates
are accurate representations of “fact” or “reality.” If these maps figure as uncontested visions of
the “real,” she argues, then other modes of seeing and navigating the world are foreclosed. The
careful attention to accuracy in building San Fransokyo, the animators’ reliance on maps and
data from the city government to produce an almost exact representation of San Francisco’s
229
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geography, appears to fall within the purview of Drucker’s critique. It reproduces a map that has
been shaped according to institutionalized scales and models for measuring bodies and space.
The aesthetic details used to modify San Francisco’s major landmarks and urban environment,
what Watanabe calls the “Japanese spin” given to the city’s architecture and color palette, can be
read as merely decorative surface matter that does not transform the underlying “western”
infrastructure of San Francisco.231 Following Tran and Tatsumi’s conception of technoorientalism, however, I want to consider how the visual effect of animation and the technoorientalist components of the landscape also alters this map into one that is both San Francisco
and Tokyo, and neither.
We learned from Manzanar Murakami, the Los Angeles based surgeon-turned-homelessorchestra-conductor in Yamashita’s Tropic of Orange that, “There are maps and there are maps
and there are maps.”232 These words allow us to confront the imperial legacy of cartography as a
technology rooted in colonial conquest, but they also point to the possibility of other kinds of
maps and mapping practices. Manzanar’s decision to conduct music above LA’s freeways
gestures towards this alterity; he calls attention to the different layers of the city that often go
unnoticed, inviting us to attune ourselves to modes of seeing, hearing, and feeling that can make
perceptible the complex interweaving of natural and manmade infrastructure, human and
nonhuman inhabitants, and histories, bodies, cultures and lives that comprise the urban space of
LA. The geography of San Fransokyo in Big Hero 6, I contend, literally animates Manzanar’s
vision of this multiplicity of “musical maps” and makes visible an alternative geography for
“Asian America.”233 Although the animators relied on geographical blueprints of San Francisco,
they also re-made these maps by integrating influences from Japanese language, culture and
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architecture into their imagined city. Rather than simply reproducing techno-orientalist tropes
that allow San Fransokyo to signal as exotic, captivating, and futuristic, the details they
incorporated into the film also make manifest the history of immigration and Asian American
labor that was integral to San Francisco’s development.
In his article “Seeing San Fransokyo,” Miura further emphasizes the significance behind
Watanabe’s backstory for the film, namely, the idea that Japanese immigrants helped reconstruct
the city following the 1906 earthquake by underscoring how that year “also brought the 1906
Naturalization Act.”234 This act, Miura writes, “renewed and updated standards for citizenship
and naturalization set forth in the Naturalization Act of 1870,” which “declared that only White
immigrants could become naturalized citizens.”235 By emphasizing this historical moment as a
period of high anti-Japanese sentiment, Miura presses us to recognize the significant re-visioning
the directors enable through Big Hero 6: “It is a Disney fantasy to believe that we [Japanese
Americans] would be given the keys to design an entire city, and while this is a harsh reminder
of our lived histories it’s also an exciting glimpse into what could have been.”236 The context
Miura gestures towards allows us to approach San Fransokyo as a world that speaks to the past
and the future, to historical reality and the imagination of “what could have been” as well as
“what could still be.” The colorful koi fish wind turbines that float above the city serve as
especially powerful indicators of another world; instead of mere ornamental flourishes, they
gesture towards the possibility of clean energy sources for a region of the United States currently
suffering from severe pollution and drought as a result of global climate change.
Yet, the challenge of critically engaging San Fransokyo is precisely its aesthetic and
affective appeal. It is easy to lose yourself in the vibrant landscape of this technologically234
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advanced city, which still nonetheless bears a striking resemblance to the urban spaces of San
Francisco and Tokyo. I argue that the simultaneously familiar and de-familiarizing qualities of
San Fransokyo allow us to recognize how the city posits a revision of narratives of threatened
futurity associated with techno-orientalism. Because techno-orientalist discourses often portend
the “doom” of Asia’s encroachment onto U.S. soil, we might view San Fransokyo as the
materialization of this feared time-space without much of the menace attached to these racialized
imaginaries.237 By not reproducing fears of the “yellow peril” in its construction, what the city
maps then is a utopian future that celebrates hybridity and multiculturalism in a way that is easily
digestible, sterilizing and thus erasing the very histories of racial exclusion and violence that
Miura highlights. To approach San Fransokyo, it is therefore necessary to highlight the city’s
“doubleness,” not only in terms of its cultural hybridity and digital animation, but also in the
complex ways it signals, as Hall puts it, both containment and the possibility for resistance. In
other words, how might we negotiate the imagined future it maps alongside the histories of social
unrest and activism that have shaped the development San Francisco, Tokyo, and the Pacific Rim
more broadly?
The practices of re-mapping and worldbuilding Disney’s animators employed to
construct San Fransokyo consequently invite dialogue, interpretation and critique. This hybrid,
high-tech city creates an opening for attending to Asian American culture and history not as a
minor or marginal field, but as an integral component of how we understand the formation of the
national landscape of the United States and its complex ties to the Pacific Rim. Unlike the static
quality of Google Maps images, San Fransokyo pushes us to contemplate the ways in which its
unique aesthetic map negotiates the “real” urban space and history of San Francisco and the
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potential for different ways of animating and seeing the city. Further, by thinking through the
multiple levels on which maps and mapping play in Big Hero 6, I suggest, we can unsettle how
such objects of knowledge are perceived and mobilized in the digital humanities. Rather than
reflections of “truth” or “fact,” the film suggests that mapping can be a collaborative practice that
facilitates the construction of other worlds without forgetting the histories of racialized violence,
labor and immigration that shape the “real” worlds we inhabit.

Cyborg Dreams and Hybrid Bodies
The ability to transform, distort, and play with maps that we see in the making of San
Fransokyo is one of animation’s distinguishing qualities. As Ursula Heise notes, even as
animation “address[es] issues ranging from war and discrimination to technological innovation
and environmental crisis... [it] often manages to preserve the pleasures that come with its
distinctive visual styles and with the playfulness, sense of humor, and satiric impulse that have
characterized the genre from its beginnings.”238 This play and pleasure that are part of
animation’s unique aesthetic arguably become most perceptible through the human and
nonhuman bodies it brings to life, the characters with whom we are invited to form affective ties.
Yet, the humor and play characteristic of animation often assumes new challenges in struggles to
visually represent and, indeed, animate the bodies of minoritized subjects without reproducing
familiar ethnic and racial stereotypes. In “Japan and America Meet in ‘Big Hero 6’” Roland
Kelts draws on the insights of the “animation critic and historian Charles Solomon,” who poses
an important question that Disney’s animators confronted during the film’s production: “‘How
do you suggest Asian or African-American facial features without sliding into the stereotypes
238
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that have been used in unflattering portrayals in the past?’”239 We might cite Wasabi’s
dreadlocks and Hiro’s messy, anime-style hair and androgynous features as well as Yama’s sumo
wrestler-sized body as examples of Disney’s mobilization of controversial racial and ethnic
stereotypes. But while this form of racialization does exist in Big Hero 6, the medium of
animation also enables more nuanced conversations about minoritized difference and the
possibility for alternative embodiments.
“Animated bodies, human and nonhuman,” Heise writes, “are notorious for their
seemingly infinite ability to expand, contract, stretch, bulge, flatten, implode, explode, fragment,
and yet return to their original shapes.”240 Following Russian filmmaker Sergei Eisenstein, she
identifies this “‘plasmaticness’” as a fundamental characteristic of animated bodies and an
important component of the genre’s appeal.241 Animation offers us the opportunity to suspend
our understanding of biology, physics, and other norms of human behavior and social order to
engage in different kinds of affective relationships with animals, objects, and environments.
Even a movie like Big Hero 6, with its emphasis on creating a believable futuristic world based
largely on existing maps and technology, encourages us to embrace modes of embodiment that
have been configured as both more- and less-than-human.
Robotics, in particular, figures as the technological medium through which the film plays
with the plasmatic quality of animated bodies. After discovering that an evil supervillain has
stolen his microbots, Hiro realizes that he needs to “upgrade” himself and his friends in order to
prevent San Fransokyo’s destruction and achieve justice for his brother’s death. Using high-tech
touch-screen computers and 3D printers, Hiro creates digital blueprints for armor and bodily
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enhancements that integrate his friends’ research projects as the basis of their superhero
costumes and abilities. In effect, the objects and applications they were working on in SFIT’s
robotics lab become extensions of themselves. Go Go, who was trying to create a faster
motorbike, gets fitted with two wheels on her feet developed from her electro-magnetic
suspension research. Wasabi’s upgrade includes laser induced plasma razor blades on his hands
that give him the ability to slice through any object. Honey Lemon, whose fashion accessories
are as much a part of her body as anything else, gets outfitted with a purse that allows her to
combine elements to produce and launch colorful balls at potential enemies based on her work
with chemical metal embrittlement. Even Fred, who wanted the power to change himself into a
giant lizard, gets a suit that enables him to breathe fire and acquire super jumping capabilities.
This lengthy segment of the film makes visible the technology and practice of animation.242 As
Hiro listens to his friends’ demonstrations of their research, using what he learns to modify
diagrams on his computer and produce their superhero costumes and gear, we get a glimpse into
this difficult and necessarily collaborative process. Watching our protagonists struggle to adapt
to their new bodies also calls attention to how animation is not an immediate act, but one that
entails learning, adjustment, and experimentation.
In particular, the fusion of organic bodies and robotics technology we see during this
scene of transition and transformation encourages us to perceive our protagonists as cyborgs that
signal the potential for different modes of being. In a movie that draws on tropes of the superhero
genre, the idea of bodily enhancements through technology is a common and even expected
occurrence. However, in Big Hero 6 this focus on cyborg bodies is amplified through the
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thematization of hybridity; Hiro’s own mixed-race background, the diversity of his group of
friends, and the hybrid formation of San Fransokyo remain persistent undercurrents throughout
the film even as the superhero origin story gains momentum. Against this backdrop, the upgrades
Hiro makes to his friends’ bodies, as well as his own, create space for conversation about the
historical entanglement of minoritized bodies and machines.
We might remember, for instance, how Arcangel, the performance artist in Yamsahita’s
Tropic of Orange,” recites the history of abuses inflicted on laborers from the global south, their
treatment as “human washing machines,/ human vacuums,/ human garbage disposals.”243
Arcangel’s words demonstrate how the “cyborg” is not a figure of the future, but one rooted in
the past and the present. Further, in “A Cyborg Manifesto” Donna Haraway famously posited
that “‘women of colour’ might be understood as a cyborg identity.”244 She describes how the
plasticity of racialized and gendered bodies—“the nimble fingers of ‘Oriental’ women” coveted
in both electronics assembly and the international sex trade—makes them subject to exploitation
and oppression as cyborgs on a global scale.245 The long and complicated history of the cyborg
and its intersections with the historical representation and subjugation of minoritized populations
that Yamashita and Haraway allude to in their work, provides an important context for grappling
with a film like Big Hero 6, which plays with the plasticity of animated bodies.
But while the movie enables dialogue following Yamashita and Haraway’s line of
thought, about the ways in which cyborg bodies are produced through lived social and material
realities, it also presses us to confront a different figuration of the cyborg. Hiro and his friends
are not “the unnatural cyborg women making chips in Asia and spiral dancing in Santa Rita jail
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whose constructed unities,” Haraway argues, might ironically “guide effective oppositional
change.”246 By contrast, the technology that facilitates their transformation into superheroes was
cultivated within the university and, as such, represents extensions of their capacity for
“excellence.” In this context, we might read Hiro and his friends’ cyborg bodies as intertwined
with post-race discourses that suggest the possibility of transcending racial division and other
purported barriers of difference. This conception of the cyborg appears aligned with the ways in
which the university of excellence uses “standards” and “merit” to divert attention from the need
to critically address racialization and structural injustice. Here, the cyborg functions as a figure
that de-prioritizes race, gender, class, and sexuality in a movement towards embracing Hiro and
his friends’ shared (innocuous) position as nerds whose affinity for robotics allows them to
assume the bodies and roles of superheroes.
In addition, it is important to note that during this pivotal scene we are immersed into
Hiro and his friends’ process of transformation, not only through digitally-animated images, but
also through the technology of sound. The movie’s theme song, “Immortals,” produced
specifically for Big Hero 6 by the American pop rock band Fall Out Boy, plays in the
background as the characters attempt to adjust to the idea that they could be superheroes. The
track begins with a series of experimental electronic beats that gain momentum as these verses
become audible:
They say we are what we are
But we don’t have to be
I’m bad behavior but I do it in the best way.
I’ll be the watcher (watcher) of the eternal flame.
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I’ll be the guard dog of all your fever dreams.247
Sung out in a tone of defiance against a fast background tempo of “larger-than-life digitally
enhanced riffs,” these opening lyrics establish Hiro and his friends’ decision to become
superheroes as a mode of “bad behavior” that challenges society’s constraints on who they can
and should be.248 In this way, we might read the song as a call for undisciplined activity,
suggesting that it is only by engaging in these acts of resistance that Hiro and his friends can
safeguard their hopes and aspirations for a better world (“the eternal flame” and “fever dreams”).
Yet, the song’s seductive, captivating, and, in a word, appealing, quality also demands
interrogation. The upbeat lyrics and rhythms of “Immortals” encourages us to embrace the new
relationalities made visible through Hiro and his friends’ team formation and the song’s
underlying message about heroism. As its title suggests, the song grapples with the idea of
immortality, but we learn that the immortality it describes does not come from the high-tech
machinery that transforms our protagonists into cyborgs. The lines in the chorus, “‘Cause we
could be immortals, immortals/ Just not for long, for long,” underscores that it is not about the
capacity to live forever; instead, the song suggests that the immortality that drives the formation
of Big Hero 6 comes from the lasting imprints of the work and good they could do in the
world.249 The emphasis on collaboration in the song, the need for a coming and doing together,
evidenced by the shift from first person singular (“I try to picture me without you but I can’t) to
first person plural (“We could be immooooooo- immortals”), allows it to signal the emergence of
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a collectivity, the creation of a superhero team.250 For a Disney movie, this focus on
collaboration and teamwork is not surprising, nor is the idea of immortality that comes from
doing good work. These values are easily communicated to and digested by the film’s target
youth audience, and even from the perspective of a more critical viewership, the importance of
working together to achieve good is difficult to dispute. Here, however, I want to highlight how
Disney’s endeavor to offer a compelling, palatable message to its global audiences also erases
difference, presenting us with nothing more than a disembodied notion of immortality.
The song “Immortals” asks us to focus on the promise of immortality while diverting
attention from the racialized labor and sacrifices necessary to achieve social and material change.
We are not led to question why a group of kids from diverse racial, ethnic, gender, and class
backgrounds has to take on the role of superheroes in the first place. It would require pressing
beyond the limits of the movie’s storyline to contemplate the flaws in the governmental and
justice system in San Fransokyo that make this an occupiable position. But because Big Hero 6
engages popular tropes of the superhero genre, we should remember too that heroes are often
formed in response to the absence of social goods and necessary structures of support.251 By
recognizing the cracks beneath the shiny, luminescent surface of San Fransokyo, we can engage
in a dialogue about what gets eclipsed by the appeal of Hiro and his friends’ colorful cyborg
bodies and a song like “Immortals.” It allows us to see how the call for “bad behavior” in “the
best way” functions both as an opening for undisciplined activity and a reinscription of the
model minority stereotype that positions Hiro and his friends as exemplary figures for saving the
world (while ignoring the costs to themselves and the historically marginalized populations they
250
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represent).252 In this way too, we might hear in the song’s “ever-so-slight Far Eastern electronic
feel,” a techno-orientalist fantasy at work that attempts to integrate Asia and America. In an
interview with the LA Times about the making of “Immortals,” Fall Out Boy vocalist-composer
Patrick Stump asserts, “I wanted to imagine what a band like us would sound like in San
Fransokyo.”253 Instead of drawing on the familiar tunes of Japanese pop music—what Stump
describes as “go[ing] really Japanese”—“Immortals” holds on to an intimation of what a “mashup of San Francisco and Tokyo” might sound and feel like through the use of electronic rhythms
and beats during its opening verses.254 Consequently, this theme song, like the vibrant landscape
of the city itself, captivates viewers by offering a glimpse of the Pacific Rim, without pressing
too far, showing only enough to make its reworking of techno-orientalism a “post-racial” fantasy
of collectivity and collaboration, without the menace of messy intimacies.

Huggable Robots and War Machines
As my discussion thus far has shown, Big Hero 6 is a film that literally animates the
possibility for another world; we can see this optimism reflected in its depiction of the high-tech
environment of San Fransokyo, the racial harmony that exists among Hiro and his friends, and
the numerous applications for their work in science, robotics, and engineering. The figure that
best embodies the movie’s technological optimism, however, is Baymax, the huggable robotic
healthcare companion Hiro’s older brother Tadashi developed before his tragic death. Tadashi’s
claim at the beginning of the film that “He [Baymax] is going to help a lot of people,” establishes
this robot as the main source of hope and possibility for the future. Seeing Baymax for the first
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time also teaches Hiro about the proper uses of knowledge and technology as resources for
bettering human life, inspiring him to apply to the university and create his own microbot
technology. At the same time, I suggest that it is Baymax, perhaps the most appealing and
impossible not-to-love character in the film, that allows us to grapple with the contradictions in
the techno-orientalist fantasy Big Hero 6 cultivates. Baymax’s unique characterization and
design make visible the messy intimacies between healthcare, affective labor, war, weaponry,
militarization, and the academy.
Writing for the Japan Times, Kaori Shoji asserts:
Tadashi invents and programs ‘Baymax’ – a healthcare robot whose sole function
is to help and heal humans. In real life, Japan is one of the forerunners of robotics
and prosthetics technology, largely deployed in medicine and nursing. In the
movie, Baymax is serene, soft-spoken and polite; an inflatable, XXL softie who
resembles a sumo wrestler and is an excellent caretaker.255
By calling attention to how robots have been integrated into Japanese culture as nurses and
caretakers, Shoji illuminates how Baymax is entangled in a techno-orientalist imaginary that
takes inspiration from the rapidly growing robotic healthcare industry in Japan. We encounter
Baymax as a robot (and later, superhero) whose primary concern throughout the film remains
Hiro’s emotional welfare, demonstrating how this superhero movie is concerned less with
defeating evil villains than grappling with questions of loss, depression, trauma, and specifically
Hiro’s attempt to cope with his brother’s death. Although Baymax cannot understand human
emotions, his unique design evokes strong affective responses from both characters in the film
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and movie-going audiences. Dargis writes, “What makes Baymax so memorable and emotionally
potent is that he’s also something of a Proustian Marshmallow who triggers an irresistible chain
of elemental pleasures: He’s a stuffed animal, a warm blanket, a cozy chair, a warm embrace.”256
The tactile qualities Dargis highlights in her review, I argue, are made palpable through the
hybrid technological and cultural influences that shaped Baymax’s character development. The
filmmakers discovered the technology behind his huggable appearance during a visit to the “Soft
Machines Lab at Carnegie Mellon,” using their prototypes for vinyl-skinned robots as the
foundations for his look and feel in the movie.257 By contrast, they found the inspiration for
Baymax’s facial features in Japan while observing the bells hanging above Shinto shrines. The
two dots connected by a single line became the perfect neutral expression for a healthcare robot
on which people are meant to project their own feelings of physical and emotional pain.
Watching Baymax operate in the film, it is difficult not to be captivated by the
possibilities he embodies. As a robot programmed with “over ten thousand medical procedures”
and equipped with the artificial intelligence that allows him to expand his “caregiving matrix” to
include an understanding of “personal loss,” slang, and gestures like “fistbump,” Baymax
represents a tantalizing future for the healthcare industry. While his huggable design and
technologically advanced capabilities are astonishing, the awe we attach to Baymax’s character
also stems from a recognition that the healthcare services he provides are not readily accessible
to a majority of people in the United States, not to mention, the world. Even in the context of the
futuristic city of San Fransokyo, it seems that Tadashi’s invention is sorely needed, allowing us
to read Baymax’s creation as an attempt to provide a social good that is perhaps not being
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administered (at least, not effectively) by the state.258 In this way, Baymax opens up space for a
conversation about universal health care, governance, and social responsibility.259
At the same time, Tadashi’s decision to program Baymax as a “personal healthcare
companion” suggests another reading that positions this highly capable robot as part of a
neoliberal economy that seeks to individualize or privatize concerns about health, body, and
wellbeing that should be social, structural and collective. While the affective ties that Hiro and
we, as viewers, form to Baymax push us to see this robot as a unique entity, an embodiment of
Tadashi’s memory and aspirations, we also have to wonder how the technology of Baymax was
intended to be circulated and disseminated to the public. Did Tadashi plan to mass-produce
Baymaxes and make them available for private consumption, to serve the needs of the sick and
elderly (at least in the homes that could afford this technology)? Or, was his goal to equip
hospitals with hundreds of Baymax nurses, arguably more adept and knowledgeable than human
healthcare professionals? Thinking through Baymax’s character in this context raises important
questions about affective labor and racialization. The fantastic possibilities his production makes
available also necessitates attending to the kinds of opportunities he forecloses. In particular, the
promise of robotics technology has been entangled in debates over the human labor it replaces.
This becomes especially striking when we consider the nursing and caretaking industries that
Baymax would enter, which are disproportionately serviced by racialized labor, including largely
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Filipina/o nurses and Latina/o domestic workers in the United States.260 Therefore, even though
the techno-orientalist fantasy attached to Baymax offers an appealing endorsement of Japanese
robotics technology, it simultaneously facilitates the forgetting of the racialized dimensions of
affective labor, the very bodies whose livelihoods and survival are threatened by the introduction
of this fascinating new tech.261
In addition to viewing Baymax as the manifestation of this threat, however, I suggest that
his squishy pliability allows us to approach him as an exemplary figure for understanding the
hierarchical structure of affective labor. In the movie we are encouraged to view Baymax as
Hiro’s surrogate brother and as a fundamental member of the Big Hero 6 team. One of the most
breathtaking scenes in the film occurs after Hiro unveils “Baymax 2.0,” an upgraded version of
Tadashi’s healthcare companion, equipped with shiny new armor, an arsenal of fighting skills,
and, most importantly, the ability to fly. During Hiro and Baymax’s first flight through the city,
we are confronted with images of the two them zooming, dipping, twirling through the air,
against captivating views of San Fransokyo’s skyline. This scene invites us to recognize Hiro
and Baymax as best friends or, better yet, brothers, gesturing toward the possibility for human
and nonhuman kinship. As a result, it is easy to forget the unequal nature of Baymax’s
relationship with Hiro and the other characters, his nonhuman status and the limitations that exist
because of his programming.
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After learning to view this robot as a brother, friend, caretaker, and superhero, the
moments when we are reminded that Baymax is still a robot (almost human, but not quite) are
jarring. Following the enchantment of their first flight, Baymax disrupts Hiro’s happy reverie,
noting that, “Your emotional state has improved. I can deactivate if you say you are satisfied
with your care.” In this critical moment we realize that throughout all of the events that have
transpired, including the theft of Hiro’s microbots and his friends’ transformation into
superheroes, Baymax has still been performing the job he was programmed to do, that is, care for
his patient. Moreover, when Hiro responds to Baymax, asserting, “No. I don’t want you to
deactivate. We still have to find that guy, so fire up that super sensor,” we are reminded of
Baymax’s lack of agency, his inability to refuse the appeals of his patient until he is formally
released from his caretaking obligations. This scene, in short, makes perceptible Baymax’s status
as an affective laborer whose own needs and feelings are always superseded by those of his
patient, the object of care.262 Our acceptance of this normative hierarchy is facilitated by Baymax
himself, who as a robot seems to preclude the need for any caring because he cannot understand
human emotions or get sick, both of which are points raised in the film.263 But if we think
through Baymax’s position, I suggest it becomes possible to engage in a dialogue about the
conditions of racialized workers in the nursing and caretaking industries. By attending to how
Baymax’s labor in the film is eclipsed by the strong bond he develops with Hiro, we can explore
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the ways in which affective labor is often rendered invisible and immaterial as well as grapple
with questions about why caretakers of human life are so often treated as less-than-human or
nonhuman, not deserving of care themselves.
Baymax’s unique design consequently shifts popular discourses around robots and
robotics technology to create space for a multivalent, layered conversation about healthcare,
wellness, and affective labor. This conversation is, however, also entangled with the other
important dimension to Baymax’s character, encapsulated in the fighting database Hiro inserts
alongside Tadashi’s original healthcare chip. The upgrades and modifications Hiro implements
to construct Baymax 2.0 introduce a conflicting set of protocols that transforms this healthcare
companion into a robot capable of extreme violence. Perhaps the darkest moment in the film
occurs when Hiro realizes that it is not the scheming corporate mogul, Alistair Krei, but
Professor Callaghan, his brother’s mentor at the university, who was responsible for stealing his
microbots and setting the fire that resulted in Tadashi’s death. This revelation spurs Hiro to
remove Baymax’s healthcare chip, dispensing with the programming that prevents him from
“injuring a human being” to issue the command: “Destroy him.” The chaos that ensues as
Baymax attempts to take down his target, pushing aside and even injuring Hiro’s friends in the
process, highlights his sudden, dangerous shift into a war machine. For this reason, we might
read Big Hero 6 as a film that follows a common narrative arc in science fiction, one that
features the amazing capabilities of robotics technology only to demonstrate the perils of what
happens when robots overwhelm their human creators or the kinds of nefarious ends this
technology might be used for if it falls into the wrong hands.264 In addition to Baymax, Hiro’s
microbots serve as another compelling example of this narrative. Despite the seemingly limitless
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possibilities this new tech offers for bettering human life, under Callaghan’s control Hiro’s
microbots are weaponized in a revenge plot that threatens to destroy San Fransokyo.
Attending to the film’s depiction of how visionary technologies are entangled with
violence and warfare, I argue, further elucidates a contradiction in the techno-orientalist
imaginary Big Hero 6 animates. Although the movie celebrates an indebtedness to Japan’s
cultural, social, and technological influences through the construction of Baymax, the sudden
shift we see as he transforms into a drone-like robot, bent on destruction, offers glimpses of the
very “yellow peril” fears of an encroaching Asia that the movie purports to reject. Throughout
the film, Baymax has figured as the epitome of a Japanese “kawaii” or cute aesthetic, commonly
associated with popular figures like Hello Kitty.265 His comparison to a squishy, huggable
marshmallow underscores the non-threatening look and feel that are essential to his caretaking
role. However, as Sianne Ngai demonstrates in the “Cuteness of the Avant-garde,” the line
between “kawaii” (cute) and “kowai” (scary) is a blurry one; even the cutest figures can be
morphed or distorted into something scary, threatening and “other.”266 In this scene, Baymax’s
blinking red eyes and the perspective of the action we receive through his scanner, awashed also
in red, illustrates this startling transformation in ways that underscore his non-humanness. Here,
we are confronted with familiar images of an Asian-raced robotic body, devoid of emotion,
wreaking havoc on U.S. soil. Ultimately, it is through the representation of nonhuman
characters/objects in the film, I suggest, that we might grasp the underside to the appealing
techno-orientalist fantasy Big Hero 6 projects about embracing Japan and the Pacific Rim more
broadly.
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The animators’ portrayal of the evil villain of this story is especially telling. We are
introduced to this figure as “Yokai,” a Japanese term that refers to a supernatural being or
folkloric monster, wearing a kabuki mask often used in classical dance-theatre. This fashioning
of the villain with a name and mask that are components of Japanese cultural history accentuates
how the movie engages with common orientalist tropes that subtly reinforce fears of the yellow
peril. In the film we are not led to ask why the villain is wearing a kabuki mask; this detail is
simply accepted as an aesthetic flourish and the storyline focuses instead on how Hiro and his
friends can take the mask away from Yokai. Its significance to the plot has to do with the
neurotransmitter embedded in it, which allows Yokai to manipulate and weaponize Hiro’s stolen
microbots. However, by inviting us to identify this kabuki mask with the villain, the film also
performs a mode of Asiatic racialization that naturalizes Asia as the enemy. Yokai’s
manipulation of the microbots further contributes to this imaginary. One of the first scenes where
Hiro and his friends encounter Yokai is at a shipping yard near the San Fransokyo Bay; the
image of Yokai emerging from the sea, forming the microbots into fast-moving tentacles that
swarm after our protagonists recalls Colleen Lye’s work on “racial form.” In America’s Asia, she
writes, “To address the question of Asiatic representation more fully, it is necessary to consider
examples of racial figuration even when it does not take the shape of a racially identified
character.”267 Her research on American naturalist fiction, in particular, demonstrates how coolie
labor is often represented through the language of hordes, crowds and swarms overtaking the
lives and livelihoods of U.S. citizens. Lye’s work allows us to approach the microbots’ swarm
movement as a racial form intimately associated with “Asian-ness,” one that gestures toward the
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long history of anti-Asian sentiment in the United States that is still perceptible even in a film
like Big Hero 6.
Yet, the revelation that Professor Callaghan is the person behind the kabuki mask adds
another complicated dimension to the movie’s techno-orientalist imaginary, thereby preventing
us from reading it as simply another iteration of the yellow peril narrative. By positioning a
white university professor as the villain who appropriates and transforms the product of Asian
labor into micro-war-machines, the film creates space for recognizing the messy intimacies
between Asiatic racialization, the academy, and the military-industrial complex. Although
Callaghan is presented early on as a proponent of ethical technological development,
encouraging Hiro to continue perfecting his microbot technology rather than selling out to Krei
Tech Industries, the professor’s willingness to subvert his own ethical code to employ the
microbots in a revenge plot against Alistair Krei conveys the blurriness of the lines between the
university, military, and corporate enterprise. We might recall further that while Hiro highlights
applications for his microbot technology in areas like transportation and construction, he first
develops the idea for this project from the design of “megabot,” the robot he used to scam easy
victories in bot fights at the beginning of the movie. As a result, despite the animators’ attempt to
position the underground bot fighting economy as different and distinct from the university,
where knowledge and technology can find their “proper” uses, we learn through the way Hiro’s
microbots are embraced by the academy and later weaponized by a prominent professor that
these spaces are not as disparate as the opening scenes suggest. In addition, while Tadashi’s
construction of Baymax as a healthcare companion appears far-removed from this context of
violence and warfare, it is important to remember that the majority of funding for robotics labs
today comes from government grants for the development of technologies for military
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intelligence, war, and national security. The upgrades Hiro makes to transform Baymax into a
superhero, equipping him with an extensive fighting database and the ability to fly, is therefore
aligned with both historical and ongoing affiliations between the university and the military.268
As a consequence, what becomes perceptible through Big Hero 6 is not the academy’s
opposition to militarization, but rather the ways in which Asian-raced bodies and Asiatic
racialization play a central role in the articulation of these linkages. In the movie, we see Hiro
not only as the genius who develops ground-breaking robotics technology, but also as the person
responsible for restoring order when his inventions are weaponized toward nefarious ends. It is
Hiro’s education into a proper citizen of San Fransokyo, who understands his social
responsibility to apply his knowledge for “good,” that the film charts. As such, even though the
techno-orientalist imaginary we encounter in Big Hero 6 is one where the white university
professor is revealed as the man-behind-the-kabuki-mask, what we see through the visual
medium of animation is still an image of an Asian American boy who chases after and attempts
to suppress Asian racial forms, portrayed through the kabuki mask and the movement of the
swarming microbots. In this respect, Hiro becomes complicit in practices aimed at maintaining
structures of racialization that continue to position Asia as enemy, which manifests in the movie
through the representation of Callaghan as Yokai even after he has been found out by Hiro and
his friends. The film’s representation of these activities as heroic further obscures the violence
that continues to be enacted on and by minoritized subjects. In other words, contemplating Hiro
and his friends’ position as embodiments of “excellence” whose technological prowess is
necessary to save the world, allows us to recognize how Big Hero 6 employs minoritized
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subjects to police what constitutes proper and improper uses of knowledge and technology. This
techno-orientalist fantasy is thus one where Asian-raced and minoritized bodies are themselves
recruited to disarm threats of difference and otherness.

Unruly Animations and Alternative Geographies
At the end of Big Hero 6, after Callaghan is successfully brought to justice, we are
presented with a mundane scene where Hiro and his friends are heading off to class at the
university. The bright lighting, vibrant colors, and familiar gestures that animate this ordinary
moment invite us to forget the violent events that occurred earlier. It is Disney’s prototypical
happy ending, one that features a heart-warming reunion between Hiro and Baymax. Until this
moment, viewers have been led to believe that Baymax was lost after sacrificing himself to save
Hiro and Callaghan’s daughter (who they discovered was in fact alive, stuck in a time warp
created by Krei’s faulty experiment with teleportation). Finding Tadashi’s healthcare chip tucked
inside the rocket fist Baymax used to propel him to safety allows Hiro to reproduce his brother’s
project. The hug Hiro and Baymax share at the end of the film poignantly suggests that he has
been able to reconstitute the family he lost, recovering in Baymax his best friend and the
cherished memory and aspirations of his older brother.
I argue that the location of these final scenes at the San Fransokyo Institute of
Technology establish the university as an ideal, a space of potentiality, where knowledge and
technology can be employed to do “good” and even recover loss. For Hiro, it represents the place
Tadashi always believed he would belong. Coming full circle to SFIT consequently signifies
Hiro’s fulfillment of his brother’s wishes. It also encourages us, as viewers, to recognize the
university as the proper space for the cultivation of the individual, filled with endless
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possibilities for friendship and collaboration. The animators’ decision to bookend the film with
gestures toward the significance of a university education is thus entangled in the disciplining
techno-orientalist imaginary Big Hero 6 constructs. Through Hiro’s growth and development, the
movie’s target youth audience learns the importance of going to college and applying their
knowledge toward meaningful contributions to society, especially in STEM fields. In this way,
we are confronted again with the idea of the model minority and its function to produce
disciplined subjects as consummate (global) citizens.
Here, however, I want to consider the ways in which this narrative of disciplining is
disrupted by perhaps the most docile character in the film. Baymax’s inability to deviate from his
programming is a point that continues to resurface throughout the movie; he relentlessly abides
by the healthcare protocols Tadashi establishes in his attempt to cure Hiro’s depression and when
this healthcare chip is removed, he follows Hiro’s commands to destroy Professor Callaghan
without any concern for the people who get in his way. But while Baymax’s actions are largely
determined by the will of his human creators, there is one startling moment in the film when he
apparently chooses to resist his programming. After realizing the destruction and injuries he
caused when Hiro removed his healthcare chip for the first time, Baymax refuses to let him open
his access port again. Watching Hiro continue to jab his finger against the port, which stubbornly
remains closed, allows us to contemplate the possibility of Baymax’s agency and sentience.
Although we have been taught to see him as a robot without the capacity to understand human
emotions or deviate from his assigned protocols, this scene unravels these earlier impressions of
Baymax’s limits. It is an affectively charged and irrational moment, one that, I suggest, creates
space for re-negotiating the logic and science on which this film has been organized. It is, in
short, an almost magical moment.
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This glimpse of the magical in Baymax’s actions not only figures as a hallmark of Disney
production, but of animation technology more broadly. Early American animation, in particular,
celebrates the ability to give life and movement to inanimate matter; it is therefore often engaged
in “making visible the performance of the animator in creating the drawings.”269 Through the
depiction of hands, pencils, and paintbrushes bringing characters to life on screen, viewers are
invited to take pleasure in this power of creation and mastery. Part of the delight and humor of
this interaction between animator and animated, however, arises from the disobedient and
rebellious nature of these characters: “Once they gained animate status they were not willing to
give it up easily, and what began as a process of understanding the creation of images becomes
the liberation of the mischievous creature.”270 Reading Baymax’s unruliness in relation to this
long history of animation, allows us to explore how we might think beyond the framework Big
Hero 6 offers for conceptualizing the role of Asian Americans in higher education. Rather than
the model minority, Baymax offers a point of entry for grappling with the kinds of messy
intimacies between the academy, neoliberal economy, affective labor, and militarization that I
allude to above, and which is obscured by the film’s sanitized, appealing post-racial aesthetic. By
defying logic in his resistance to Hiro’s commands and encouraging us to engage with questions
that exceed the limits of the film, Baymax figures precisely as an animate impossibility that
makes perceptible other possible imaginaries.
Following Baymax’s small act of disobedience, I urge us to approach Big Hero 6 as
dissident viewers. In particular, I return here to the captivating landscape of San Fransokyo to
probe the kinds of imaginaries it maps, as well as those that remain uncharted, rendered
impossible or illegible within the frame of the film. As discussed earlier, the animators’ decision
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to merge the spatial and cultural geographies of San Francisco and Tokyo suggest a willingness
to embrace the important transpacific relationship between the United States and Japan,
positioning the latter as a valuable social, political, and economic ally. This relationship is
reflected in contemporary politics. In her 2011 op-ed piece for Foreign Policy, “America’s
Pacific Century,” Hillary Clinton claims, “The future of politics will be decided in Asia, not
Afghanistan or Iraq, and the United States will be right at the center of the action.”271 Clinton’s
appeal for a “pivot” to Asia has been realized under the Obama Administration through the
Trans-Pacific Partnership (TPP), which was reached on October 5, 2015. The TPP is an
agreement between twelve nations located in the Pacific Rim, with the intention of “promot[ing]
economic integration to liberalise trade and investment” among these countries to “create new
opportunities for workers and businesses, contribute to raising living standards, benefit
consumers, reduce poverty and promote sustainable growth.”272 Although an analysis of the TPP
is beyond the scope of the current chapter, Japan’s inclusion as a part of this agreement
demonstrates how its future is intertwined with that of the U.S., a perspective literally animated
through the construction of the futuristic city of San Fransokyo in Big Hero 6.
However, the “newness” and futurity attached to Clinton’s appeal for a pivot to the AsiaPacific also serves to elide the long histories of the U.S.’s involvement in imperial and
militaristic ventures in Japan specifically, and the Pacific Rim more broadly. Reading the film
disobediently, refusing the invitation to lose ourselves in the colorful landscape of San
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Fransokyo, then creates openings for us to question the movie’s (and the U.S. state’s) investment
in the forgetting of these violences. It allows us to wonder, for instance, how we might negotiate
the history of Japanese internment and the bombing of Hiroshima and Nagasaki during World
War II in relation to the alternative Japanese American history Big Hero 6 constructs. I suggest
that this kind of thinking also enables us to recognize and grapple with the startling absence of
references to China and Chinese persons in the film (Hiro and Tadashi are both presented as
Japanese Americans and Go Go Tomago was designed to be of Korean American descent).273
Although San Fransokyo was constructed to highlight the cultural influences of Japan, the fact
that San Francisco is home to the oldest Chinatown in the United States and its largest Chinese
community, makes these absences especially potent.
Attending to this peculiar gap in the film’s cultural and historical geography adds a
different valence to Big Hero 6’s techno-orientalist imaginary. The animators’ interest in
presenting a non-threatening vision of “Asian America,” I argue, hinges on the mobilization of
Japan’s “kawaii” aesthetic (best captured through Baymax) and the absence of China. In other
words, the lack of Chinese presences in the film speaks to the ways in which techno-orientalist
discourses unfold in the present. Popular media is inundated with images and narratives that
identify China as politically, economically, and morally suspect because its growing wealth and
power is putatively fueled by labor exploitation, corruption, gross violation of human rights, and
massive environmental devastation. In this context, we might read the absence of China in Big
Hero 6 (and its notable exclusion from the TPP) as the fear of the yellow peril that cannot be
brought to life and integrated into the future geography of Asian America the film animates.
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By privileging an attention to the Pacific Rim, I argue, the movie also eclipses another
geography that Clinton herself abandons in her call for a pivot to Asia. Clinton’s argument that
wars in Iraq and Afghanistan are winding down and thus present an opportunity for the U.S. to
redirect its energy and resources to build political and economic alliances in the Asia-Pacific,
imply a false resolution to conflicts in the Middle East. Contemplating this geography that Big
Hero 6 obscures through its appealing portrayal of San Fransokyo as a self-contained “global”
city, seemingly cut off from the larger landscape of North America and the world, I suggest,
creates space for dialogue about the violences of this occlusion.274 It also allows us to grapple
with the openings the film does offer for engaging this invisible geography. The representation
of Baymax and Hiro’s microbots as drone-like war machines, in particular, provide an
opportunity to think through the Obama administration’s institution of a drone strike program in
the Middle East and the lasting impact of U.S. militarization in this war torn region. I ask further,
how might the forgetting the film facilitates through its celebration of cultural harmony and
inclusion enable us to consider Big Hero 6 not only as a post-racial, but post-9/11 text, where the
“post” does signify “after” or “behind”? How can addressing the absent presence of the Middle
East in the vision of “Asian America” Big Hero 6 constructs, moreover, deepen our engagement
with the film’s techno-orientalist imaginary? After all, it is important to remember that Said’s
theorization of orientalism was initially an attempt to grapple with the exoticization and
“othering,” not of East Asia, but of the Middle East.275 How then might we discuss the ways in
which San Fransokyo’s high-tech futuristic landscape continues to write the Middle East out of
the future?
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The kinds of questions these alternative, purportedly absent, geographies raise about the
stakes of a movie like Big Hero 6 allow us to return to the discussion of mapping and knowledge
production that opened this chapter. By inviting us to be dissident viewers of the film, to explore
the imaginaries it forecloses, I have tried to capture a way of engaging in the mapping practices
Manzanar alludes to in his assertion that “There are maps and there maps and there are maps.”
It is this sensibility, a capacity to see, hear, and feel, for the layers that are always present, but
perhaps not visible in dominant narrative forms and technologies that, I argue, suggests a way of
thinking about the intersection of the digital humanities and Asian Americanist critique.

Envisioning Musical Maps
Rather than organizing this chapter around the contributions that Asian American studies
can make to digital humanities and vice versa, I have tried to show through my analysis of Big
Hero 6 that these knowledge formations are already implicated within each other. The technoorientalist imaginary the film animates demonstrates how Asiatic racialization is intimately
entangled with discourses on technology, and narratives that shape our understanding of Asianraced bodies and “Asian-ness” have been and continue to be digitized and circulated by digital
media. In this context, I ask: How do we engage in scholarship that does not reinscribe material
inequality and existing modes of racialization, but attunes us to the possibility for other
arrangements of knowledge, the potential for other worlds? As my discussion of Big Hero 6
suggests, it is not by abandoning the difficult space of the academy or rejecting popular culture
as compromised products of a capitalistic economy. Instead, by inviting us to take this Disney
film seriously, I argue that it is necessary to grapple with all of the messy contradictions,
discomfort, provocations, and pleasures it offers. Negotiating the simultaneous moves of
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“containment” and “resistance” the movie enacts reminds us of the blurry lines that we, as
scholar-teachers, also have to traverse.
A movie like Big Hero 6 offers a captivating opportunity to grasp an alternative revisioning of Japanese American history, but one that reifies the model minority stereotype,
linking “Asian-ness” to genius, excellence, and rationality, while keeping in place familiar
images of the yellow peril. Through the animation technologies it employs to construct San
Fransokyo, the film also gestures toward a remarkable new mode of digital mapping that
nevertheless covers over other geographies and histories that do not fit into its appealing, postracial aesthetic. Animation perhaps best captures the possibilities for the collaborative labor we
see in Big Hero 6, the effort to collectively build a world that embraces minoritized difference,
and yet animation remains a practice rooted in the mastery, control and disciplining of inanimate
matter or nonhuman life. This chapter has been an attempt to hold together the “doubleness” and
contested nature of the film’s portrayal of diversity, cyborgs, robots, “Asian America,” and so
on, to highlight the challenges of engaging in the undisciplining work my dissertation strives to
perform. If the “doubleness” I describe here signals the complicity of fields like Asian American
studies and digital humanities in the very hierarchies of value, legitimacy, power, and
racialization engendered in and through the academy, then how do we continue to enact our
commitments to antiracism and social justice?
One way of answering this question is by refusing to approach this “doubleness” as a
form of failure; instead, we might recognize that it is precisely in these moments where the line
between complicity and resistance is blurriest that undisciplining critical and pedagogical
practices are most needed. Just like Baymax’s minor act of refusal unsettles the organizing logic
of the film’s celebration of robotics technology, as a manifestation of the power of the human
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mind to create and control nonhuman objects, we can in following his unruliness attend to what
is rendered invisible and inaudible in a film like Big Hero 6 that acquires so much of its appeal
from the visual and sonic. In doing so, we might be able to approach something like Manzanar’s
still unheard “musical maps,” the cacophony of voices, histories, collisions, and connections that
are written out of dominant narratives. In this chapter, I have only gestured towards what a
musical map of Big Hero 6 might look like. Along with the arguments I have presented here is,
then perhaps a question about how to make manifest this map, which is multiple maps, layers of
time and space, bodies both human and nonhuman, real and imagined geographies. It would
necessarily contain San Fransokyo, Japan, the U.S., China, the Middle East, Hiro, Baymax,
nurses, domestic workers, drone warfare, the TPP, multicultural education, militarization,
cyborgs, superheroes, Japanese internment, the Chinese-Exclusion Act, September 11th,
affirmative action, robotics, radiation, and so on and on. Are there technologies capable of
animating this musical map in ways that make perceptible its depth and breadth, its
contradictions and inadequacies, and the labor necessary to create it? This is a project that people
more technologically-savvy than I would have to take up, but by closing with this unsatisfying
sketch of Big Hero 6’s musical map, I also want to present a distinct contrast to the appealing
images of friendship and collaboration we see at the end of the movie.
Hiro’s final words, “The good thing is that my brother wanted to help a lot of people, and
that’s what we’re going to do,” like the film’s theme song “Immortals,” offers a disembodied
sense of doing good and helping others that positions Hiro and his friends as superheroes who
plan to protect and secure, rather than transform existing social, racial, and class dynamics in San
Fransokyo. Instead, the kind of collaboration that I am asking for here requires attending to the
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material and to the body; it is the unappealing work that takes time and a willingness to live
unsafely with all of the risks, loss, and pleasures that entails.
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INTERLUDE
ON UNMAPPING
to Not Bear the Weight of the World

In this breath before the conclusion, I want to retrace the steps we have taken away from
the limits of Google maps images and towards Manzanar’s musical maps by contemplating a
mode of mapping Nicci Yin illuminates in her “Atlas” series. In this project, Yin “choos[es]
politically charged, but anonymous, locations” to tackle the question: Are spaces truly
representable?”276 Recognizing that “[m]aps and borders are not neutral and can produce real,
ideological, and social effects,” she explores what it means to unsettle the ways in which these
critical sites have been normalized through data visualization technologies like Google
satellite.277 Yin’s breathtaking prints distort these locations to highlight their volatile, non-neutral
dimensions; the titles of these pieces—“Detain,” “Terror,” “Pulse,” “Removed,” “Heritage,”
“Crossing,” “Fissure”—underscore their political valence as places of consequence, prompting
us to see these spaces differently and in difference from the forms of seeing and knowing that
geographical mapping has made familiar.
Yin describes her process in this way: “Screenshots of each location (which I have
deliberately chosen to leave unnamed) were collected and saved. These were then opened in a
text editor where the images are then corrupted randomly. Through arbitrary cutting, copying,
pasting, repeating certain areas and erasing others, these screenshots were reconstructed into
abstract patterns.”278 Yin’s technique of distortion and corruption—bringing Google maps
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images into a text editor that renders them unreadable, “cutting, copying, pasting, repeating,”
fragments of these maps—performs a practice of re-mapping that, I suggest, is also an
unmapping. The randomnness of the erasures, elisions, and repetition she performs, alters the
original sites, making them unrecognizable as maps.
Here, I want to linger on “Detain” and “Terror” in particular, two prints that contain
echoes of the geographies and affects of fear and anxiety attached to the Middle East that Big
Hero 6 renders invisible in its animation of San Fransokyo. In “Detain,” Yin transforms a
screenshot of a coastal site, reminiscent perhaps of refugee and detention centers, and most
notably Guantanamo Bay, into a series of abstract patterns that look more like a tapestry than a
map. In “Terror,” she begins with the image of a square-shaped building structure, gradually
reshaping and repeating it to create the block-like patterns of a quilt, or, what I see in the details
of lines that look like bars, the rows of cells in a prison block. However, the most captivating
aspects of these pieces, which are largely in grayscale, are the bursts of color we see in the
drawings Yin “silkscreen[s] onto the prints.”279 She writes, they “were inspired by the clusters of
small, amorphous circles—what I saw as representing contamination/inhabitation” in the process
of distorting and corrupting the original Google maps images.280 In “Detain,” these amorphous
circles are shades of pink, purple and blue that loop around and through each other, beginning at
the top of the print and slowly spreading downwards, breaking up what would otherwise be a
repetitive pattern. By contrast, in “Terror” we see mostly blue amorphous circles with some
white interspersed in between, spreading outwards from the center of the print, a movement that
is also a breaking out of its cell-like structure.
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Tracing the chaotic, unruly movements of the circles in these pieces also returns us to
those circles that animated the alternative blueprints for The Diana Center that Yin created for
her “Impossible Spaces” installation. Here, we are confronted again with amorphous, imperfect
circles that overwhelm the viewer in the ways they unsettle existing patterns and invite us to reenvision space and rethink practices of mapping. By underscoring how these circles represent
both “contamination” and “inhabitation,” Yin’s aesthetic offers a way of understanding the dual
nature of the work they do and the work we might continue as scholar-teachers. On one hand,
“contamination” is a term with long roots in histories of racialization, in the taint that has been
attached to minoritized subjects through fears of miscegenation, disease and death. And yet, by
mobilizing it here in the corruption of Google maps images, Yin hints at the ways in which small
circles and we, as minoritized persons, might disrupt and transform the existing architecture of
the academy and those politically charged spaces that continue to facilitate acts of detainment
and terror. By connecting the idea of contamination with inhabitation, moreover, Yin suggests
that what we are after should not be the obliteration of these spaces and structures, but rather
practices that allow us to re-make them into something liveable, a better good life attentive to the
bodies and subjects that have not been able to make lives in and out of these institutions.
Through “Atlas,” Yin thus presents us not with a collection of maps, but rather a series of
aesthetic works that unravel maps and engages us in a practice of unmapping. In this sense, she
suggests an alternative to the way I end chapter three with an appeal to contemplate at once the
many many musical maps that we would need to capture the complexity of “Asian America” and
its human and nonhuman, real and imagined geographies. Instead, what Yin suggests through her
distortion of Google Maps images into abstract patterns and amorphous circles is how this
process not only conveys the constructedness of the anonymous, politically charged spaces she
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selects, but also how it attunes us to the possibility for transformations that are dissident and
undisciplined, that break from and out of the modes of seeing, knowing and organizing
knowledge that mapping both enables and constrains. In doing so, she invites us to consider what
it might mean for Asian Americanists to refuse the burden of representing difference, of making
minoritized subjects and bodies legible and knowable according to institutional rubrics. In short,
she presses us contemplate what it means to refuse to sit in the place of Atlas, the god from
Greek mythology cursed with holding up the heavens, to refuse to bear the weight of the world,
along with demands for the real, logical, and rational, and instead strive for beautiful,
uncontainable, and speculative universes.
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Hesitation, rather than rushing to recover what has been lost, need not be
understood as inaction or postponement, or as a thwarting of the wish to provide
for a future world. Rather, it halts that desire for recognition by the present social
order and staves off the compulsion to make visible within current
epistemological orthodoxy. … Hesitation may provide a space, a different
temporality, so that we may attend to the meanings of slavery and freedom in our
critical projects and reckon with the connections that could have been but were
lost and thus not yet—before we conceive the freedoms yet to come.
Lisa Lowe, “History Hesitant” (2015)
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CONCLUSION
A PAUSE AND A HALF STEP
Towards Thinking a “Multispecies” Asian/America

You have been a patient reader, following me between then and now, here and there,
elsewhere and elsewhen. In this movement, I might have lost you, or you me, so you might be
hoping that somehow everything will come together neatly in this conclusion, as it should, but let
me say now that it won’t. Because thinking through undisciplining means realizing that
everything has been, already is, and will be discordantly together, all at once. That is the big
messy picture I have been trying, perhaps failing, to sketch here. Thinking through
undisciplining also means that this ending can only ever be another opening.
In closing, then, I want to consider a tantalizing opening for Asian American studies, one
that aims to shift the field’s center of gravity and, by extension, unsettle the grounds on which
the humanities itself has been constituted. Recent work in new materialism, object-oriented
ontologies, ecocriticism, and posthumanism invite us to recognize the liveliness and agency of a
variety of nonhuman animals, plant life, and inorganic matter.281 Discourses on the anthropocene
call attention to the significant impact of human activities on Earth’s ecosystems, underscoring
the need to address issues from deforestation, disappearing islands, and global climate change to
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the fate of the planet as a whole. Despite the different critical genealogies and contexts from
which these conversations emerge, they press us to contemplate the generative possibilities that
can come from “de-centering” the human as the subject that organizes our understanding of
communal formations, culture, political activity, economy, and social justice. These efforts to decenter the human have also begun to gain traction in Asian American studies.282
In their 2013 article for the Journal of Asian American Studies, Karen Cardozo and Banu
Subramaniam “explore the idea of ‘Asian/America’ as a multispecies formation.”283 Drawing on
Donna Haraway’s theorization of naturecultures and Deleuze and Guattari’s conception of the
rhizome, and its “imprecise translation” as assemblage in particular, they demonstrate how an
attention to “the processes by which multispecies organisms migrate, miscegenate, mutate, and
transform each other in complex, mutually constitutive and multidirectional ways,” illuminates
other objects, spaces and temporalities for Asian Americanist critique.284 Cardozo and
Subramaniam’s investigation identifies a range of nonhuman animal and plant life, including
“the Asian long-horned beetle, kudzu, Asian snakehead, and Asian carp,” as cases that illustrate
how orientalist discourses have been sustained and reproduced not only through the
exoticiziation of Asian-raced human bodies, but also “multiple ‘Asian’ species” that have been
282
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depicted and treated as foreign, invasive, and “other.”285 By positing Asian/America in this way,
as a “constantly (re)assembling global form” that brings into orbit humans and nonhumans,
organic and inorganic matter, they press us to consider how our practices and pedagogies might
shift if we refuse normative divisions between nature and culture, environment and
infrastructure, animate and inanimate life.286
This shift Cardozo and Subramaniam’s research calls for appears aligned with where my
dissertation has been heading. Ending as I do in chapter three with a robot’s small act of
resistance, it represents perhaps the unsurprising next step for thinking how we might
undiscipline Asian American studies. As a field that has been organized around an attention to
the histories and struggles of minoritized human subjects, this push to destabilize the fixity with
which the human still structures our efforts and aspirations feels urgent and necessary, especially
in light of the ecological devastation and injustices wrought by human activity. In this opening,
however, I want to pause and reflect on what this de-centering of the human means for Asian
American studies and related interdisciplines whose energies and activities have been animated
by conceptions of the human that have never been center. This pause, I hope, will create space
for interrogating what version of the human we mean when we talk about de-centering the
human in the humanities or appeal for something like a “post-humanities.”
After all, there are versions of the human that have been and still are intertwined with
animals and machines, with the dead, immaterial, and ghostly, with plants, rocks, and other
small, insignificant things. This project has engaged with some of these conceptions of the
human; we might recognize them in the way slaves and coolies were treated like animals, their
laboring bodies creating the backdrop for letters between plantation owners and managers about
285
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purchases and profits, in which their revolts even assumed the shape of storms and hurricanes
and other acts of nature; we can see them too in the way minoritized subjects have been
perceived as machines, robots, and drones, including Haraway’s cyborg women making
microchips in factories in Asia, and Hiro and Tadashi as Asian Americans with an unnatural
affinity for robotics technology. I call attention to these other modes of understanding the human,
not to recognize some essential humanity in all of these things, but rather to highlight the ways in
which minoritized subjects have always already occupied a blurry position between the human
and nonhuman, the animate and inanimate.
In this context, de-centering the human figures as a much more complicated critical
move, one that might not necessarily function as an ethical or emancipatory act. I ask: In
appealing for a de-centering of the human, are we again displacing those humans who possess a
historical and ongoing intimacy with material objects and nonhuman animals and plant life? Are
we forgetting those populations and places being relentlessly produced as “living dead” and
“death-worlds” through biochemical warfare, advanced military technologies, global capitalism,
and widespread environmental devastation, that Achille Mbembe describes as characteristic of
the necropolitical dimensions of our contemporary moment?287 In making this detour around
Cardozo and Subramaniam’s invitation to rethink Asian/America as a multispecies formation, I
want to highlight how de-centering the human in Asian American studies can never be an easy or
simple shift into studying the circulation of trees and plants, the movement and mutation of
nonhuman animals, or the flow of materials like silk, tea, rice, Agent Orange, oil and salt.
Working with and thinking through this matter, demands a recognition and attentiveness to the
uneven historical-material conditions and structures of racialization in which they are enmeshed.
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By asking us to pause here, I am not suggesting that Cardozo and Subramaniam neglect
to do this difficult work—their discussion of the messiness of “assembling” gestures toward the
complex entanglements and vibrant modes of interdisciplinary scholarship needed to realize
Asian/America as more than a human-cultural formation—but rather to caution us from stepping
too quickly and eagerly into the promises of the post-human and multispecies.288 In this pause,
we might recognize how a call for a “multispecies” critique, with all of the undisciplining
possibilities it holds, can slide into something like the appeal of the “multicultural” (and “postracial”), which simultaneously celebrates, equalizes and evacuates difference. To forestall this
shift, one that purports to turn multispecies into a passageway for moving past rather than
dwelling in and with minoritized difference and the violence of racialization, I want to follow
Nicci Yin’s lead in her “Impossible Spaces” installation, to linger in the half step this conclusion
takes toward a parallel universe where Asian/America signals a multispecies embodiment and
ecology.
To take this step, I turn to two speculative aesthetic works, Yong Ho Ji’s recycled
menagerie, “Mutant Mythos” (2008) and Mary Ann Mohanraj’s novella, The Stars Change
(2013). The long-standing interest in science and speculative fiction in animating worlds
populated by humans, mutants, hybrid and alien lifeforms as a way of exploring the possibilities
and challenges, pleasures and dangers, of multi- and inter-species relations, I argue, suggests a
compelling point of departure for reconceiving Asian American studies. In the flights Ji and
Mohanraj take us to mythological and fantasy worlds, worlds that are not as otherworldly as they
initially appear, we might also glimpse the becoming “other” of the human that is not a decentering, but rather an unsettling, undisciplining of the humanities.
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Recycled Trash, Living Waste
Yong Ho Ji’s “Mutant Mythos” is an arresting collection of sculptures depicting a range
of human and nonhuman animals and human-animal hybrids constructed out of tire rubber.289 Ji
brings to life lions, bulls, sharks, spiders, deer, wolves, and men, including a fascinating blend of
hybrid creatures that seem to be ripped from fantasy and myth, dogs with beaks, horses with
dragon-like fangs, centaurs, sphinxes, and werewolves. Looking at this menagerie, we realize
that even the purportedly “pure,” non-hybrid animal forms Ji fashions are never so; created out
of an industrial material, they are already mutants. Ji asserts, “‘My concept is mutation,’ … ‘the
end product is technically from nature; it is made from the white sap of latex trees but here it is
changed. The color is black and the look is scary.’”290 His words call attention to the human
activities that have shaped the transformation of natural rubber, namely, the processes by which
it is manipulated and made into tires that are manufactured, reproduced, and sold, used and
abused, and abandoned as waste, including his own part in this mutation, taking up and recycling
this waste into art.
The liveliness of Ji’s sculptures comes from the meticulous ways in which he cuts,
reshapes, and layers strips of used tire rubber from cars, motorcycles, and tractors around molds
created out of steel, wood, and styrofoam to resemble the texture of skin, muscle, flesh and bone.
This labor-intensive process takes time, demanding careful layering, adding, stripping, and
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gluing, so that it takes usually “two to three months” before a single mutant is complete.291 The
realism and detail of his art heightens its surreal, science fictional dimensions, especially in
pieces like “Bull Man 4,” which looms over us at six-and-a-half-feet tall, with horns thrust
downwards at its viewer in a threatening face-off.292 These sculptures are, as Ji admits, “scary”;
they demand that we stop to reflect on and contemplate the jarring contradictions they embody,
at once real and mythical, beautiful and grotesque. In this pause, he pushes us to recognize the
disparity between his art and the celebrated works of figures like Donatello, Michelangelo,
Bernini, Rodin and others who sculpted their creations out of bronze, marble and clay. In Ji’s
collection, we see the human subjects of these great artists—politicians, aristocrats, heroes, and
saints—morphed into hybrid mutants. “Wolf Man,” for example, confronts us with a creature
that looks more animal than human, with fangs, claws and a bushy, untamed tail, the only traces
of “man” evident in its upright, bipedal position, poised to launch itself on unsuspecting prey.293
In “Lion Woman,” Ji transforms the majesty attached to the Great Sphinx of Giza into a tortured
life form whose twisted, untamed mane and “obsidian eyes—large, opaque lucite marbles—glow
with a melancholy realism” that we are asked to connect with dirt, sweat, and labor rather than
the heights of human achievement.294 In this way, Ji’s work asserts itself, not as the sanitized
aesthetic of classical sculpture but rather its perversion.
Through “Mutant Mythos,” Ji aims to present a mode of art-making that speaks to our
contemporary moment. He describes how the inspiration for these mutants stems from the effects
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of human desire and “how the world has been twisted by it”; environmental devastation, rampant
global capitalism, and the mutations and diseases caused by consuming genetically modified
organisms are just some of the issues Ji attempts to make visible through his frightening
creations.295 Even as his sculptures address pressing concerns of the present, however, they also
allow us to trace other temporalities; Trinie Dalton writes, “Meeting Yong Ho Ji’s mutants, one
simultaneously exists in evolutionary time, art historical time, and fantastic time, which here is
both suspended and cyclical.”296 Recognizing these multiple overlapping temporalities, I argue,
attunes us to the kinds of openings Ji’s sculptures create for understanding multispecies
embodiments and ecologies with the depth and breadth they require.
As a part of “evolutionary time,” his mutants invite us to consider Darwin’s theory of
evolution, the biological and genetic transformations wrought by the “survival of the fittest,”
including its implications for the expansion of empire and capitalist markets, and the persistence
of social hierarchies and racist ideologies. In terms of “art historical time,” Ji’s work compels us
to rethink sculpture as a classical aesthetic form in ways that illuminate the histories of
racialization in which it is embedded. By “othering” the human, re-making Man into hybrid
mutants, he calls attention to how the celebrated humanistic art of the Renaissance was made
possible through slavery, that is, through the simultaneous subjugation of peoples, animals, and
environments. Finally, the “fantastic time” Ji’s work suspends us in, demands that we confront
the devastation human activities have caused in the form of living waste, animate mutant
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creatures that we learn are not born from the realm of mythology and science fiction, but from
the detritus of the material worlds we inhabit. Through the imposing blackness and pungent
odors of the tire rubber he employs, we are forced to recognize the dark, nasty, violent effects of
industrialization, capitalism, warfare, and civilization-building that have not disappeared with
time, but rather continue to cling and stick to us with the resilience of rubber and resin.
By engaging us in these multiple temporalities and discourses, Ji’s “Mutant Mythos”
allows us to approach something like a multispecies Asian/America. Although there is nothing
explicitly Asian/American about his sculptures, I argue that the materiality of the tire rubber, its
blackness and smell, and the mutant lifeforms Ji constructs out of it, enables an attention to the
violences of racialization and the intimacies between minoritized subjects and nonhuman
animals, plant life, and inorganic matter. In this way, Ji’s menagerie of hybrid mutants suggests a
mode of “assembling” Asian/America that highlights historical and persisting conditions of
social and material inequality while also engaging us in efforts to speculate what a humanities
organized around these figures might look and feel like.

A Multispecies Universe
If Ji’s “Mutant Mythos” takes us to the ground, enthralling us in the extraction,
manufacture and mutation of rubber, Mary Ann Mohanraj’s The Stars Change transports us to an
alternate future dimension, to a planet named Kriti or “creation,” founded by a group of South
Asians who, in trying to escape religious persecution, “built themselves a university, a place
where all faiths, all peoples, [a]re welcome.”297 This institution, the “University of All Worlds,”
represents the shining pinnacle of the futuristic landscape Mohanraj constructs, a home for
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humans and humods, or modified humans, and a range of alien species. The novella’s structure
captures the heterogeneity of this world; each chapter is narrated from the perspective of one
character that slips into that of another and another and another.
In the process, we meet Kimsriyalani or “Kimmie,” a Varisian who looks like a
humanoid cat with orange fur, currently studying security systems; Gaurav, a saurian or lizardlike creature who works as a part of the campus police and misses his recently-deceased human
partner (and former lover) Kris; Rajiv, a human English professor who engages in an adulterous
tryst with Kimmie; Amara, Rajiv’s wife, whose family follows a traditional branch of Hinduism
that does not believe in genetic modifications, but who falls in love nonetheless with the humod
Narita and escapes into marriage to avoid facing her true desires; Jequith, a creature from the
distant planet of Eiskiyarien, a co-worker of Narita’s, who struggles to protect his mates, Shariq
and Harim, and their unborn child, from anti-alien forces; Chieri, a beautiful humod devadasi
who has dedicated her life to the gods and offers erotic and psychic comfort to the other
characters. Threaded throughout are also the perspectives of Dhir, a former Assistant Professor
of Computer Science and “backcountry boys like Mikash” as well as nameless others bent on
destroying this world that allows “monsters” to roam, live and study freely alongside humans.298
Monhanraj’s dizzying cast of characters invites us into a multispecies universe that
suspends our understanding of what constitutes normative relationships and intimacies. In this
world, alternative kinship structures are made perceptible through renewable marriage contracts
or partnerships, polygamous family units, and interspecies sex and love. Even in this seemingly
uninhibited environment, however, the characters Monhanraj introduces us to are broken and
lost, afflicted by heartbreak, jealousy and confusion, torn between hope and fear, anger and
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desire, the pull of “old-Earth” traditions and the longing for something other.299 And despite the
ways in which divisions between race, gender, sexuality and biology no longer appear to hold or
matter here, we learn that the violences of racialization still manifest on this purportedly
progressive university planet. Beneath the struggles the characters face in their own lives—trying
to finish a dissertation, to start a new family, to recover a lost love, or simply to make a living—
is a growing movement that has as its mantra, “Human First.”300
At the beginning of the novella, as Kimmie pulls the startled Rajiv into a sudden,
spontaneous sexual copulation under the stars, a missile lights up the sky as it heads for the
Warren, the eastern edge of campus that serves as home to most of the alien lifeforms and some
modified humans who inhabit Kriti. Through this first explosion, Mohanraj attunes us to the
mounting aggressions that threaten the fragile peace of this planet. She offers insight into the
mindset of those involved in the Human First movement, the hatred they expound for soulless
“monsters” and the unfairness that a boy like Mikash criticizes the university of: “and they said it
had nothing to do with skin color, they said everyone got a fair shot, but it couldn’t be a
coincidence, could it, that just ‘bout every man or woman he saw in the university town was
brown. pale brown, medium brown, dark brown, but brown.”301 Here, in Mikash’s reflections we
see a familiar amalgamation of “brownness” with the fears attached to monstrosity, alien races,
and genetic modification. By linking these differences to a conception of the non- or less-thanhuman, Mohanraj underscores how the Human First movement continues to code “human” as
white, pure, and heterosexual, and in doing so, she demonstrates how the traces of racist
ideologies resurface here in this distant, futuristic and unfamiliar world.
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The novella itself follows a rather predictable storyline, where the different characters we
meet, humans, humods, and aliens, come together in an effort to challenge this movement.
Despite conflicting beliefs, personal struggles, uncertainties, and fears, this group of unlikely
heroes, a “we [that] is just a bunch of people. Not the official police, or the university or the
city,” a we that includes many who do not live in the Warren and who would not be affected by
the attack, a we that nevertheless gathers on behalf of a shared home and a shared vision of what
this “University of All Worlds” symbolizes.302 This novella, thus, narrates a scene of collectivity
and resistance, one reminiscent perhaps of Karen Tei Yamashita’s depiction of the studentactivists, immigrants, tenants, laborers, and neighbors who rallied in defense of the I-Hotel. And
yet, I turn to Mohanraj’s text here not only to highlight the significance of this coming together,
but also its unraveling and dissolution.
What makes this novella unexpected is how it ends, the quiet, almost easy way in which
the battle is won. To their surprise, the plan they crafted to infiltrate the thick walls the
conspirators had shielded themselves behind, using Kimmie’s “almost-completed code” to
disable its defenses and sleeping gas to knock out those inside, worked.303 We learn that Kimmie,
Gaurav, Rajiv, Amara, Narita, and the countless others they had gathered to engage in this fight
were unnecessary: “Gaurav had expected it to be harder. They all had. They were amateurs, after
all—technically, he was a cop, but he had never trained for, never faced anything like this.”304
When the smoke cleared, they discovered that there were only six conspirators inside, already
incapacitated by the sleeping gas. All they had to do was tie them up and wait for the police to
arrive, and yet, in this moment of near-victory, everything falls apart.
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Instead of waiting for the police, Amara asks Narita to wake one of the sleeping
conspirators so they could interrogate him to discover other plans that might be in place. And in
their haste, and without the proper training, Gaurav realizes too late that these civilians had
bound the boy’s hands in front of him and had forgotten to check his pockets. And before this boy
could trigger whatever device he carried, Gaurav launched himself forward, taking in most of
the blast, but of course not shielding everyone. And in the aftermath of the blast caused by that
violent self-destruct, seventeen had died, including Gaurav, though it could have been worse if it
weren’t for his thick, leathery lizard skin taking in most of the damage. And still, we are left with
the voice of a woman like Esther whose love was one of those numbered dead, who claims that if
she “had known, she would have surrendered pride, and honor, and everything Suresh loved
about her. She would have let the Warren burn, and not lifted a finger. Anything to keep him
safe.”305
By ending her novella in this way, Mohanraj compels us to confront the unpredictable
costs of resistance, the fumbling, disorganized activities, the countless mistakes made, the
sometimes unnecessary sacrifices and loss. We have traced over these grounds before in the
heartbreaking conclusion to I Hotel, but I retrace them here to underscore the necessity of
confronting these difficult realities again and again and again. Even in a multispecies universe,
where the possibility for new collectivities, other modes of perceiving relationality and solidarity
become perceptible, we have to face the fragile and temporary nature of these movements, the
ease with which they fracture and dissolve with the hurt someone like Esther expresses, through
her pained disavowal of this fight as not her own, through her simple desire to keep the man she
loves safe. We learn too that what looms large in this ending Mohanraj constructs are Gaurav’s
last thoughts before the blast, his realization that the six boys, those “would-be conspirators”
305
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they found in the room “weren’t professionals either,” just kids who “had never met a nonhuman
in their lives,” but who had tied themselves nonetheless to a crusade that espoused hatred, fear
and violence.306 Recognizing these boys as mere pawns that have been recruited to fight in a war
not of their own making, alludes to those others, the “men in the velvet rooms, grave and certain
in their embroidered robes” who represent the real forces that need to be dismantled.307 In this
way, Mohanraj alludes to the numerous other battles that would have to be waged before the
hierarchies that sustain the idea of “Human First” can be overturned.
In moving toward something like a multispecies Asian/America then, I suggest, we also
have to attend to those dimensions of revolutionary activity that have not changed and to those
processes of racialization that persist even in futuristic multispecies universes. Shifting our
critical practices to bring human and nonhuman animals, organic and inorganic matter, into the
fold, does not displace those familiar structures of power but rather broadens the scope and
scales of our understanding, allowing us to see the overwhelming breadth of the fight that still
remains. Thinking through a text like The Stars Change thus confronts us with the often
compromised victories and the smallness of our unruly acts. And yet, there is also something to
be said of the other side to Mohanraj’s ending, the tentative and uncertain way in which Amara
and Narita, human and humod, find each other again, with their shared feelings of guilt, regret,
loss, and joy.308 And it is the joy of this final embrace, the unintended byproduct and remainder
of their minor movement that represents the thing we need to return to the table, to continue to
act unruly and unsafely in a resistance against the hopeless, unimaginable, and impossible.
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A University for All Worlds
In this closing, I remind myself and you again that doing undisciplining work has never
been about the big leaps or even the massive collective actions we associate with the social
movements of the 1960s and 70s. It begins with something much smaller, in the effort it takes to
pause, reflect, and think of the possibility for another world, in activities that might be measured
in tentative, uncertain half steps toward a parallel universe.
And so, in closing here, I invite us to take apart the vision Mohanraj presents us with the
University of All Worlds, to recognize that even this captivating vision of a space where human,
humods, and alien species might live and study freely alongside each other is an imperfect one.
We see these fissures in the divisions and hierarchies that still exist, where minoritized alien
lifeforms and certain modified humans are constrained to a corner of campus, the Warren, where
they are forced to make their home, in the structures Mikash critiques, the lists that rank accepted
and unaccepted students “to show you just how far you’d been from having a shot at a way
out.”309 And in this pause, this taking apart, I suggest that we can make a subtle shift to imagine a
university that is not just “of” all worlds, constituted by minoritized difference in which
difference is relegated to an unseen corner or forgotten passageway, but rather to highlight the
possibility of a university for all worlds. This subtle shift underscores that this project is not over,
that we still need to strive for something, for the becoming other of a humanities that has not yet
arrived.310
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Something should also perhaps be said about the unique structure of Monhanraj’s novella,
which takes its “title and sections headers… from a variety of university mottoes” (152). These
universities are located around the world, including the University of Sydney (“Sidere mens
aedem mutate: The stars change but the mind remains the same”), the University of Liverpool
(“Haec otia fovent studia: These days of peace foster learning”), Visvesvaraya Technological
University (“Modalu monavanagu: Above all, be human”), New University of Lisbon (“Omnis
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civitas contra se divisa: All the city divided against itself will not remain”), Hacettepe University
(“Times hominem unis libri: I fear of a man with a single book”), and the University of Zulia
(“Post nubile phoebus: After the clouds, the sun”) (152). In addition to clarifying the central
themes and/or conflicts in each section of the book, these mottoes highlight the inadequacy of a
single phrase or idea as what will govern the institution of a university for all worlds. As such,
they invite us to contemplate the possibility of what is still to come, the modes of thinking,
knowing, and being that as yet remain unthought and unarticulated.
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